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F OR EWORD
This document represents the final report of a
twelve month study for the development of a satellite
microwave radiometer to sense the surface temper-
ature of the world oceans. This study was performed
under Contract NAS 1-10106, issued by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Advanced
Applications Flight ]Experiments Office, Langley
Research Center, Hampton, Va. Accomplished in
this study were theoretical analyses, experimental
investigations, system design studies, mathematical
modeling and the engineering development required to
establish the conceptual design and performance
capabilities of a S-Band radiometer for utilization in
aircraft and satellite applications.
The following North American Rockwell staff
members rendered invaluable technical assistance,
without which this work could not have been accom-
plished: L.A. Ahlberg, R.M. Govan, K.W. Gray,
D.H. Hengstenberg, D.H. Hern, A.J. Lewin,
W. Morris and E.P. Parry.
.o.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A SATEI,LITE MICROWAVE RADIOMETER
TO SENSE THE SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF THE
WORLD OCEANS
by
G.M. Hidy, W.F. Hall, W.N. Hardy, W.W. Ho, A.C. Jones,
A.W. Love, M.J. Van Melle, H. tI. Wang and A. E. Wheeler
Members of the Technical Staff
North American Rockwell Corporation
1. 0 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
S-band microwave radiometers developed to perform absolute measure-
ment of sea surface temperature have in the past been subjected to limited
laboratory, field and aircraft flight test programs. The results of these
test programs and theoretical analyses had provided convincing data as to
the feasibility of using this type of radiometer as a future remote sensor
system, ttowever, there remained proble:ns associated with the separation
of uncertainties caused by the atmosphere and sea-surface conditions, for
which further investigation was required, and the instrumental limitations
needed to be better understood. This contracted study was undertaken to
resolve these uncertainties, to establish the feasibility of developing such an
instrument, and to prepare the conceptual design of a satellite-type radiom-
eter system.
By means of theoretical analysis and experimentation several factors
were investigated in this study that contribute to the uncertainties in inter-
pretation of radiometric observations. These included: (1) estabiishing an
analytical model for the deduction of the molecular sea-surface temperature
from the measured data which contain the error effects of (a) the atmosphere,
(b) the sea-surface condition and, (c) the radiometer system with a tentative
absolute temperature accuracy of l°IK and a tentative temperature resolution
of 0. I°K in the frequency domain 2. 5-4. Z GHz; (2) designing a prototype
space satellite oriented microwave radiometer; and (3) selection of the
optimum frequency for use by the radiometer system. Hardware develop-
ment and fiight testing were not a part of this study.
The results of this study have contributed significant information to
the evaluation and application of satellite microwave radiometry for use in
the remote n_easurement of sea surface temperature. Factors were identi-
fied that are crucial to the design of an airborne instrument and to the
interpretation of radiometric observations of' thermal emission from the sea
as molecular temperature. No insurmountable conceptual or instrumental
difficulties developed as the result of these investigations. The conclusions
of the study are summarized in the followin_ remarks.
User Needs. A survey of current user requirements has indicated that
there is a broad range of applications of radiometric data regardin_ thermal
radiation from the oceans. Currently routine surface temperature data are
not available for most of the open ocean areas particularly in the Southern
Hemisphere. To be most widely useful for applications to sea temperature
observation, satellite observations of the world ocean are desirable from
one to two times a week. with an absolute accurac} _ of order ±I°K molecular
temperature, averaged over a 100 kn_ diameter area.
Implications of Salinity Change. Since the emissivity of water from
2. 5-4.2 GHz is somewhat sensitive to salinity chan_es, the impact of
surface salinity differences at sea had to be evaluated. The survey of ._eo-
graphical and temporal variations in salinity indica!_-s that uncertainties
resulting from such changes do not exceed a few tenlhs of a degree, except
under extreme conditions, The climatological, averaged spatial variations
can be corrected for using current knowledge of the global distribution of
surface salinity. Temporal changes are more ditticult to allow for because
of lack of oceanographic data. However, without correction, these fluctu-
ations are not expected to create uncertainties _reater than +0, 2°K in
molecular temperature.
Laboratory measurements of the dielectric properties of dilute salt
solutions and sea water samples were made in this study to absolute accu-
racies comparable with those in ti_e literature avai!able for fresh water.
These measurements have shown that sea water cannot be modeled accurately
by simple sodium chloride solutions alone, ttowever, the experimental
results indicate that the dielectric properties of :s<_.a ,_cater can be predicted
to high accuracy solely by measurerr_er_i of the salinity of the water. Using
measurements of the dielectric properties, the emissivity of smooth sea
water can be calculated with absol_lte accuracy equivalent to ±@. 2°K molec-
ular sea temperature. To maintain th-_s accuracy in 1he radiometric
application, the average salinity of the ,,_orld ocea:- should be known to an
accuracy of at least ±1 _
Atmospheric Effects and Sky Bacl,.ground. A_ ,,:_alysis was made in
this study of the various effects contributing to the :_5_ background radiation,
and the atmospheric attenuation at 2. 5-4.2 Gtiz. Av-aiiable ground based
and aircraft observations were used to assess the validity of the conclusions
derived from the analysis. In the atmosphere, a major absorber of micro-
wave energy over the frequency range of interest is oxygen, whose concen-
tration is essentially constant. The major variable constituents are water
in condensed and vapor states. Water vapor absorbs an order of magnitude
less energy at 3 GHz than oxygen. However, water clouds and precipitation
scatter, absorb, or emit sufficient radiation to be a significant factor in
radiometric observations of the sea surface. Their interference depends on
cloud thickness, liquid water content, and precipitation rate. Ice is a
weaker factor than liquid water in the atmosphere.
In the clear atmosphere, past measurements have left the magnitude
of the total atmospheric contribution to sky temperature uncertain. Some
evidence supports a 2°K contribution to the zenith sky temperature while
other results point to 4°K at 2.69 GHz. Theoreticalmodels for oxygen
absorption support the lower value.
Two new, independent experiments were conducted by the Science
Center that confirm the atmospheric contribution to sky temperature
estimated from theory. The first experiment was a ground based study
of the variation in brightness temperature as a function of viewing angle
from zenith to that approaching the horizon. The second investigation
involved interpretation of aircraft measurements of the brightness temper-
ature of the sea at various altitudes to approximately 11 km. The results
of these studies support the Van Vleck-Weisskopf model for oxygen absorp-
tion to estimate the contribution of the clear atmosphere to the sky
background.
Limited experimental observations suggest that the contribution of
clouds is small, as expected from predictions of simple theory. The cloud
interference is expected to be intermittent for satellite observation, but will
have to be accounted for in interpretation of the instrumental observations.
The available experimental results are inadequate for verifying the appli-
cability of available theoretical models of cloud attenuation. It is important
for the success of the oceanographic applications to further pursue the cloud
interference experimentally. It is recommended that ground based aircraft
observation of clouds be attempted in the range of 2. 5-4.2 GHz with high
priority while simultaneous direct measurements are made of cloud thick-
ness, liquid water content, and precipitation rate.
The radio noise contributions from extraterrestrial sources and that
of the clear atmosphere at 2.69 GHz are now believed to be known to high
accuracy equivalent to a brightness temperature less than +0. 5°K.
Surface Roughness. The investigation of the influence of surface
roughness was aimed at improving the theoretical framework for predicting
such effects. Existing theoretical models for the effect of surface roughness
on the observed brightness tempc,'aturc nr,_ open to question and hence their
predictions are of doubtful value. Th- analysis co_,qucted in this study
classified the relationship betwee,, different n_c)d_ls: <_irrently being evaluated.
The classical geometrical optics ,'a]culations _<as .:,_<tcnded to include the
effect of multiple refh,_:tions. ']-his l_odlf_cation produced a sianificant
increase in surface enlissivity ov_r the s in,plot ca ,_ for very large wave
slopes equivalent to hurricane force v, inds.
IAmited exploratory experiments <\.ere conducted to test the theoretical
predictions. The results are ess,,ntial!y qu_]itati\c in nature, but indicate
that the roughness contribution to the surface e_i_; ;ivi_y is substantially
greater than expected frou_ available theory'.
To improve t}_e stele of tlneoretical devel._,pt_e>t, a new ana]ytical
theory has been developed that can be shown t- ?,ie:}d results of arbitrarily
high accuracy in calculation, usir_ adequate ce,-,_i,_tational models of the
sea surface topograpl_5'. Althougtn tht _. ue,a' u_ocl_:l has been formulated, the
equations have not been _l_vestigated nun_cri_-all 3, for results relevant to the
radiometer application.
Evaluation of the knfluence of refl,-ctic)n of soln. r radiation from a
rough surface has indicated that this ma F be a pntentially significant con-
tribution to the apparent sea ten_peratur_e observed at 2. 5-4. 2 GI-tz for a
downward looking instrument; a I°C c.ontr{bution tc brightness temperature
may be expected frurn solar energy reflection v. her: the sun is within Z0 ° of
the zenith.
Aside frorn foan-_ino, the coutribution of roughn_:ss to the emissivity
of the ocean surface at 2. 69 GHz is the principal phenomenon presently
unaccounted for in interpretation of the radiometer antenna temperature.
Therefore, the theoretical work _.nitiated in t}_i_ part of the program should
be pursued to its logical conclusion. Because of the apparent sensitivity to
roughness of circularl,_ polarized reception nf [her_al er>ission from the
sea, this work should 1,e continued at l_i_b v)rJorit,<.
Microscale Surface Disturbances. "r'herc has been controversy about
the magnitude of interference expected from micr(;scale disturbances at the
air-sea interface. The main identified coptrib._ors are sea spra}, foa,,_,
and oil slicks, Both experirnenkal restdts and t_eoretical analyses der;w_.d
from this study have irdicated that neithcr sea sp;av nor natural oil slicks
will have a significant influence on the brightness te>,perature of the sea.
Oil pollution may bec,oJne !oca]ly sever_ • ,-<o__:.f_h _,, _n;al<e a noticeable contri-
bution, but only if film thickness exce,:d:: <). 5 r-,, . rcdirectly, there may
be an effect due to oi] :_iicks by their i_:it:it>-_ of ,:.iT, d waves.
Potentially, the microscale cffe<'c of greatest c,_,ncern is that resulting
from sea foam. The r_,,agnitude of the effect d,-m,_;ds on the extent of surface
coverage as well as th,= thickness, d_,:,.:_tv, :,n_ _. ce._position of the b,fl).ble
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layer. Little quantitative i_formatien is available about the nature of sea
foams. }towever, our investigation of simulated foam has indicated that
this effect can contribute as much as several degrees Kelvin to brightness
temperature under intense storrr, conditior:s with high winds where foam
coverage exceeds 10-Z0 percent of the surface. Taking into consideration
the available climatological information on foam coverage, the extent of
surface coverage should be well below five percent in middle latitudes and
tropical areas where sea temperature surveillance is of interest. If such
extrapolations are reliable, foam formation should present a major inter-
pretation problem only during limited periods over areas in stormy weather,
where clouds may obscure the surface. To evaluate n_ore quantitatively
the role of foam in degrading sea temperature measurement accuracy, an
extensive study of the properties of foam, as they effect radiometry, is
recommended at high priority.
Interpretation of I)(i;-3 Fl__ht Results. The studies conducted in flight
programs, with the independent development of a new calibration technique,
have enabled further evaluation to be made of airborne radiometric obser-
vations of the sea taken in 1969. Results indicate that the observed bright-
hess temperature of the Eastern _acilic Ocean coastal waters up to 1 km
altitude were systematically warmer by 4°K than that calculated for a smooth
' _ signed to the effect of surfacesea. This discrepancy is now' _entatave_y as
roughness and associated sun glitter. Fh_- fact that the discrepancy remained
constant for somewhat var3-ing sea state coaditions and is approximately the
same as observed in lc)71 Convair 990 flights over markedl? different sea
state conditions suggests that a constant correction for roughness may be
justifiable. Such a conskant factor may be associated with the tendency of
the sea surface to achieve an eq'aiIibriu.,n configuration at relativelF short
water wavelengths.
Cosmic background is effectively a constant (small) correction at a
given frequency, and the salinity variation can be accounted for with current
knowledge of the world ocean to first order. Despite the drawback of larger
antenna sizes, we recommend that the frequency of instrument operation for
oceanographic applications be selected at or near 2.. 69 GHz.
Antenna requiren_ents for a satellite-borne instrument are considered
and enumerated and various geneI'ie antenna types are compared in the light
of these requirements. As a result ,,f these comparisons the recommended
antenna for radiometric sea surface, temperature measurement is the horn.
The simple horn, however, is inadequate and requires some modification to
its aperture field distribution. Two methods of achieving this are discussed;
use of corrugations on the inside wa!ls, and creation of certain higher order
mo_tes within the horn to modify the field of the dominant mode. An analysis
of the radiation patterns of such multimode horns has been carried out.
Computation shows that beam efficiency cani:,e as high as 98 percent for
the multimode horn.
It is recommended that further flight programs be designed and con-
ducted at the earliest possible opportunity since they provide important
experience for guiding identification of problem areas in the application of
the instrument (see also Sea Truth).
Conceptual Design of Airborne Radiometer. Bearing in mind the limi-
tations and constraints placed upon any eventual satellite-borne instrument,
a new radiometer design concept was evolved in which the long term high
absolute accuracy of measurement is not compromised. Resulting from a
survey of many possible and proposed radiometer configurations, the recom-
mended system uses a signal'modulated (Dicke) receiver with noise injection
in the signal arm so that the system operates in the nulling mode. The
question of stability of the noise injection source has been studied and it is
concluded that the avalanche diode best meets the needs of the system.
The preliminary survey of the requirements placed on minimization of
physical effects and hardware for optimum operational frequency in the range
2. 5-4.2 GHz can be summarized in Table I. I.
Table I.I. Frequency Selection Criteria for Measurement of Sea
Temperature by an S-Band Radiometer at 2. 5-4.2 GHz
Effect Recommended Frequency Relative Significance
Salinity
Galactic Noise
Clear Atmosphere
Clouds and
!Precipitation
Surface Roughness
Foaming and Spray
Oil Slicks
Instrument Hardware
As High as Possible
As High as Possible
Approximately Independent
Correctable to 1st Order
Small Contribution through
entire region
of Frequency
As Low as Possible
Uncertain
As Low as Possible
As Low as Possible
As High as Possible
(particularly for antenna)
Corrections uncertain &
difficult to evaluate with
single instrument
Foaming a crucial factor
Not a critical factor
From a practical standpoint of operational capability on a worldwide
basis, consideration also has to be given to the optimum frequency for
minimizing interference from radio and radar transmission. From this
point of view, the radio astronomy band centered at Z.695 GHz is best.
Taking into account this conclusion in the light of the data in Table 1. 1, a
recommended operational frequency is made.
Sea Truth Program. It is vital to the further development of micro-
wave radiometry for oceanographic applications to compare the observations
by remote sensors with suitable direct measurements of ocean water
properties. A study of possible alternatives for a sea truth facility has
been made. A useful, but economical system appears to begin with a well
instrumented tower or oceanographic ship as a base point. For spatial
coverage, the moored vessel should be supplemented with throwaway buoys
launched from the instrumented aircraft. Minimum instruments on the
buoys should include water temperature and electrical conductivity. To be
most effective, radiometers should be mounted on the moored vessel and
operated simultaneously with similar airborne instruments flown overhead.
To expedite the further development of methods for interpretation of obser-
vations of thermal emission from the sea temperature, a sea truth facility
should be designed and built as soon as possible.
Utilization and En_ineerin_ Development. A preliminary review of
potential applications to planned aircraft and satellite programs has been
made. There appear to be ample opportunities in the coming years to
exploit the potential benefit of S-Band radiometers for oceanographic
applications. Every effort should be made at this time to integrate this
instrument into aircraft experiments so that its performance and usefulness
can be determined.
The development of instrumentation for aircraft applications is now
feasible. Further work will be required to develop high precision radiom-
eters compatible with orbiting satellite requirements. Particular attention
to problems of calibration and miniaturization of critical electronics com-
ponents and system long term stability will be needed. Development of the
radiometer system for ultimate satellite use is recommended for initiation
as soon as possible.
Further attention is needed on the critical factors affecting the poten-
tial limitation of the widespread applicability of S-Band radiometry for
oceanographic applications. To parallel with further investigations of the
class described here, effort must be made to consider integration of multi-
instrument packages to optimize the information to be obtained from remote
sensing of the sea surface. In the case of microwave radiometry, particular
attention is required to identify the most efficient methods of deriving both
temperature and surface roughness from instrument configurations.
Perhaps the best way, at this stage, to further develop the usefulness
of microwave radiometry for oceanographic applications is to more actively
seek the participation of interested scientists An such programs. Early
participation by users will create a self-stimulating atmosphere to influence
the science and applications of oceanography for the possible benefits of
this type of experimental capability. By such interaction, it should be
possible to use directly the radiometric observations of thermal radiation
rather than force such data "unnaturally" into a pattern relying on more
class ical instrumentation.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
Until recently most of the effort aimed at the development of remote
sensors for Earth Applications have been concentrated on those for measure-
ment of atmospheric properties. However, improved instrumental tech-
niques and a better understanding of the transmission properties of the
atmosphere have led to much more interest in viewing quantitatively the
properties of the Earth's surface. One of the more significant and practical
global measurements that can be made from a satellite is the absolute ocean
surface temperature. A preliminary rationale for the importance of such
observations to the meteorological and oceanographic community was reported
a few years ago by a panel of the National Academy of Sciences (1969).
Measurement of sea surface temperature from satellite borne instru-
ments has already been performed with some success using infrared radiom-
eters wavelength on Nimbus vehicles (Smith, et al___:, 1970). Experiments to
deduce sea temperature from infrared detectors at other wavelengths are
being planned, and some success has been achieved for measuring gradients
of temperature at the sea surface by aircraft borne infrared radiometers
(McAlister and McLeish, 1969). These infrared experiments have demon-
strated important capability by achieving useful observations of sea surface
temperature. However, they suffer severe degradation when operated at
high altitudes by rain cloud interference, and sun glitter from the water
surface. It is possible to avoid these difficulties, in principle, by using
microwave radiometry to determine sea temperature with a 24 hour, all
weather operational capability.
To investigate the feasibility of passive measurement of sea tempera-
ture at microwave frequencies, a study program was instituted at the North
American Rockwell Corporation (NR) in 1966. The objectives of the project
were: (1) to develop microwave radiometers for observing quantitatively
the thermal emission from the sea, (2) to interpret the instrumental obser-
vations in terms of sea surface temperature and other important physical
properties of the sea, and (3) to deduce the practical limitations on measure-
ment of absolute sea surface temperature by microwave radiometry from
aircraft and satellite altitudes.
The initial results achieved in the program are discussed by Hidy,
et a_!(1969). The first stage of the study demonstrated the feasibility of
constructing an S-Band radiometer with a capability for absolute measure-
ment of the thern_al emission [ron_ the sea to about ±I°K. Observations of
lake water and of tile }>acific Ocean suffg_..<_:ed _hat tt_e following uncertainties
in such experime_tts seriously limited relatin_ the measured antenna tem-
peratures to the n lolecular temperature of the natural waters: (1) the
dielectric properties of sea wateJ were not known to high enough accuracy
to evaluate the error in the radiometric measurer_ents, (2) the role of
atmospheric attenuation by oxygen gas, and rain clouds were not well enough
known to correct the instrumental measurements, {3) the influence of
roughness of the sea on the water emissivity and other surface effects such
as oil slicks could not be calculated quantitatively. Nevertheless, with the
use of rather crude information the li_lited measurements of the brightness
temperature for the t_acific Ocean from an airborne radioi-neter could be
corrected to agree within about .4°K without accounting for surface waves.
Such a result was sufficiently promising to encourage continuing the develop-
ment of a satellite coPlpatible instrument system.
The radiometer used in the prelin_inary NR investigations was of
simple Dicke design, and used a boiling cryogenic termination load for
calibration. The application of boiling liquids far aircraft or satellite
systems is unsuitable, so it was necessary to design a new configuration
more compatible with airborne applications.
A serious problem in evaluating the limitations of remote sensors for
sea temperature is the lack of adequate direct me;,surements of ocean
surface properties. C)ur experience in flying the f_rst prototype microwave
radiometer emphasized this point, and presents a continued unresolved
problem in further development of remote sensors for oceanographic
applications.
Discussions in late 1969 with staff of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) - Advanced Applications Flight Experiment
(AAFE) Program indicated that NASA sponsorship was appropriate for
continuing the NR study program. This report is a discussion of further
progress on the development of a satellite borne microwave radiometer to
measure sea temperature as sponsored under NASA Contract NAS 1-10106.
The principal objectives of this study contract were: (a) to investigate
further those aspects of atmospheric and ocean physics listed above that
inherently limit the interpretation of radiometric data, (b) to design a new
instrument configuration that is compatible with airborne constraints, but is
aimed at achieving high absolute accuracy (_=0. l°Ki of detection of thermal
emission fron_ the sea. and (c) the design of a sea truth program to provide
an adequate test facility for microwave radiometry applied to sea tempera-
ture detection.
i0
The £ollowing text describes the study results to date, and discusses
recommendations £or further studies to develop a use£ul satellite system.
Be£ore undertaking such discussion, it is appropriate to reernphasize the
applications o£ remote detection o£ sea temperature by reviewing and
updating the user needs and requirements.
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3. 0 USER NEEDS AND REQUIREMENTS
One of the objectives of this study was to establish the tentative design
and operational parameters for an S-Band Microwave Radiometer that will
provide the greatest amount of useful sea surface temperature data commen-
surate with user needs and requirements. A survey of potential users and
an analysts of their requirements and applications of microwave radiometer
data were conducted to define the current needs of the oceanographic and
meteorological communities. These needs are used to provide a basis for
the establishment of the design and performance parameters.
Potential applications for satellite or airborne measurements of sea
surface temperature may be grouped as follows:
• Oceanographic Research
• Thermal Mapping and Charting
• Fisheries Applications
• Pollution Applications
• Meteorological Research
• Weather Forecasting
3. i Principal Users of Sea Surface Temperature Data
As an initial step in the determination of user requirements, an
investigation was conducted to identify the various agencies, institutions,
international cooperative associations, etc. engaged in activities directly
related to these applications. The identification of these user groups was
accomplished by an investigation consisting of a literature search, supple-
mented by pre-existing personal knowledge of the investigators working on
the study program, and confirmed by discussions with typical representatives
in each of the categories noted above. In the case of international organi-
zations, an effort was made to contact either specific individuals partici-
pating in these activities or having working knowledge of their operational
requirements. A listing of typical user agencies and the individual contacted
to ascertain requirements is presented in the Appendix.
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A tabulation of the principal user groups is presented in Table 3. I, in
which the using agencies are listed as (i) Federal Agencies (other than
Department of Defense); (2) Department of Defense; (3) Educational Institu-
tions; (4) International Organizations. For each user agency identified in
these listings the areas of application, corresponding to those previously
noted, are indicated by a solid (Q).
To avoid needless detail, specific potential commercial users of data
are not included in these listings. Examples would be the shipping companies
who would find sea surface temperature of interest in route planning and i.ce
avoidance, and the small local fisheries advisory groups who relay data
to fishing fleets.
3. 2 Measurement Requirements
A survey of typical representatives of each of the user groups disclosed
a number of specific applications of sea surface te_nperature data, covering
a broad range of specific needs. These vary according to the nature of the
application, and even according to the specific needs of specialists working
in a given application area. The general nature of the data and measurements
requirements in each of the major areas are discussed in the following
paragraphs, and the specific needs are summarized in Tables 3.2 through
3. 7, which present the requirements in terms of ten_perature accuracy,
temperature measurement range required, surface resolution, geographic
areas of interest, and the most commonly requested frequencies of
observation. Due to the broad range of the requirements as determined
during the user survey, it is not possible to give specific overall require-
ments as to the temperature accuracies required, the desired surface
resolution, and the required frequency of observation. During the dis-
cussions and in the subsequent analyses of the stated needs, the require-
ments were evaluated in terms of (I) optimal values, designated _s ' O _',
which provide information fully meeting the present and anticipated needs
for remote sensing measurements; (2) acceptable values, designated as
'_A _, which will provide a large portion of the needs; and (3) marginal values,
shown as "M '_, which will provide useful information not fully meeting the
needs of the user, but still of considerable value.
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3. 2. 1 Oceanographic Research
In the various educational and research institutions and governmental
agencies engaged in oceanographic research, a broad spectrum of types of
oceanographic research is represented, presenting varied and widely
differing sea surface temperature measurement requirements. Data which
fully meet the needs for a specific type of investigation, such as ocean-wide
current and circulation studies, will be of virtually no value in the investi-
gation of thermal microstructures of phenomena of limited temporal
duration and spatial extent. An analysis of measurement requirements
presenting the overall requirements in terms of ranges (i.e., temperature
accuracy of 0. I°C to 2°C, surface resolution of 60 m to 100 kin, etc.)
would only observe the development of performance requirements, applica-
tion areas, and operational parameters for the microwave radiometer
system. Similarly, a tabulation of the requirements for specific on-going
or planned programs would yield an unworkable mass of conflicting data.
For the purpose of analyzing and evaluating the requirements to develop
useful criteria, the types of oceanographic research have been categorized
as follows:
Thermal Mapping - Ocean-Wide
Thermal Structures and Anomalies - Ocean-Wide
Thermal Mapping - Regional (i.e., major currents, upwelling areas)
Thermal Mapping - Coastal
Thermal Studies - Microstructures
Arctic Studies - (Sea Ice, Water-Ice Boundaries)
The requirements in each of these areas, as determined from extensive
literature surveys and personal contacts with representative user groups
and agencies, are summarized in Table 3.2.
3.2.2 Thermal Mapping and Charting
One of the principal uses of sea surface temperature as derived from
future satellite and aircraft sensor systems is the preparation of sea surface
temperature maps and charts on an oceanwide or global scale. Mapping of
this type, for the purpose of preparing monthly, seasonal, and annual sea
surface temperature charts, is accomplished by the Naval Oceanographic
Office, with data collected from a variety of sources, including oceanographic
research ships, ships of opportunity, buoy systems, and survey-type aircraft
equipped with remote sensing devices. Satellite systems will provide much
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more reliable data, i_ a ti,H_ _n,_,_, , a_d on a global basis. Sea surface
temperature maps are a!_o prepared by the National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS) o_ a coutine b_:,i_:for the Pacific ©cean, and by the Coast
and Geodetic: Surv_,y _A,_- ._; _:_i :, _Tie,:':_. l h'_ i}.S. C,_ast Guard issues
some sea surface tcnlt_c_:_iu:, _i_f); oi restricted areas.
The basic requiren_en[ for ocean-wide or global sea surface temperature
mapping is generally acccpt_t a_, an accuracy ot I _C, and a spatial
resolution on the order of 40[_ i<_r_ is adequate to lneet requirements. For
regional mapping, such as _he Gulf Strear_-_ area and in the vicinity of other
major currents and in upwciling areas, a temperature measurement accuracy
of I°C is regarded as adequate, ai_ilough _ome researchers would prefer an
accuracy of 0. 5 ° or better; a surface resolution of 100 km is acceptable,
with 20 to 50 t<m being desired. The most stringent requirements arise
from special purpose studies, involving thermal micro-structures, current,
or anomalies of short temperal duration, for which the requirements may
be as severe as 0. 1 °C on a 4 hour to one day basis, and with a surface
resolution of four to twenty kilometers.
The requirements for thern_al mapping and charting are summarized
in Table 3.3.
3. 2.3 Fisheries Applications
The principal application of satellite-derived sea surface temperature
data to the fisheries community is the preparation of periodic advisories,
including sea surface l:emperature char_:s a_d other data related to the
distribution and probable ab_t_tdar_c._ of comlnercially-catchable fish types in
the oceans. As an aid to the fisheries indu._try, synoptic sea-surface
temperature charts for the global oceans are issued on a monthly and
bi-monthIy basis (principally by 2"_AVOCEANO and the National Marine
Fisheries Service). In additi(m, daily fisheries advisories bulletins are
issued, conveying sea s,'_r_a__ te,;-H)e_-a_r_ _ata of timely interest, including
information regarding t},e "!i_tributio__ a_i _ _:_ra<teristics of significant
ocean currents and upwe!lit_ L zeroes a_d arenas.
The measurement requirements for these various types of charts and
advisories are summarized in "Fable 3.4.
At the present tim_e, the ocean-wide sea surface temperature maps
are prepared from all availabl:: inf_)rmation, including oceanographic
research vessels, buoys, a_,i ship_ of opportunity. The reliability of the
data derived from stdps of ot, po,-_a_ity leaves much to be desired, with
different observers reporting temperatures varying as much as several
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degrees as observed at _ppro_in'_ately the _ar_e ti,_t_ it', <lose proximity.
Also, the data derived fron_ ships <ff opportunity r'.; _" ior the most part
restricted to the cusIo_ver _hipptn_ li-,_nc_. ]< ',_vir_ _- '_;'''c ar{.as of the oceans
with sparse or nr_ data. I i_ (._fcc_ _ !!'_ :_r_ }_di, _ed in the b;NIFS maps
shown in Figures 3. I _-_] _. 2.
............. _" t and 3 Z how
It is of eonsideraLl,: ;r,.ier_ :_ to u_,_o _ , _:!_:........ "
limited the sea _urface len_per;duce data L_-_ it, du _:;outhern Pacific Ocean.
- _ _ ' dala n_'_ con_r)lete!y h_adequate
The NMFS feels that th ,_ _urrcnd)' _w_ll_ ..... .--
to estimate any surfac_ leL_%perature a _-_)_'_';_ ;_r,.v he entire Southern
Pacific Ocean. The applica:icm <_! sai_dl;i*" , ,,_:t,;_'_ ... Tatfon could supply a
broad coverage of thi_, _rca _n a !-o_ltin_ ]n_:_ _.
3. 2.4 Pollution Applications
Because of sociaI ,-_nd econotnqic c_n_<_erati'<-"_: , the major emphasis
on the application of r_::nnote sensing te,.:h,_i<:_-e_ r, h< proble:.-ms of pollution
detection and monitorin_ has beer_ concentr;*Led ,,n !,, coastal and in-shore
. • ' h o_t-tfr .............environments. The charactertstlc s u' _' • ...... ,.v_-,re measurement
features of these pn!iution proble_s :_:_": _' _'a _ .....
• _ - _ _ _.- -' 5 :',-, ,-:'.ai_:, ,:_.aior emphasis has
requirements, as 3_'._ _,rlO\t t] 1I'l j c._i)LE ....
been directed toward cnastal problems resul_inK fr<)_- oil spills, with some
- and to
attention to potential thermal po]_ution f. _ ;.-.-a>ta[ ,_o<ver plants
..r ,.• _,,,.,iia_ users of open ocean
other types of industrial pollution. A survey :,_ i
pollution data has been unrewarding, with _}_ pr inc _al comments being
directed toward the possibility of maior oil spill_ ,-<._.ultin_ from the use of
super-tankers to transport crude ,_;] a<_-] _)the'._ _)_ _:,,]euna products. Fhe
summary of the potential requiren_ents for _,-,l]t]i app!tcattons
in Table 3. 5.
3. Z. 5 MeteoroIogicat Applications
As the science of r_eteorologv i '" '-'l_'<_ ':*::_ (:oneer_ed with the con-
trolling effects of the masses of th," ,,, _._n , _,'_ c:.m atmospheric circu-
lation and weather phenomena, n_ore a. tt,_ntion i. b_:_in_ directed toward
the need for means to _easure __.ea :-:urface !,:<,--_:, ra: _Ye reliably and quickly
on a global basis. Present atn_o,qP ]'':_-'ic "'_eac_'-i_ ;.anges bvc;adly in scope,
from studies of the effects of small 5t:u_-tu,--'_-! fe _l_es of limited ten_poral
duration (e.g., upv:ell],-_ areas nea," < ,s_,'_,i t,.' : ,_s_ n,_ajor features such
as general oceanic cir,-ul_tion ',_at!_:_'_: "J h_n!z_ n-:ochanis_as at
and near the air-ware" interfac_.
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The planned programs of the Global Atmospheric Research Program
exemplify the needs for ocean-wide measur_.ment of sea surface temperature
for atmospheric research programs. Observations on a 200 to 400 km
grid, with a surface resolution of 200 to 400 km wiil provide much needed
data. Similar data are required by the universities engaged in large-scale
meteorological research, as well as by the l'qational Weather Service.
Smaller-scale programs, such as the studies of the I_WS on the relation-
ship of small coastal thermal anomalies to fog forn_ation require data on a
much finer grid, and to a higher degree of precision. The requirements
for sea surface temperanlre as applicable to meteorologic research are
summarized in Table 3.6.
3.2. 6 Weather Forecasting
The basic sea surface temperature m:easurement requirement for
long range {4 to 7 days) ,veather forecasting is the detection of thermal
anomalies and changes of such temporal duration and spatial extent as to
result in significant ene::gy-exchange transfers between the ocean and the
atmosphere. These oceanic phenomena which will afiect weather sufficiently
to permit long-range forecasts will in general extend over areas of hundreds
of kilometers. Marine meteorologists can profita>,!y use sea surface
tempera_re data providing surface resolutions of 400 to 600 kin, and
absolute accuracies of 1.0°G. For some specific types of forecasting,
accuracies of 0. 5°C to 0. l°C may he desired. For shorter range forecasts
(1 to 4 days), the same considerations pertain as to measurement accuracy,
but smaller areas are of interest, resulting in a somewhat smaller surface
resolution requirement, on the order of 200 to 400 kin. In beth cases, a
one-day measurement interval is optimum, but foi the long-range forecasts
a 2 to 4 day interval would produce useful data. For short range (12 hours
to 2 days) predictions of localand/or short term phenomena (fogs, squalls,
etc.), and for some types of military applications, accuracy of 0. 1 to 1.0°C
is required, with surface resolutions varying from 10 to 100 kin.
Frequent, periodic and accurate measurements of sea surface
temperature could greatly improve the reliability of weather forecasts.
Present coverage of the Northern Hemisphere will he improved, both by
providing data from areas not presently well sampled (e.g., away from
shipping lanes) and by repetitive average on a routine basis. Predictive
data will also be available for the southern hemisphere, not presently
feasible.
The measurement requirements for weather forecasting are sumn-_arized
in Table 3.7.
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3. 3 Requirements Summary
The identified needs of the various user-group communities represent
a broad range of measurement requirements for remote sea surface
temperature determinations, including required accuracy, surface "foot-
print" size, frequency of measurement, and desired geographic coverage.
Studies ranging from global oceanographic to thermal microstructure
investigations have established the requirements for both aircraft and
spacecraft derived measurements. In the preceding paragraphs, the
specific requirements in each application area have been defined, and
quantitative values assigned, based upon the concensus among the repre-
sentative users contacted. The requirements in the various application
areas are summarized in Table 3.8.
The most frequently requested values are indicated by the solid bars
on the chart. In certain instances, certain users have expressed needs
which vary somewhat from the general requirements, due to the peculiar
nature of the application. These are indicated by the broken lines on the
chart.
In general, the requirements as stated represent the best attainable
data, using current technology. Because of sparse observations in some
areas, however, the data are not always complete. This is particularly
true in the case of measurements in the Southern Hemisphere. The pre-
viously cited Sea Surface Temperature charts of the NMFS exemplify this
CFigures 3. 1 and 3.2). The FNWC data, further, are confined for the most
part to the Northern Hemisphere.
The following statements may be made regarding temperature
measurement accuracy:
(1) For ocean-wide, global, or regional applications, a temperature
accuracy of I°C is adequate for most applications.
(2) For mapping and monitoring of phenomena of limited temporal
or spatial extent, an accuracy of 0.2 to 0. 5°C may be required.
(3) For special purpose applications involving small anomalous
thermal structures or restricted areas, an accuracy of 0. 1 to
0. 5 ° may be required. For these, aircraft borne systems may
be satisfactory.
Surface resolution requirements may be summarized as follows:
(l) For ocean-wide applications, a surface resolution element of
approximately 400 km will provide Iarge amounts of data not
available by other techniques.
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(2) Some special applications involving ocean-wide survey require
resolution of 100-200 kin.
(3) Research, mapping, etc. involving regional areas 900-1800 km
resolution of 50-100 km is required.
(4) Special applications involving coastal areas of studies of thermal
microstructures require resolutions of i0 to 50 kin. For the
most part, these can best be served by a_rcraft borne systems.
The frequencies of observation as required for the various appli-
cations range from i per day to l per month. Daily observations are
probably impossible with a single satellite, assurl-_Jng a near-polar orbit;
weekly observations would be difficult.
The temperature extremes as postulated for a sea surface temperature
measuring system are -10°C to +30°C. Most of the measurement require-
ments fall within the range of 0 ° to + 30°C, hence these should be considered
the minimum required extremes. However, several important applications
involve polar area mapping for te_nperature, hence the overall range should
be considered as highly desirable.
From the assessment presented here, it is felt that the S-Band
radiometer system would have wide usefulness by _iming for surveillance
of the world ocean at a frequency of one or two times per week, with an
absolute accuracy of surface temperature measurement <+l°K, averaged
over a I00 km diameter area.
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The quantities, e' and _" are the real and imaginary parts of the complex
dielectric constant% and = cos 8, 8 being the angle of incidence of observa-
tions. The parameters p and q are
p =_ (_' + - 1 + +(_' + £- 1 ;
\/-z
Once the quantities _' and e" are determined in terms of temperature
and sea water composition, then the measurement of T B by the radiometer
uniquely determines the molecular temperature of the sea surface T s.
(4.4)
4.2 THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
4.2. I Dielectric Theory of Polar Liquids and Their Frequency Dependence
The dielectric properties of pure water and NaCI solutions, to a very
good approximation, may be described by the Debye theory of polar liquids
in terms of a single relaxation time. The real and imaginary parts of the
dielectric constant are accordingly given by,
E S . ECO
(I _ + _co
1 +x Z
(4. 5)
,,,=t'%- _)x+_
2l+x
where _s is the static dielectric constant, % is the dielectric constant due to
the sum of electronic and atomic polarizations, _ is the angular frequency,
ori is the DC ionic conductivity, and x = wr where r is the relaxation time
characteristic of a particular temperature and composition. ,_ is a constant
whose value has been determined by Saxton and Lane (1957-) to be 4.9 and _i,
*s and v are, in general, functions of temperature and salinity.
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The values for t' and _" at two different frequencies are related to
each other by,
(n_o = E eo -[-
2
c s - too I + x I
,
/\
_2 w I (,.x,2) .x2.
(4.6)
where x 1 = _1; and x 2 = _2 T.
Typical values for : in the temperature range from 0°C to 40°C and
for salinities up to 1.0N range from 5 x 10 -12 to 1.8 x 10 -11 sec, corre-
sponding to a range for x in the S-band frequency region from 0. 1 to 0. 3.
Consequently, the factor 1 + x 2 is close to unity (1.01 to 1.09) and x 2 <<1.
As the conductivity _ is well known for different salinities and _co is small
compared to Es (approximately 5 versus 80) and reasonably well known, it
can be seen that when _' and _" are measured accurately at one frequency,
their values at another frequency can be deduced accurately via the above
expression even though the various r are not well known. When the two
frequencies are within 20% of each other, the extrapolation can be done to
within a tenth of a percent accuracy for values of r which are known only: to
a few percent. One can therefore make a precise measurement at a single
frequency and then use the values of : obtained by Saxton and Lane (1952) to
generate accurate values for e' and _" for a ±20% frequency range about the
measured frequency.
The present experiment was performed at a frequency of 2. 653 GHz
and the results can be used with the above procedure to extrapolate values of
c' and c" over the frequency region from 2.0 to 3.0 GHz with negligible
error.
4.2.2 Relationships Between Emissivity and Dielectric Constant
The emissivity for normal incidence is given by Equations (4.2),
(4.4) with _t = 1, i.e.,
and
(4. 7)
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It is now possible to evaluate the uncertainty introduced in the measured
surface temperature due to changes in c. Differentiating Equation (4.7),
--=2Re
e -c).
where e is complex, and _ = ,'+i_". Expressing c-I as a+ib and_-[ as
c+id, then
(4. 8)
de Z
-6-=
(cb+ad) 2 + (ac-bd) 2
(ac-bd) d,' + (cb+ad) d_"]
or (4.9)
de
= Ad_' + Bd_"
e
The uncertainty resulting in the molecular temperature T S is then given by,
dTs = [Ad,' +Bd,"] T S (4.10)
Taking a typical E' of 70 and _" of 40, roughly the values for sea water
at 10°C, and evaluating the constants A and B, one obtains,
dTs -- 2. x 10 -3 (d_' + dt") (4. 11)
T S
For T S = Z83°K, then
AT S = 0.6 (&c' + A¢") °K (4. iZ)
It is immediately apparent that forATsto be less than 0.50K, &e' + A_,,
mustbe less than0.8. ForATs<0.1OK, _, (which is -70) ande _' (whichis
-40) must be measured to an accuracy of 0. 15%.
A more detailed application of the above analysis of &T S in terms of
expected daily, seasonal and annual fluctuations in salinity of sea surface at
a particular locality is given in Section 4. Z.
4.2.3 Influence of Salinity and Frequency
The variation in salinity at the ocean surface is potentially a significant
factor in the uncertainty of interpretation of molecular temperature as a
brightness sea temperature. The significance of this effect can be estimated
readily from knowledge of salinity variation at sea and the relationship of
38
sea water composition to its electrical properties. Using the equation for
the reflectivity in terms of the complex dielectric constant of sea water, a
set of uncertainty curves can be derived. Such a set of curves calculated
from Equation 4. 12, is shown in Figure 4. I. Here the uncertainty in the
measured molecular temperature due to variation in salinity is shown for
different water temperatures, and the calculations were made using the
values of E' and c" at 2.65 GHz. The results can be scaled in frequency
since, as can be seen from EquatiOn (4.6), the effect on the emissivity in
the S-band region due to a change in salinity is given mainly by the con-
ductivity term in (" Since this term varies inversely as the frequency, the
change AT S due to changes in salinity at some other frequency, f, is related
to _T S given in Figure 4. ] by,
2.65 GHz
_Ts(f) = _Ts(2.65 GHz) x f (4. 13)
By doubling the frequency, the uncertainty is reduced by roughly a
factor of 2, and therefore, on the basis of considering salinity variation
alone, the frequency of operation of the radiometer in the S-band region
should be chosen as high as possible. However, the study of other
competing effects such as atmospheric attenuation and radar interference
l I I I I I I 1 I ! I I l l
MAX. SPATIAL VARIATION IN AVERAGE SALINITY
OVER DEEP OCEAN_
MAXIMUM DAILY
FLU CTUAT I ON
IN SALINITY
TYP I CAL MAX.
ANNUAL FLUCTUA-
TION OVER DEEP
OCEAN
ANNUAL FLUCTUATION
DUE TO MONSOON NEAR
JAPAN
+
-20°C
S
=lO°C
S
Figure 4. 1. Uncertainty in the Molecular Temperature T
S
Measured at 2.65 GHz by the Radiometer Due to
Changes in Salinity for the World Oceans
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indicate that the best operating frequency range be approximately from
Z. 55-Z. 7 GHz. The advantages gained by operating at a higher frequency
due to salinity variation are largely offset by these other effects.
4.3 SALINITY VARIATION IN THE OCEANS
A study of the geographical and temporal variation in salinity over the
world's oceans was undertaken in order to show that, at least to first order,
these variations can be accounted for and the resultinguncertainty in the
measured sea surface temperature can be kept small enough to render going
to higher frequencies unnecessary.
4.3.1 Geographical Variations.
The variations in salinity of the world ocean may be classified in terms
of spatial and temporal changes. The average distribution of surface salinity
has been established and is reported in available oceanography texts (see,
for example, Defant, 1961). The average distribution of surface salinity is
shown in Figure 4. Z for the Pacific Ocean, with the average temperature
distribution for comparison. An idea of the uncertainty in average geo-
graphical variations can be obtained by comparing Defant's (1 961) worldwide
distribution in Figure 4.3 with the summer Pacific Ocean in Figure 4. Z.
From this comparison can be seen that zonal and meridional variations are
similar in both oceans.
For a polar orbiting satellite, a microwave radiometer viewing the sea
surface would "see" a change in salinity of about 10% from pole to equator
over the mid-oceans, corresponding to an apparent molecular temperature
change of 3°K. This is to be compared to a sea temperature change of 35°K
from pole to equator. Thus, the geographical variation in sea temperature
is expected to far exceed that of the effect of salinity in a rnerldional
trajectory. Without correction for salinity, however, one would find a maxi-
mum uncertainty in measured sea temperature of 1-3°K based on the curves
in Figure 4. Z. The effect of the geographical changes on average salinity
can be corrected to at least first order. And one would expect that such a
correction would reduce the uncertainty in molecular temperature estimates
to be comparable with error associated with temporal variations on a scale
of days to a week.
4.3.2 Temporal Variations
The temporal variations of surface salinity are much less well known
than the geographical differences. The time scales for differences generally
have been classed in terms of diurnal changes, seasonal changes and year
to year changes. The diurnal variations in salinity that have been measured
in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans appear to be about 0.5% or less in the
40
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mid-ocean (Defant, 1961; Neuman and Pierson, 1966), and the main per-
t-urbations in surface salinity are associated with evaporation in combination
with precipitation. In coastal waters, disturbances in salinity have been
identified with tidal flow of fresh and salt water out of partially closed areas
with strong river effluents. An example of a diurnal salinity pattern is
shown with a corresponding diurnal temperature change for the northwest
Pacific Ocean in Figure 4.4. Muromtsev (1963) has suggested that this kind
of variation is more or less typical of the surface of the deep ocean in the
absence of precipitation. Here the temperature is seen to go down at night
with conductive cooling of the surface and rise during the day by solar
warming. The salinity change reveals a maximum at night, with oscillations
about 180 ° out of phase with the temperature changes. In this case, the
diurnal temperature variation is about three times as great as the apparent
temperature change due to salinity change that would be inferred by remote
sensing. Since the salinity and temperature variations are in opposition
they tend to cancel one another.
The data shown in Figure 4.4 do not appear to be typical in salinity
variation. For example, other fractional diurnal changes in salinity for the
mid-Atlantic reported by Defant (1961) are less, but the salinity peaks late
in the afternoon, as a result of surface evaporation. Since little is currently
known about the broad patterns of daily salinity variation, one must antici-
pate a resulting uncertainty in molecular temperature reading of 0.1-0. Z°K.
However, it is expected that this could be corrected to first order con-
sidering the daily-geographical heat exchange and precipitation process
influencing the surface properties.
Monthly Variations. The seasonal changes in salinity at the ocean vary
widely geographically. An extreme example for the California Coastal region
and the mid-Atlantic are shown in Figure 4.5. The known seasonal fractional
changes in salinity amount to typically a maximum of 1-3%, considerably
larger than the diurnal variations. More normally, at least in the Atlantic,
the range of salinity variation in the middle latitudes in the open ocean is
less than 0. 5%, usually less than 0. Z5% (Defant, 1961). However, there
exists a zone with more than 0. 5% and a core of more than 1%-1. 5%, across
the Atlantic from South America to Africa between 5 ° and 15°N, and includes
the area of the equatorial countercurrent. There is another zone with changes
greater than 0. 5% and several cores __1%, in the Gulf Stream region extending
to the southeast of the Newfoundland banks. Other strong maxima and minima
are observed at river mouths under conditions of spring runoff, etc. These
seasonal variations are evidently closely linked with climatological changes
and changes in currents such as increased evaporation during the summer
months so that they are correctable to an uncertainty in molecular tempera-
ture equivalent seasonally to less than 0. 5°K.
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Figure 4.4.
20 22 24 02 04 06 08 I0 12 14 16 18 20 22
hours
Daily Fluctuation of Sea Surface Salinity and Temperature
in Northwest Pacific Ocean
(.From Muromtsev, 1983)
 !33.8o 
I0 11 12
I_ntf_s
Figure 4. 5. Annual Fluctuation in Sea Surface Saiinity for the
California Coastal Region
(From Muromtsev, 1963)
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There are cases of more extreme variations that are associated with
regular climatological fluctuations. For example, the annual fractional
change in salinity resulting from the monsoon near Japan is about 6%, cor-
responding in Figure 4.1 to an uncertainty in measured molecular tempera-
ture of as much as 1. 5°K. Again such cases can be corrected for salinity to
AT S< 0. 5°K, however, by taking into account these severe climatological
disturbances.
Year to Year Variations. Relatively little information is available on
the year to year changes in salinity. An example of recorded changes for
the Pacific Ocean are indicated in Table 4. 1. If these slow variations are
typical of the mid-ocean, their fractional changes is quite small, of the
order of 2-3%. These will produce a long term uncertainty in molecular
surface temperature of +0. 5°K over several years of satellite operation.
Table 4. 1 Variations From Year to Year in Surface
Salinity at 24°20'N, 153°58'W Taken in Middle
August (From Muromtsev, 1963)
Year Salinity Year Salinity
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
35.03
34.40
35. 14
35. I0
34.22
1938
1939
1940
1941
34.96
34.90
34.93
4. 3.3 Summary and Conclusions.
Geographical and temporal salinity variation in the world ocean
represent a small but significant, uncertainty in interpreting S-Band radiom-
eter observations for sea surface temperature. However, the largest
changes in salinity are seasonal ones, and are correctable to first order
with known geographical variation to yield an uncertainty in molecular
temperature of --- + 0.5°K, as inferred from microwave radiometry.
4.4 LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS OF THE DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES
OF SEA WATER, NaCI SOLUTIONS AND DISTILLED WATER
The dielectric properties of distilled water have been measured in the
S-band frequency region by many workers over the temperature range from
0°C to 40°C. These measurements are summarized in Figures 4.6 and 4.7
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where it may be seen that agreement between the various measurements is
well within 0.5%. Various measurements have also been performed for
NaG1 solutions for molar concentrations up to several normal over a more
limited temperature range. As seen by Figures 4.8 and 4.9, which
summarize the available data at 0.5N (approximately that of sea water) and
at 24.5"C, there is considerable disagreement among the various results.
We note that not all the measurements shown in Figures 4.6 through 4.9
were performed at the frequency of 2. 653 GHz which is the frequency at
which the present investigation was conducted. However, as was shown,
the Debye theory for polar liquid can be used to predict valu'es for c' and ,"
for approximately a 20% change in frequency with essentially negligible error
(~ 0.1%) and the data shown in the figures were accordingly deduced from
the data in the literature by the use of the Debye expression.
There are no published measurements of _' and _" for actual sea water
samples at any temperature, nor has any extensive theoretical work been
done on the dielectric properties of a multi-electrolyte solution such as sea
water. Until now it has generally been assumed that the dielectric properties
of sea water can be approximated by that for a 3.35 wt. percent NaG1
solution; however, this assumption has little justification, as will be shown.
It is well known that the salinity of the world ocean changes by as much as
10% in spatial variation over the open sea and therefore for any precision
application such as that projected in this study, the assumption of a uniform
average value for the salinity is clearly inadequate. In addition, it has never
been demonstrated that the dielec4ric properties of a complex solution such
as sea water can indeed be simply related to its chloride concentration since
the presence of other salts and dissolved organics could conceivably make a
significant contribution. Indeed, the validity of data from the satellite
radiometer system under consideration as an absolute temperature measuring
device would be in serious doubt if the dielectric properties and emissivity
of the world's ocean surface cannot be related to a physical parameter which
is well measured in terms of spatial and temporal variations such as the
salinity (or chlorinity). It is impossible to determine, by measuring T B with
the radiometer, which part of the change in T B is due to an actual change in
the molecular temperature of the ocean's surface and which is due to changes
in the emissivity unless the changes in the dielectric properties of the world
ocean can be predicted beforehand both spatially and temporally.
The present investigation therefore has two basic goals. Firstly, to
measure the dielectric properties of NaG1 solutions and sea water samples
to a sufficient relative and absolute accuracy such that the ocean surface
temperatu.re can be extracted from the radiometer measurements to better
than ±0.5°K, and secondly to prove that the variation in the dielectric
properties of the world ocean can be related uniquely to the sodium chloride
concentration alone and therefore can be predicted from existing sea truth
data.
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4.4. 1 Experimental Method
After an investigation of the various alternative methods for measuring
the dielectric property of solutions, it was decided that the cavity perturb-
ation technique currently used by the National Bureau of Standards was most
suitable for the present measurements. A sample of known volume is intro-
duced into a high Q resonant cavity and the dielectric constants (' and (" are
measured by determining respectively the shift in the cavity resonance and
the change in the quality factor Q of the cavity. If the perturbation due to the
sample is kept sufficiently small, then the effects of _' and e" on the cavity
resonance are essentially decoupled and each can be determined independently.
We shall now summarize the pertinent properties of a reflection-type resonant
cavity and give the relevant relationships used in the subsequent work.
Choice of Operating Mode
After careful consideration, it was decided that the TM010 mode for a
right circular cylinder resonant cavity is ideally suited for measurements of
the type under consideration. The electric field in this mode is axially
symmetric and is a maximum at the center, along the axis of the cavity.
Cylindrical symmetry can therefore be maintained throughout by introducing
the sample in a cylindrical tube along the axis at the center of the cavity. The
electric fields at the walls of the cavity are therefore expected to change
very little due to the perturbation introduced by the sample tube and higher-
ordered effects can be kept to a minimum. The resonant frequency for this
mode depends only on the diameters of the cavity and sample tube and is
independent of their lengths so long as the sample tube extends beyond the
end walls. The only pertinent parameters that then enter the calculations
are the ratios of the various diameters. The behavior of this resonant mode
has been investigated extensively by other workers in the field and used in
precise measurements of dielectric properties of materials so that small
corrections in the measurements by effects such as those due to the extension
of the sample tubes beyond the end walls of the cavity are well determined.
In addition, although the quality factor Q that can be obtained in pl:inciple for
mode is less than that obtainable at the same frequency /or other
the TM010
modes such as the TE011 mode, it has the overwhelming advantage that it is
not degenerate in frequency with any other excitable resonances and that for
the S-band frequency region, the dimensions for the cavity can be chosen
such that other mode resonances will occur only at frequencies very far away
from the resonance frequency of the TM 010 mode. For the final design in
the present case, for instance, the next nearest mode in frequency (TEll 1)
occurs at a frequency whose separation from the TM010 mode is several
orders of magnitude larger than the width of the resonance. Therefore, no
mode mixing exists and the actual field configuration within the cavity is
expected to be very close to that obtained from theory for the boundary
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conditions given. It is expected, then, that the theoretical calculations for
the properties of the TM010 mode are applicable to ahigh precision, a
conclusion subsequently verified by test measurements.
Properties of Microwave Resonant Cavities. The electric and magnetic
fields inside a cavity filled with a homogeneous, isotropic dielectric are
given by the solution of Maxwell's source-free equations with the appropriate
boundary conditions. The general approach of Borgnis and Papas (1958) will
be followed here.
The electric field solutions for a cavity of infinite conductivity consist
of a set of complex eigenvectors, Ep which satisfies the following condition:
V +Kp 2) _.p = 0 (4.14)
V.Ep:O
throughout the interior region of the cavity, and
-_ x Ep = 0 (4. 15)
on the boundary walls.
A finite but high conductivity for the cavity surfaces represents a
small perturbation on the modes as calculated on the assumption that the
wall losses are zero. The only change that occurs in the spatial dependence
of the electric and magnetic fields is that the tangential component of the
electric field is no longer zero at the walls. The fields penetrate into the
enclosure walls by the skin depth. The conductivity of copper or silver is
about 6 x 107 mho/meter which at a frequency of 3 Gc/se¢ gives a skin depth
of 10 -4
cm. This dimension is small with respect to the free-space wave-
length, and therefore the dimensions of any resonant cavity in the microwave
region. Consequently the electric and magnetic fields are only very slightly
perturbed from the values for lossless cavities.
When the cavity is slightly lossy, the eigenfrequencies become complex
and can be represented in the fortune(I-iS), where 5 = 1/2 Op by definition,
and Qp is the quality factor or Q of pth normal mode. For
typical skin depths and skin conductivities in the microwave region, Op is in
the range 104 to 10 5 and therefore 5 is in the range 10 -4 to 10 -5 . The elec-
tric and magnetic fields are now slowly attenuated in time and are,
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-_pt/gQp
Ep (r, t) = Ep (r)e
-i_pt/2Qp
Hp (r, t) = Hp (r)e
(4. 16)
When the quality factor is very large compared to unity, as is nearly
always the case, the average energy of the pth mode as a function of time is
given by,
-_ t/Q
W (t) = W e P P (4. 17)
p p
Therefore,
Op = _p W (t)_ Wp (t)
(4. 18)
or
Q = _ (Total time average of energy stored/
P P Time average of power dissipated)
This is the usual definition for the O of a cavity.
If the individual Wp'S are sufficiently far apart, such that the modes are
non-interacting, then individual modes may be excited separately. By measur-
ing the resonant response of the cavity, the quality factor Q_. and hence the
wall losses inside the cavity can be determined for the pth r_ode, if it is the
only mode excited. Consequently, by measuring the Q for a given mode
before and after the introduction of a lossy material into the cavity, the
microwave absorption properties of the materialmay be obtained.
In practice, microwave power is coupled into a cavity via an iris hole
or a loop. For our case where microwave power is propagated by means
of waveguides, the iris hole method is more convenient. The c_vity now is
no longer totally enclosed as energy is also being returned to the system by
the cavity through the coupling hole. This additional loss in energy is taken
into account by defining the total Q of the cavity for a given mode as,
I _ 1 + ml (4.19)
QT Qo Qc
where Oc is referred to as the coupling O and is proportional to the energy
loss through the coupling hole.
The fields inside the cavity are in general difficult to measure, and in
practice, the usual procedure is to measure the power transmitted or reflected
by the cavity as a function of frequency for a given mode. Because of the
resonant behavior of the fields inside the cavity, the relationship between the
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cavity Q, the reflected power, and the frequency for a cavity can be derived
by means of equivalent circuit elements. Detailed treatment of this problem
has been presented by Montgomery (1947) and only the results will be given
here.
It can be shown in general that for a reflection cavity, i. e., a cavity
for which power is introduced and extracted by the same coupling hole, the
relationship between Oo' Oc' the incident power Po' the reflected power Pr,
the frequency _ and the resonant frequency Vo, is given by
P r/Po =
+ + u - u 0 u 0
(4.20)
At the resonant frequency, the ratio of the reflected power to incident
power is defined as the reflection coefficient for the cavity
(Pr/P°)v _- r (Oc Oo ) 2/ 2
v = = - (Qc + Oo ) (4.21)
0
For (Pr/Po) = 0,
v=u
O
the cavity is considered to be 100% coupled and Oo = Oc-
Combining Equations (4.20) and (4.21) and eliminating Oc' then
- - r ) (4.22)
Therefore, by measuring r and the frequency v at some power level
Pr/Po, the quality factor Oo can be determined.
Suppose now a lossy material is introduced into the cavity. Then the
O of the cavity changes and the new QT is related to the loss in the sample
vis,
I i 1 i
- + -- +- (4.23)
QT QL Oo Oc
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1where _LL is determined by the dielectric loss c" of the material and the
filling factor of the material in the cavity. Measurement of the Q of the
cavity before and after the insertion of the sample then permits the deter-
mination of QL"
The solutions of Equation (4. 14) and Equation (4. 15) for the TM010
mode for the case of the empty right circular cylinder are,
Ez = Jo (K, r) ; E r = E 8 = 0
i
He = _w _r Jo (K r) • H = H' ' r z =0
(4.24)
and the resonant frequency of the mode is given by,
v = (Z. 40483c) / (vD) (4. Z5)
where c is the velocity of light in vacuum, D is the diameter of the cavity
and _o and c o are assumed to be 1.
The theoretical quality factor Qo is given by,
Qo = (2.40483k) / n (2 + D/L) 6 (4. z6)
where k is the free-space wavelength, D/L is the, ratio of the diameter of
the cavity to its height, and 6 is the skin depth at k.
Expressions will now be given for the frequency shift and change in Q
of the cavity due to the introduction of a sample tube of lossy dielectric
material along the axis of the cavity. A simple straightforward perturbation
calculation gives for the frequency shift,
t ! ,xo l
+ (U 2 /e ) 1 - r / ro - (r2 1 3
(4. Z7)
where e'3, e'2 and eo are respectively the real part of the dielectric constant
for the sample, the sample tube material, and air; r 1, r 2 and r 3 are respec-
tively the inner radius of the sample tube, the outer radius of the sample
tube and the radius of the cavity; 5'is the frequency shift of the cavity from
Wo; and J1 (Xo) is the value of the Bessel function J1 (x) at the first zero of
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Jo(x). The first term is the frequency shift due to the sample material and
the second term is the frequency shift due to the introduction of the empty
sample tube, which is a constant.
If the frequency shift is measured from the resonant frequency of the
cavity with the empty sample tube inserted _, rather from that for an empty
cavity, and taking c o = 1, then the shift 6 is given by,
6 - /251 (x o) (c 3 - 1) (r 1 (4.28)
Similarly, for the case where the sample tube material has negligible
dielectric loss, one obtains
The ratio c"/(c" -1) then is given by,
I
_3"/(_ 3'- 1)=(1/2_L) (_o/_) (4.30)
a quantity which is independent of sample size.
A more exact calculation was performed to the next higher order by
I
computer for conditions typical of the present experiment, i.e., e 3 = 80,
_' = 40, r 3 = 4.31 cm, r! = 0.0122 cm, r 2 = 0.0254 cm, and the results
showed that Equations (4.28) and (4.29) are correct to about 0. 1% accuracy,
and are therefore more than adequate in the present application.
If the sample tube does not terminate at the end walls of the cavity but
extends beyond, then an additional correction takes place for Equations (4.28)
and (4.29) due to electric field perturbations at the end walls. It can, however,
be shown that the error introduced in the measurements of e' and d' due to
this end wall effect is approximately (Estin and Bussey, 1960),
6(_'_ 1)/(.' 1) 6J'/ "
- - c --_ (1/2 Xo) (a/h) (4.31)
where a is the diameter of the sample, h is the height of the cavity and
x o = 2. 405, the first zero of the Bessel function Jo(x ).
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For the present experiment, h = 5.08 cm and the maximum value for
6(('-1) for all cases was kept below
a used was 0.0254 cm. Therefore, e'_l
0. I%. As it is much more convenient from the point of view of experimental
procedure to let the sample tube protrude beyond the cavity walls, the
experimental apparatus was accordingly so designed and Equation (4.31) was
used to correct for the effect of end wall perturbations. Since the correction
is almost negligible to begin with, no loss in accuracy in the measurements
is expected due to this effect. The perturbation on 6C'/e" due to this effect
is expected to be even smaller and hence is neglected in this work.
Cavity Design and Sample Tube Selection. An assembly drawing
of the final cavity configuration is shown in Figure 4.10. The main
body of the cavity was constructed of copper, and coupling was
achieved via the coupling hole at one side of the cylinder. As
present theory of coupling is not precise enough to predict the coupling hole
size for a given coupling coefficient, r, the exact size was obtained by trial
and error. The hole was slowly drilled out until a coupling of around 85%
was obtained. When a typical sample was introduced in a 0.0152 cm diameter
sample holder, this coupling value decreased to about 50%, which is roughly
the value for maximum sensitivity in loss measurements. The sample tube
is introduced into the cavity through the carefully aligned copper plugs.
Sample tubes with O.D. ranging from 0.00762 cm to 0.0254 cm were used in
the experiment and for each size tube, a pair of custom fitted plugs were
employed to ensure proper axial alignment of the tube. The clearance
between the O.D. of the tube and the I.D. of the plugs was kept to within
0.0025 cm. The main body of the cavity was fabricated from oxygen-free
copper and the inside surfaces were honed to a fine finish. The I.D. of the
cavity was measured with a precision caliper and found to be 8. 646 cm ±
0.005 cm. When the value of the measured frequency is substituted into
Equation (4.25) the calculated value for D is 8. (9481 cm, indicating excellent
agreement. The entire cavity assembly was placed in a constant temperature
enclosure which was controlled with a circulating bath. The constancy of the
resonant frequency of the cavity over long period of time indicated that the
temperature of the cavity was maintained to an accuracy of better than0.01 °C.
No effect due to mechanical vibration was observed nor was there any notice-
able degradation of the cavity Q with time.
The sample tubes used were made of quartz with an O.D. of approxi-
mately 0.051 cm and an I.D. ranging from 0.007 cm to 0.025hcm. Quartz
was chosen since it has negligible dielectric loss at microwave frequencies.
The dimensions were uniform to about ±5%. Because of the axial symmetry
present in the cavity, it can be seen from Equation (4.28) and Equation (4.29)
that uniformity of the sample tube size is not rigidly required except insofar
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Figure 4.10. Cross-Sectional Diagram of 2. 653 GI-Iz Cavity
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as it may introduce perturbations of the electric field at the walls of the
cavity. Calculations were carried out which showed that the change in the
electric field at the walls of the cavity is negligible when the sample is
introduced into the cavity. On this basis, the perturbation effect due to a
5% change in sample diameter is expected to be even less significant. The
only important parameter under consideration is, therefore, the volume
ratio of the sample tube to that of the cavity or, more specifically, the ratio
of the average diameter of the sample to that for the cavity. The procedure
for the measurement of the average diameter of the sample tube is discussed
in the section under results.
The choice of sample size represents a compromise between several
competing effects. It must be small enough so that the previously derived
expressions for the cavity characteristics are rigorously applicable and
large enough such that the observed effects on the resonant frequency shift
as well as the changes in Q of the cavity are easily measurable. In addition,
we require that the Q of the cavity with the sample in the systembe sufficiently
large that the resonance is still well defined. With these criteria in mind
different sample sizes were used for the different samples to maximize
sensitivity in the measurement. The sizes were chosen to give an approxi-
mate frequency shift of about 1. 5 MHz and a decrease in the Q of the cavity
from Qo of about a factor of 3 to 4. This required that the sample tube
sizes be from 0. 010 cm to 0.018 cm in diameter. Measurements were,
however, also carried out in sample tubes with 0.0076 cm I.D. and 0.0Z54 cm
I.D. to check for possible systematic errors such as sample contamination
from the walls of the quartz tube as well as to demonstrate that the pertur-
bation expressions given by Equations (4.28) - (4.30) are rigorously applicable.
Microwave Circuits and Electronics. A block diagram of the micro-
wave circuit used to measure the frequency shift and the change in Q of the
cavity is shown in Figure 4. 11. Microwave power is generated with a
Rohde-Schwartz XUC secondary frequency standard which is locked to an
oven-controlled quartz crystal. The 880 MHz output, which is stable to
better than 1 part in 108 and has an absolute accuracy of better than 1 part
in 107 , is then tripled with a harmonic mixer. Other harmonics generated
are filtered out with a series of band pass filters and the resulting signal
is then amplified to a suitable level with a travelling wave tube microwave
amplifier. The output power to the system is kept constant as a function of
oscillator frequency and time by a power levelling feedback circuit. The
power is monitored with a 6 db directional coupler. The D.C. signal
at the crystal detector is then compared to a reference D.C. signal
provided by a mercury battery and the difference signal is amplified
\vith a D.C. to 100 KHz bandwidth stable amplifier. The amplified difference
voltage is then fed back to the microwave amplifier to control the gain of the
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system. In this manner the residual amplitude modulation on the microwave
power output was kept to below 0.05%, while long term drift with time was
found to be less than 0.02%. When the sampling crystal characteristic was
carefully matched to that of the final tunable crystal detector, it was found
that power transmission variation with frequency for the entire system
could be kept below 0.05% over a frequency bandwidth of around 1 MHz,
which is adequate in sweeping out the cavity response with no distortion.
Measurements of the cavity response were done in the waveguide
component section indicated in the figure. The standing wave in the main line
was kept to an extremely low level with a 1.01 VSWR, 10 db fixed attenuator.
Ferrite isolators are placed at appropriate locations to ensure low VSWR as
well as adequate isolation between the various components. The frequency
of the system was swept with a 20-30 MHz interpolation oscillator whose
frequency output is controlled by the voltage of a sawtooth generator. The
response of the cavity is displayed on an x-y recorder whose x axis is
driven by the same sawtooth generator and whose y axis is driven by the
D.C. signal from the output of the tunable crystal detector. Power levels
are measured with a precision calibrated rotary-vane attenuator and the
frequency is measured by markers generated with a digital-to analog con-
verter which is in turn driven by the output of a frequency counter. Typical
cavity responses with and without the sample in the cavity are shown in
Figure 4. 12, where the frequency interval is compressed to show the
relative shift in the resonance. The frequency widths measured in this
manner, are accurate to ±1 kHz, whereas the power levels are measured
to an accuracy of e0.05 db.
To further improve the accuracy of the measurement of frequency
shift of the cavity, the interpolation oscillator is FM modulated with the
reference audio frequency of a Princeton Applied Research Lock-in
Amplifier_ Model HRS. When the output of the crystal is phase-sensitlve
detected with the lock-in amplifier, the response of the cavity is essentially
differentiated and the resulting signal is illustrated in Figure 4. lB. The
resonant frequency of the cavity then corresponds to that frequency for which
the output of the lock-in amplifier is zero. For these measurements, the
interpolation oscillator is manually tuned for zero output at the lock-in
amplifier and the frequency is directly measured with the frequency counter.
It was found that the system is stable and accurate enough to make frequency
measurements to +0.2 kHz.
4.4.2 Experimental Results
Sample Preparation. Sodium chloride solutions from 0.3 N to 0. 7 N
were prepared with distilled water and analyzed with an accuracy of better
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than 0. 5% with a silver nitrate titration method. Sea water samples from
various localities were collected and kept in sealed bottles and analyzed for
chloride concentration with the same technique. Occasional re-analysis
was carried out to ensure that the chloride concentration did not change
with time due to evaporation or sample deterioration. Except for those
samples so indicated, all samples were collected at the surface. No
noticeable suspended matter was present in any of the samples and no
filtering of the water samples was done. The samples were kept in amber-
colored bottles to ensure that no additional organic matter occurred due to
algae growth. The _' and e"for several samples were repeatedly measured
over a period of several months with no noticeable change in the results.
Measurement Procedure. Measurements were made on distilled water
and NaCI solutions of concentration 0.3N, 0.4N, 0.5N, 0.6N and 0.7N, and
various samples of sea water. The measurements were done in a wide
variety of sample tube sizes ranging from 0.007 cmI. D. to 0.0254 cmI. D.
at 5.0°C, 15.0°C, 24.5°C and 30.0°C.
No systematic errors were detected between the measurements made
on the same sample with different sample tube sizes, and in all cases, data
taken with varying sample handling procedures agreed well within the experi-
mental accuracy. For temperatures below room temperature, the cavity
was kept in a dry nitrogen atmosphere to ensure that condensation of water
vapor did not take place. Repeated insertion and withdrawal of the sample
tube from the cavity produced no measurable change in the results, and
possible changes in salinity of the sample due to evaporation from the end
of the capillary tube were found to be negligible.
Measurement of _'. The real part of the dielectric constant, _', was
measured for all the samples by measuring the frequency shift due to the
sample in a given sample tube suze and then compared to the shift produced
by distilled water in the same tube. As can be seen from Equation (4._8_
the ratio of the frequency shifts gives directly the ratio of (C'distilled -1)/
(_' sample -1). This type of relative measurement is expected to be very
accurate as all possible systematic errors tend to cancel, and absolute
measurement need only be made once, namely that for distilled water, by
measuring the sample tube size. The results for these relative measure-
ments are shown in Figures 4. 14, 4.15, and 4.16. As can be seen from
the results for NaC1 solutions the data can be fitted very accurately with a
straight line and, except for the case of 5°C, there is no measurable
difference among the various temperatures. The result for sea water,
when plotted against the chloride concentration, is shifted from that for
NaC1 solutions and is undoubtedly due to the presence of other ions. It is
noted, however, that the straight line fit to the sea water data does not go
through the origin, as does the NaC1 solution data, which suggests that there
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is a component in sea water which does not scale as its chloride concen-
tration and which contributes to its dielectric properties. The remarkably
good straight line fit to the sea water data, however, indicates that the
dielectric property of the world's sea water can be uniquely determined
from its salinity alone. The measurements are expected to be accurate
to ±0. 1%.
Measurement of e". The dielectric losses were measured by observing
the changes in Q of the cavity from that of the empty cavity. Qo, the
unloaded Q of the empty cavity was measured with a lossless quartz rod
inserted into the cavity of a diameter such that the resonant frequency of
the cavity was nearly that for the case with the sample in the system. In
this case, any change in the wall loss of the cavity with frequency is
compensated for. Typical traces from the x-y recorder for the cavity
responses are shown in Figures 4. 17, 4. 18, and 4. 19. The power levels
were obtained by shifting the cavity response far away in frequency by the
insertion of a large perturber (a 0.050 cm I.D. tube filled with water) and
sweeping the frequency over the same range as before with the precision
rotary-vane attenuator set at the various attenuation levels. In this manner,
any residual variation of transmitted power in the system with frequency
due to VSWR and non-linearity in the crystal and directional coupler
characteristics is automatically taken into account. At each of the power
levels, the width of the response curve was measured and the Q was calcu-
lated from Equation (4.22). For each curve, the Q's calculated from each
of the power levels were compared with each other and agreement was
obtained to better than 0.5%, which indicated that to this accuracy, the
measured response curve agreed with the theoretically predicted response
given by Equation (4.20). No distortion of the response curve is evident,
and the frequency markers indicated that the sweep is extremely linear in
frequency. The measured QL then was used in conjunction with the observed
frequency shift obtained for each sample in the same sample tube to calculate
e"/(e' - 1) from Equation(4.30). The results for each temperature are
shown in Figures 4.20, 4.21, 4.22, and 4.23.
Again, extremely good linear fits were obtained for all cases, with
the sea water samples showing slightly larger dielectric loss compared to
NaCI solutions for a given chloride concentration. This is to be expected,
since the presence of other ions in sea water also contributes to the con-
ductivity and, therefore, to the dielectric loss of the sample. These
measurements are thought to be accurate to ±0.3%.
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Absolute measurements of _' and _"for Distilled Water. We need
only measure th_ absolute value of _' and c" for distilled water at each of
the temperatures to be able to convert the previously given results for
NaC1 and sea water solutions to absolute results. It is noted that these
measurements need not necessarily be performed in the same sample
tubes as those used previously, and that the absolute accuracy that can be
achieved is dependent mainly on the accuracy with which the sample tube
sizes are measured.
The frequency shift and change in Q of the cavity were measured for
distilled water at each temperature, using different size sample tubes. The
tube diameters were then measured destructively by potting them in epoxy
and sectioning them. Each tube was cut into approximately 10 sections and
the I.D. of the tube then measured with a microscope. For convenience,
the tubes were photographed, and a Baush and Lomb certified scale,
accurate to 0.05 micron, was used to compute the magnification factor of
the microscope. The photographic plates of the ends of the sectioned tubes
w, re then measured with a travelling microscope. Variation in the tube
diameter with length was found to be less than 1% for selected sample tubes
and the estimated uncertainty in the average I.D. determination is expected
to be less than 0.25%. The absolute value of e' and e" for distilled water
at room temperature was measured in several different sample tubes and
in all cases, the difference in the values obtained was found to be less than
0. Z%.
The results for e' and d' are tabulated in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2. c, and _" for Distilled Water
as a Function of Temperature
T (°C) e' c"
5.0
15:0
24.5
30.0
80.52
79.57
77.44
75. 88
20.03
13.75
10.18
8.61
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These values are plotted in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, and it can be seen
that e' agrees within about 0.25% of the previously published values of other
workers and _" agrees to within about 2%. It is estimated that the data for
e' are accurate to 0.25% and for e,, accurate to 0.5%.
Limited measurements were also made at 3. 851 GHz. Although the
data obtained were not nearly as accurate as those for Z. 653 GHz due to
the presence of standing waves in the microwave system as a result of
operating at the edge of the specified band for the various components,
they are consistent with the values obtained by extrapolating the lower
frequency results with the Debye theory and Saxton and Lane's (1952} value
for the relaxation time. The measured values for e, and _', were accurate
to about ±Z% and the calculated values agreed well within this limit.
4.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The data shown for sea water samples obtained from the world ocean
indicated that the dielectric properties of sea water can be uniquely deter-
mined from sea-truth measurements of the salinity alone. Although there
is currently no adequate theory to calculate the dielectric constant of sea
water from its constituent concentrations, the curves shown in Figures 4. 14
to 4.16 and 4.20 to 4.23, can be used empirically to compute the emissivity
for sea water once the chloride concentration is known. It is also evident
from the data that the behavior of the dielectric properties of sea water
cannot be predicted from that for an equivalent salinity NaC1 solution and
that to do so may lead to serious errors.
The measurements of e' and e" reported here are accurate to 0.25%
and 0.5% respectively, corresponding to an accuracy of _-0. Z°K in the
measurement of the molecular temperature of the sea surface. In order to
maintain this accuracy in actual use of the radiometer, it is required that
the salinity of the world oceans be known to an accuracy of at least ±0. 5%.
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5.0 ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS AND SKY EMISSION
Quantitative measurement of the thermal emission from the Earth's
surface by remote sensors requires that correction be made for the
radiative properties of the intervening atmosphere. At wavelengths of a
few centimeters, there are four principal categories of interferences that
are classed as atmospheric effects. The 7 are:
I. Galactic background and cosmic background radiation
IZ. Radiation from discrete stellar radio sources
, Attenuation from oxygen and water vapor in a cloudless
atmosphere
4. Attenuation resulting from non-precipitating and precipitating
rainclouds.
It has long been known that the Earth's atmosphere is approximately
transparent to transmission of electromagnetic radiation at frequencies of
about 3 GHz. Extensive work over the years on microwave signal propaga-
tion through the atmosphere at centimeter wavelength has indicated that the
influence of clouds should be small at these frequencies except under severe
storm conditions. An added factor for consideration is that the background
noise of galactic radiation tends to decrease substantially as frequencies
increase beyond about IGHz, as drawn in Figure 5. I. Therefore, the
frequency regime around 3 GHz is a well suited choice for minimizing
the combination of the effects of sky background radiation and atmospheric
interference.
5. 1 COSMIC BACKGROUND RADIATION
Despite the advantages of choice of frequency near 3 GHz for minimal
atmospheric effects, accurate surface temperature measurement by airborne
or orbiting radiometers in this microwave region requires detailed knowledge
of these effects for correcting the instrument observations. Even for opera-
tional frequencies near 3 GHz the correction to the measured apparent
temperature of the ocean surface can still be of the order of a few degrees
Kelvin and, therefore, must be taken into account.
iThe radiation at 3 GHz from the sun B excluded, but is considered in Section 6.
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Until recently, the existing data for both direct observation and
pertinent laboratory measurements, have not been accurate enough to allow
a detailed treatment of the atmospheric attenuation problem. For instance,
the values of the brightness temperature of the sky emission between 0. 5
and 3.0 GHz obtained by various investigators differ by as much as a factor
of two; it was only recently that the cosmic background radio noise was
found to have a thermal spectrum corresponding to a brightness temperature
of about 2.7°K.
In an effort to obtain more accurate corrections for these effects, we
have undertaken to re_examine the calculations of the atmospheric attenua-
tion and sky brightness temperature. These estimates are made in the light
of the recent, more accurate observational results and take into account
some new laboratory data we have obtained on microwave absorption in air,
which are pertinent for this application.
By using the parameters obtained in the laboratory measurements, we
were able to calculate the expected sky zenith brightness temperature as a
function of frequency for standard models of atmospheric profiles. With a
combination of ground based observations of the sky emission, and recent
aircraft flights over water to 11 km altitude, it is possible to make a choice
between the two sets of values quoted in the literature for the sky emission.
On the basis of available theoretical arguments and evidence from experi-
ments, we assign the sky background temperature to the lower of the two
choices. This conclusion then has enabled us, in turn, to estimate the
corrections to the radiometer measurements of the apparent ocean surface
temperature accurate to better than one-half degree Kelvin. The corrections
have been calculated for the frequencies of Z. 65 GHz, Z. 69 GHz, 3. 85 GHz,
ancl 4. Z0 GHz. A summary of the calculations and related experiments is
presented below.
5.2 MICROWAVE ABSORPTION IN THE CLEAR ATMOSPHERE
Water vapor and molecular oxygen are the major known sources of
opacity in the clear terrestrial atmosphere in the microwave region.
Depending on the particular frequency under consideration, either one or
the other molecule dominates the absorption process. For instance, at
Z2 GHz the attenuation at sea level due to 7.5 gm meter-3 of H20 is about
0. 1 db kin-1 whereas the absorption due to molecular oxygen is only about
0.01 db kin-1 As the frequency decreases, however, the attenuation due
to water vapor decreases more rapidly than that for oxygen and the two
become comparable at about 15 GHz. At frequencies below 5 GHz, the
absorption due to the low frequency wing of the water vapor line located at
ZZ GHz becomes small compared with oxygen, and the atmospheric
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absorption around 3 GHz would be, for our purposes, insensitive to diurnal
changes. The differences in oxygen and water vapor at microwave frequen.cies are illustrated in Figure 5. 1.
5. Z. I Absorption by Oxygen Gas
The oxygen molecule, though electrically nonpolar, has a permanent
magnetic dipole moment arising from the presence of two unpaired electron
spins in its electronic ground state. The interaction between the magnetic
moments of the two unpaired electrons, together with the coupling between
the electronic spin angular momentum and the rotational (end-over-end)
angular momentum of the molecule, causes a splitting of each state with
r°_ational angular mOmentum K into three levels, with total angular
momentum ff = K+l, K, and K-l. The selection rules for magnetic dipoles
allow transitions for which J = 0, ± I; the transitions between
levels of different K, however, all occur in the submillimeter and far
infrared regions, so that the microwave absorption is due to transitions
between the fine structure levels of each rot "
 hich _,IarethosefromJ=z itIn a_tlona rate. Transitions for
o J _ K, -.nd give absorption lines
the vicinity of 60 GHz. The transitions for which dj = 0 correspond to
collision- caused realignments of the magnetic moment of the molecule in
the states of J = K ± l, where the magnetic moment has a component in the
direction of the rotational angular momentum. Since there is no change in
total angular momentum, these transitions in the absence of a magnetic field
are at zero frequency; the absorption process is analogous to the nonresonant
absorption described by Debye. At frequencies below 10 GHz, these transl.
tions are by far the most important process.
Many theories of microwave pressure-broadened line shape ap licableto these transitions have been develo
t.he Van Vleck-Weisskoof /104. _ _, .L ped in the past, the more _,o_.,.1_ p L •
{1957) semiclassical lines'h-'--'-:' meory, and more recently. R v_,--,- :exng
dielectric loss duo ,A __ _v._ m.eory. The expression, ._-:'_ ._..G.G.o_don's
Van-Vleck _^---__ _'_.uxygen in azr at frequenc,, p ___ _ ,_=ocrlolng the
" ,,=_-s_opz theory, _ _'_ respectively, for the
c" = 3. 926 x 10 .5
T _(_o" v)2 +Av2
_)Z T + --( v + +ZX_ 2 • (5. 1)
o v +A
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and for the Gordon theory,
c't= 3. 926 x I0 "5_
V
o Av 2
o" 3
(s.z)
where. Vo= 60GHz• Tis the temperature• A v ray
•zne-wzatn at the density of one am o PA where ixv
Each expression has o--I.-- .agat, and p^ the den _*..-" o is the
one am=,,_, ---(.... ,_-y one varlable paramp_=,. ^ s,_.y_n amagats.
--6-_• wnzcn aecermines both _L,--'_L --'--'"+, _ V , the linewid
curve and the absolute valuo ^- -_ _,,© +aape o_ the ab°ornt, .... Ith at
a, xn cm-I is _k .... -- _- _ne adsorption. Tk _ _L r_-._., vo. zrequency
• ,,_=a SZmply given by• "_ =osorpclon coeHicient
2Tr
(s.3)
In order to determine the appropriate linewidth parameter for each
theory, the microwave absorption in air was measured recently in the
the measurements are described elsewhere and we summarize here the
laboratory Over a wide range of pressure and temperature. The details of
result obtained for the linewidth parameter for air for each of the
theories lines pe The our  borat o: gave, theVa.Vleck theory..
o = 693±46(T/300) O" 47±0.39MHz/amagat"
and for the Gordon theory,
(s. 4)
A v = 587±28(T/300)0. 11±0.27h4Hz/amagat"O
(5.5)
As can be seen, these results are accurate to about 5 percent and, therefore,
the subsequent accuracy in the COmputation of the absorption coefficient isaccurate to this precision.
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5. Z. Z Absorption by Water Vap___or
The water molecule in its gaseous form absorbs in the microwave
region of the spectrum because of its permanent electric dipole.
Van Vleck {1947b) determined the absorptive characteristics from quantum
theory in a manner similar to that used to determine the absorption
coefficient of oxygen. In the case of water vapor, there is a single absorp-
tion line peaked at ZZ. Z35 GHz. Since water vapor is electrically polar,
strong absorption also occurs at infrared frequencieS. Broadening of the
infrared absorption lines is believed to result in some additional absorption
in the microwave region, often called ,,residual absorption. " l_lany years
ago, Becket and Autles (1946) showed that the contribution to the absorption
coefficient of water vapor resulting from the residual absorption was about
five times larger than estimated by Van Vleck. The quantum mechanical
expression for the absorption coefficient as developed by Van Vleck can be
simplified and corrected for the observed residual absorption. Such an
expression has been reported by Staelin (1966). Defining the absorption
coefficient for water vapor as aw, Staelin's model gives
-3. IZ5(I_0 .0147pwT/p ) (5. 6}Z T
-I exp[_ 644T) v PPw
aw(db km ) = 140.71
Z vT -1"5
+0.01107 Pw A
where v is frequency in GI-Iz, p is total pressure in rob,
density of water vapor in gm m "3.
Av(cm "l) = Z. 58 x 10"3p( 1+0"0147
and Pw is the
-0.6z5 (5.7)
pwT/p) (T/31S)
-3
-5 gmm ) for
At 3 GHz, the calculated value of a w is 7.83 x 10 (db/km per
a pressure of 1013. Z5 mb and a temperature of Z93°K"
In the atmosphere, the total atmospheric content of water vapor over
a given location varies somewhat in time and in space. However, an upper
limit can be set for a saturated, isothermal atmosphere at ZO ° , which could
contain 17 gmm "3 of water vapor. In model atmospheres for the Earth, it
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is often assumed that the average water vapor content is about 7.5 gm m"
at sea level. For these cases,
a (isothermal, 20Oc) = 1. 3 x 10 -3 db km "1
W
a (model) = 5.9 x 10 -4 db km'l
W
At 1 atm and 20°C, the Van Vleck model predicts the oxygen absorption
to be about 6.6x10-3 db km'l at 3 GHz. Thus in the extreme, water vapor
can be only about 20 percent of the total absorption in the clear atmosphere.
However, it normally will be less than 10 percent of the total and can be
corrected for to first order.
5.3 ATTENUATION BY RAIN CLOUDS
Correction for the influence of the atmosphere on the apparent
temperature of the sea at microwave frequencies is greatly complicated by
the presence of liquid water and ice in the air. Hydrometeors in the
atmosphere can absorb, scatter or emit microwave radiation. The magni-
tude of these effects varies considerably with frequency, thermodynamic
phase of the water, temperature, hydrometeor size distribution, and
condensed water concentration. Considerable information from radar
research has been accumulated over the years about scattering of radiation
at microwave frequencies. However, comparatively little information is
available on the combined scattering and absorptive properties of rain
clouds and their relationship to interpretation of radiometric observations.
Recently, Lhermitte (1968) has reviewed the subject with reference to the
application of microwave radiometry to the measurement of liquid water
content in clouds. Paris (1969) has considered this problem briefly in
relation to interpretation of radiometer observations of thermal emission
from the sea at 19 GHz and higher frequencies. The hydrometeor size and
spatial concentration distribution in clouds is generally not known; it is
therefore difficult to estimate in any detail their total contribution to the
apparent temperature sensed by a radiometer.
Some appreciation for the current state of knowledge may be obtained
by comparing some exploratory data with calculated effects at frequencies
higher than 3 GHz. Calculations for the parallel polarized sky temperature
as a function of frequency for a clear atmosphere are readily available,
and estimates of the influence of non-precipitating clouds and rain also have
been made. Extrapolations of Weber's (1960) calculations are shown in
Figure 5.2 as an example. Also plotted in this diagram are some observa-
tions of the sky temperature at the zenith made by Wulfsberg (1964) and
Cummings and Hall (1966).
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The radiometer data roughly agree with calculations for a clear
atmosphere, but the results for cloudy air are scattered. They appear to
be somewhat higher than expected from consideration of Rayleigh's
absorption equation.
More recent results for the relation between sky temperature and
clouds at frequencies from 19 GHz to 33 GHz have been reported by Toong
and Staelin (1970). These workers indicate that multifrequency experimental
radiometer results can yield values of liquid water content and cloud
thickness consistent with other observations. Some Soviet results have
been reported Shifrin (1969).
Since useable data for cloud effects are virtually non-existent at
frequencies lower than 19 GHz, it is difficult even to check the validity
of the crudest available approximate theories. We feel at the present time
only these first order models warrant consideration as candidate models
for estimating the upper limit of interferences expected from hydrometeors.
5. 3. I Attenuation by Non-Precipitating Clouds
For wavelengths much larger than the average drop size in a cloud,
Gunn and ]_ast (1954) determined that the scattered component of incident
radiation should be negligible, and the attenuation should be well approxi-
mated by i_ayieigh's theory. The P_ayleigh model then should be applicable
to clouds whose droplets range typically from a few hundred of microns to
a few microns• This is the range of droplet size commonly observed in
terrestrial clouds• Accordingly, the absorption coefficient in one direction
is (db kin-l)
6_M
a c = 0.434-- _", (5. 8)
kP c
where k is the wavelength at which the absorption is evaluated; M is the liquid
water content in gm m -3, Pc is the condensed water density in gm cm -3,
and (c") is the imaginary part of the complex dielectric constant of condensed
water.
For water clouds at about i0°C, in the 3 GHz frequency range, the
absorption coefficient is given by the approximate expression (Goldstein,
1951):
-I
_10 M
O. -- •
c k2
(db kin- 1) (5.9)
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Gunn and East (1954) calculated the values of a c for different temperatures
corresponding to assumed spheres of liquid water or ice, and they are
listed in Table 5. 1.
Table 5. 1. Attenuation by Non-Precipitating Cloud (One-Way)
in db km -I (From Gurm and East, 1954)
Water Cloud
(M in gm m "3)
Ice Cloud
(M in gmm -3)
T(°C) k = 10 cm k = 5. 7 cm
20
I0
0
3.9 x lO-3M
5. 6 x lO-3M
9.0 x lO-3M
1.36 x IO'ZM
1.96 x IO'2M
2.72 x IO-ZM
-8
0
-I0
-20
7. 87 x lO-4M
Z. 6Z x lO-4M
1.80 x iO-4M
3. 4 x 10"2M
(Extrapolated)
13. 8 x 10"4M
4. 60 x 10-4M
3. 16 x 10-4M
From E, quation (5.8) it is readily seen that the equivalent absorption of
radiation by non-precipitating clouds is independent of the size distribution
of hydrOmeteors in the first approximation, and is linearly proportional to
the liquid water content in the path of the radiometer. Furthermore, the
absorption is inversely proportional to the square of the wavelength of
incident radiation (Eq. 5.9).
The calculations of Gurtn and East (1954) indicate the absorption by ice
is roughly an order of magnitude or more lower than that for liquid water.
This effect, of course, is associated with the hindrance of rotational motion
of water molecules in ice, causing the microwave absorption of this material
to be quite low compared with liquid water.
The relative significance of clouds at different temperatures is
illustrated further in Figure 5.3. Here, the total absorption in db is given by
Ft = fco ac (z) dz.
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Figure 5. 3 Relationship Between Integrated Absorption in db'and
Radiometer Frequency for Liquid and Ice C]ouds
With I0 Rm m -3 (From Lhermitte, 1968)
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Curves for F t have been drawn based on results of Gunn and East for an
integrated liquid water content of 10gin m "3 kin. This is equivalent to Icm
of precipitable water, a reasonably severe shower (Lhermitte, 1968). For
such a case, the influence of water clouds exceeds the influence of oxygen
and water vapor, but as expected, the latter is greater than the estimated
influence of ice clouds with the same condensed water content. Once the
attenuation coefficient a c is estimated, the excess temperature _Tc_,
seen by the radiometer due to the presence of clouds, in turn, can be
calculated.
5. 3. Z Attenuation By Precipitatin G Hydrometeors
The estimation of the influence of precipitation elements on attenuation
of microwave radiation is more difficult than for cloud particles because the
hydrometeors are large enough to approach the wavelength of the incident
radiation. Under such circumstances, the scattering of radiation is
appreciable and must be considered with absorption. The theory commonly
cited uses the Mie model for single spheres to approximate the scattering
from a cloud of hydrometeors. No account is taken of multiple scattering.
In the absence of any exploratory data to indicate otherwise, it is assumed
that the first approximation for scattering is adequate to estimate the
attenuation from precipitation.
The radiation attenuation from rain and snow have been evaluated by
Gunn and East {1954) for precipitation rates of 0. lmm hr "1 to 100ram hr -1
liquid water. These calculations applied Mie's solution for single dielectric
spheres and used Laws and Parson's {1948) model drop size distribution.
The results of Gunn and East's calculations are listed in Table 5. Z. These
relations suggest that the attenuation from hydrometeors should be roughly
linearly proportional to the precipitation rate. Snow fall effects are at
least two orders of magnitude smaller than liquid water, so that ice in
clouds should have a minimal attenuation. This is contrasted to graupel or
hail, which may have a coating of super cooled liquid water. Their large
scattering cross-section combined with a skin of liquid water will create
appreciable scattering and attenuation in the microwave regime. Indeed,
this conjecture is justified from current knowledge of intense radar returns
from hail storms.
5.4 CALCULATION OF THE BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE OF THE
EARTH'S CLOUDLESS ATMOSPHERE
The zenith brightness temperature of the terrestrial sky has been
measured by many investigators and was first calculated by Hogg (1959)
from the Van Vleck-Weisskopf equation for oxygen absorption.
9O
Table 5. Z. Attenuation Resulting from Precipitating Clouds in
db kin" I (From Gunn and East, 1954)
T(oc) ),. = 10 cm ),.= 5. 7 cm
18 3 x 10 -4 R 1.00 2.2 x 10 -3 R 1. 17Rain
(4 inmm hr'l)
Snow :_
-1
(R in mm hr
of melted water)
-I0
-20
3.5 x 10 -7 R
+22.0 x 10 -5 R
1.6
-7 1.6
3.5xi0 R
+7.3 x 10 -5 R
-7 1.6
3.5xi0 R
+5.0 x 10 -5 R
3.3 x.l0 "6 R
+38.5 x 10 -5 R
3.3 x 10 -6 R
+12.9 x 10 -5 R
3.3 x 10 -6 R
+8.8 x 10 -5 R
1.6
1.6
1.6
*Based on Rayleigh approximations, which are not valid for
wavelengths less than - 1.5 cm. Avalue of R = 10 mm hr "1
is considered the upper limit for snowfall rates.
This calculation was repeated with our laboratory data, evaluating the
contribution of 02 to the atmospheric zenith opacity in the frequency interval
of 0. 1 GHz to I0 GHz for both the Gordon and Van Vleck pressure broadening
theories. The computation was done for both the 1962 U.S. Standard
Atmosphere and a typical high latitude winter atmosphere model which
assumes a _round temperature of Z45°K and a constant lapse rate of
Z. 5°K km -" to an isothermal stratosphere at T = 220°K (for the tropopause
at I0 kin). The zenith brightness temperature, T B, is given by the usual
solution to the equation for radiative transfer in the absence of scattering,
TB =/o (z) a(z) exp a(z')dz' dz, (5. 10)
o
where z is the altitude, a(z) = (2_/k) e" and _" is given by F__luation (5. I)
for the Van Vleck theory, and Equation (5.2) for the Gordon theory. The
linewidths are given in Equations (5.4) and (5.5), respectively.
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The integral of Equation (5. 10) was evaluated numerically, with the
results shown in Figure 5.4 for the two pressure-broadening theories and
the standard atmosphere. The calculations for the winter atmosphere give
results which are only about 0.3°K higher in the Z-10 GHz region. This
result indicates that, as a first approximation, even the diurnal changes in
the atmospheric profile can reasonably be neglected in the deterroination of
the sky brightness temperature and consequently a mean value can be used
in the calculations which should be adequate for all atmospheric conditions.
The zenith brightness temperature predicted by Gordon's semi-classical
theory falls slightly below the Van Vleck-Weisskopf prediction in each case
in the region where the microwave background measurements have been
made. At around Z GHz where the discrepancy is largest between the two
theories, Gordon's theory gives a zenith brightness temperature which is
0.3°K less than the Van Vleck-Weisskopf theory. It can be concluded,
therefore, that with the experimentally determined linewidth parameters,
there is a small, but significant difference between the two theories in
deducing the sky brightness temperature or the atmospheric attenuation
below 10 GHz.
The measurements of zenith sky brightness temperatures as reported
by Howell and Shakeshaft (1967), and Medd and Fort (1966) are shown in
Figure 5.4. At decimeter wavelengths many of the measured temperatures
appear to be abnormally high. These measurements cannot be understood
on the basis of any of the current theories of pressure broadening, nor are
they consistent with the results of the present investigation. As it is unlikely
that an unknown source of absorption exists in the atmosphere near 1 GHz,
and in view of the surprisingly good agreement between the calculated value
and the rest of the direct observational data, it is concluded that the measure-
ments that give 4°K are probably in error, and the value of Z. 3°K ± 0. 5°K
for the zenith brightness temperature of the terrestrial sky at 3 GHz is
tentatively adopted.
5. 5 CORRECTION TO THE RADIOMETER MEASUREMENTS
The apparent temperature, T R, ideally, measured by the radiometer at
an altitude h above the surface of the ocean whose temperature is at TS, may
be calculated fro'r_ the solution of the equation of radiative transfer. The
accounting for the absorbed radiation is shown schematically in Figure 5. 5.
Using the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation to express the radiation intensity
as a temperature, we find,
[ i" So s" j-l '- a(z)dz _ - a(z)dzT R = r Tce o + T(z)e o a(z)dz e
-So'o<z,<,,70+ (l-r)T S e + T(z)e a(z)dz,
a(z)dz
(5.Ii)
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Figure 5. 5 Sketch of Terms in Radiometer Equation
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where T c is the temperature of the cosmic background, r is the reflectivity
of the ocean surface, and T(z) and a(z) are respectively the variation of
the atmospheric temperature and absorption coefficient with altitude z.
This expression may be generalized to all viewing angles O, but for
simplicity, we shall illustrate the results only for the case of norrnal
incidence.
The first term is the downward radiation of the radionoise background
and sky emission reflected by the ocean surface into the radiometer which
is in turn attenuated by the intervening atmospheric path-length from the
ocean surface up to the radiometer. The second term is the emission from
the ocean surface and the third term is the upward emission of the atmos-
phere between the ocean surface and the radiometer.
The radio noise background consists of ionospheric radio emission,
galactic noise and emission from strong radio sources, and the thermal
component of the cosmic background. For frequencies in the 3 GHz region,
the ionospheric emission is less than 0.01°K and, therefore, quite negligible.
The average radio noise in the galactic plane is only about 0.3°K, as indi-
cated by the Reference Data for Radio _n_ineers (1968). Therefore, if we
avoid the cases where the galactic center and strong radio sources come
into view of the radiometer, we can use an average background value of 0.3°K.
The thermal component of the cosmic noise (believed to have been
emitted by the primeval fireball) is, to a very good approximation, isotropic
and has a value of 2.7°K. These observations have been summarized in
detail byShakeshaft and Webster (1968) and Boynton etal. (1968). There-
fore, T c can be taken to be approximately 3.0 ± 0. 5-O-K_-- In this approach,
we have excluded the influence of reflected radiation from the sun (sun
glitter). In the case of a smooth surface, the sunwill be viewed by a
satellite radiometer only at the angle of specular reflection from the surface.
For a radiometer looking straight down, this effect, though significant, can
occur only at very limited, regular times that are readily accountable during
the passage of the satellite. Thus, for the smooth ocean, the interference
from reflected solar radiation can easily be corrected for. For a rough sea,
however, the sun glitter problem can be more serious, as discussed in
Section 6.
Based on the Van Vleck model, the atmospheric opacity has been
calculated for the 1962 U.S. Standard Atmosphere and is indicated over the
range 2.65-4.2 GHz in Figure 5.6. Over this frequency range, the opacity
of the dry atmosphere is approximately the same, with slightly higher values
at the higher frequencies. Because the bulk of the mass of oxygen in the
atmosphere is contained below I0 kin, the greatest contribution to the
attenuation of microwave radiation lies below this altitude.
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The brightness temperature, T R, "seen" by an idealairborne
radiometer may be calculated using the opacities in Figure 5.6. Such a
calculation is illustrated in Figure 5.7 for a reflectivity of 0.65 and a sea
surface temperature of Z80°K. Over the frequency range Z. 65-4. Z GHz
there is little difference in the expected atmospheric effect without clouds.
To apply the calculated opacities in Figure 5.6 as a correction to the
apparent temperature ideally measured by an airborne radiometer,
E_uation (5. 11) may be approximated by,
TR _TBCh) +r[Tc (l'To) +TB](I'Th ) +(l-r)Ts (1-r h) (5. lZ)
where TO is the total one-way opacity of the atmosphere, v h is the opacity
from ground to an altitude h, T B is the total downward atmospheric
emission, and TB(h) is the atmospheric emission for altitude from ground
to height h.
T R__T R (h) + {1-r)Ts, (5. 13)
where the correction factor AT B = TR(h) + r [Tc(l- To)+TB] (l-Th)- rh(l"r)T s.
Assuming that (l-r) _ 0.35, and T x = Z80°K, Z_T R has been evaluated from
the opacity data. Values of AT R are plotted as a function of altitude at four
frequencies in Figure 5.8. For the case of an observation from a satellite,
h ---coand the apparent temperature is simply given by,
i TO ] T O T= " + (l.r)Tse + TB, (5.14)T R r Tce +T B e" - o
=0where r = a(z)dz, the total one-way opacity through the atmosphere.
O O
T B is that given by equation (5. I0). For h---co, T B is calculated to be
Z. 41°K for Z. 60 GHz, based on the 1959 standard atmosphere.
In the other extreme case of an observation from a low flying aircraft,
where the altitude h is of the order of a kilometer,
TR = rl Tc(l_ To ) + TB ] (l_,T1) + (1.r)Ts(l. T1) +T(T1) , ¢5. 15)
where T1 = fOh a(z)dz, and the last integral is approximated by assuming
that T(z) is a slowly-varying function of z and hence can be replaced by an
average value T" and be treated as a constant in the integration.
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For V1 very small (=2xi0-3), corresponding to a height about l kin,
the expression can be further approximated by, assuming rT s = T---,
TR = r [Tc(l- ro)+TB] + (l-r)T S + rT S Vl, (5. 16)
where the first two terms are just the radiometric temperature at the surface
of the ocean (h=O) and the last correction term is small, Qfthe ordvr of
0. Z°K. Therefore,
T R _ 5.4r + (I-r)Ts, h-- 0, at 2. 69 GHz (5.17)
based on the Van Vleck Model.
When cloud layers are present in the atmosphere, a further correction
has to be made for the attenuation by hydrometeors. Knowing ac, such an
estimate of the contribution of clouds to the brightness temperature can be
made using the information in Section 5. 3.
An approximate expression for the added temperature increment in
radiometer temperature for a vertically downward looking radiometer is:
ATcl = q?(l+r)(acL ) - (1-r)T s (acL), (5. 18)
where T is the average temperature between the bottom and top of the cloud,
and L is the thickness of the cloud.
5.6 EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE THEORY
_:ven though the atmospheric effects are estimated to be small, they
must be known quantitatively to interpret radiometer observations of the
oceans. This part of the NASA sponsored program was to t_se available
opportunities to experimentally test the theoretical conclusions concerning
the magnitude of the correction due to sky emission expected from both a
clear and a cloudy atmosphere.
5. 6. 1 Measurements in a Cloudless Atmosphere
Two different classes of experiments were attempted to measure the
attenuation of 10 cm wavelength radiation in a cloudless atmosphere. These
were: (1) ground based observations of the variation in apparent sky
temperature as a function of viewing angle measured from the zenith, and
i00
(2) airborne measurements of the apparent temperature of the sea as a
function of altitude. These two programs were sponsored primarily by NR
independent research and development (IR_D) funds, but their results bear
on this study contract and will be described briefly here.
Ground Based Observations of Sky Temperature. The overall attenu-
ation of extraterrestrial radiation and reflected radiation from the Earth's
surface can be measured by measuring the relative change in sky brightness
temperature as a function of zenith angle with a precision radiometer. The
sky brightness temperature should increase with approximate proportionality
to the secant of the zenith angle. By fitting the experimentally determined
variation in sky temperature with zenith angle to a family of theoretical
curves for an assumed sky temperature taking into consideration the horn
pattern of the radiometer, it should be possible to deduce the most likely
value of the atmospheric absorption.
Equipment and Observations. Observations were made in the e_rly
mornings and late at night during the Spring of 1970 on the roof of the NR
Science Center. The time of the day during which the data was taken and the
location of the experimental equipment were chosen to minimize spurious
effects introduced through the side lobes of the antenna pattern. Strong
microwave sources such as the sun and the galactic center were either not
in view or low enough in the horizon so that the contribution to the apparent
temperature of the sky was expected to be small. The southwest co_ner of
the laboratory roof was chosen to minimize the influence of hilly terrain to
the north and east of the building. The distant hills on the west side of the
Science Center were less than 5 ° above the horizon.
Two antennas were used with the radiometer. The Potter horn, with
half power point beam width (HPBW) of 16 ° was the rotatable antenna. A
diagonal horn with HPBW of 18 ° was used as a reference load. The diagonal
horn was pointed at an angle of about 25 ° from the zenith to minimize _ny
coupling between the two antennas. It was connected to the reference _rm
of the radiometer (see Figure 5.9). Thus, the rotatable Potter horn was on
one side of the circulator and the f_xed diagonal horn was on the other. The
Prototype I radiometer has been described in detail by Hidy et al. (1969).
It consists of a ferrite circulator switching between the two l_orns, followed
by a tunnel diode amplifier, an 80 MHz filter centered at 2, 66 GHz, a
square law detector and an audio amplifier with an automatic gain control
system. Calibration of the radiometer was carried out before and after
each set of observations using cryogenically cooled coaxial terminations
(See Hidy, et al. , 1969). All of the microwave components were intercon-
nected with precision, rigid, 14 mm coaxial transmission lines. The
radiometer was in turn coupled to the antennas through coaxial-to-waveguide
transition sections.
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These precision coaxial lines required exacting tolerances and were
the main source of the experimental problems. Two coaxial lines were butt
jointed together by the pressure exerted through the action of the coupling
nut on the gear ring. Therefore, the coaxial transmission lines had to be
very well aligned or the outer conductors of the rigid lines would not touch
at all points around the circumference, resulting in higher losses.
In the course of the experiment, the coaxial connector from the Potter
horn to the input arm of the radiometer suffered much abuse from constant
stress and usage. When the Potter horn changed position, or a calibration
was performed the connector was disconnected and reconnected again.
Whenever the antenna was moved, a slight misalignment was introduced
requiring more pressure to be exerted on the coupling met in order to force
the mating of the outer conductors. The transmission characteristics and
the reliability of the connectors were degraded as a result. Consequently,
during a set of observations, readings for each angular position were
repeated to ensure consistency. In general, the data were reproducible
over several rotations of the Potter horn in an east-west arc to _0. 5°K.
Interpretation of the Data. The observations of sky temperature
obtained with the Potter horn are plotted in Figure 5. 10. For comparison,
two theoretical curves taking into account the finite beam width of the
antenna are also given. The lower (dashed) curve was obtained using a
Gaussian approximation to the pattern, while the upper (solid) curve was
obtained by numerical integration on the measured horn pattern, shown in
Figure 5. 1 1.
The measured sky temperature represents an average over the horn
pattern of the actual temperature TB(0), which for a horizontally stratified
atmosphere is given to a high degree of accuracy by
j: zo zTB(e) = cos0, (z) exp - cos 0 ' (zI)
[So ]+ T c exp - cos e I (z)
i5. 19)
where e is the zenith angle, a is the atmospheric absorption coefficient at
altitude z, T is the temperature at z, T c is the equivalent temperature of
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the average cosmic and galactic microwave radiation incident on the atmos-
phere, and cos e, (z) is given by
llZf
cos e'(z) = ]1 - (5.20)
/ sin 2 0 t(I+_) z
where R is the radius o£ the Earth.
Assuming azimuthal symmetry for the horn pattern, the observed sky
temperature can be written as
2_r w
TH(8) = _ d_b/o de' TB(8')G(cosY(e, e',_b)) , (5. zl)
where G is the normalized antenna gain and ¥ is the angle between the horn
axis and the direction specified by e _ and _:
cos v = cosecose, + cos_bsind_sin_bI (5.22)
For directions (eT,_b) intersecting the ground, T B is taken to be in the Earth
temperature, 300°K, since the ground emissivity at S-band is very close to
unity.
The upper theoretical curve of Figure 5. I0 was generated using the
U.S. 1962 Standard Atmosphere for the atmospheric profile and the param-
eters o£ the Van Vleck-Weisskopf line shape theory deduced from laboratory
measurement, given by equation (5.4). The lower curve was generated
using a much cruder model for TB(e), where it was assumed that TB(e) =
2 sec ein degrees Kelvin for e _<_- 0.02. It is likely that the large difference
between this curve and the upper one is due to the contribution o£ antenna
sidelobes. The Gaussian approximation is clearly inadequate for this
appli cation.
Conclusions. As can be seen from Figure 5. I0, there is very good
agreement between the measured brightness temperature and the upper
theoretical curve. This indicates that the lower measured value for the
zenith sky temperature presented in Figure 5.4, which is implicit in the
theoretical calculation, is the correct value for the sky contribution.
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5.6.2 Aircraft Measurements
During the Winter of 1 971 an experimental program utilizing the
Convair 990 of the NASA Airborne Science Office at Ames Research Center,
the NR Prototype II Radiometer was flown. Details of this program, the
new instrument, and the observational results are described elsewhere and
are not repeated here. In summary, however, it should be mentioned that
the instrument flown was a prototype of the instrument described in
Section 8. It was operated at 2690 ± 10 MHz. The instrument as mounted
in the Convair 990 was capable of measuring the antenna temperature to a
precision of ±0.1 °K; the achieved absolute accuracy of the observations
based on the twenty-four stability of the radiometer was approximately
•0.5 °K.
On two occasions, flights were made over the Pacific Ocean such that
the apparent temperature of the sea was measured over the same area of
water from a few hundred meters altitude to more than 11 km altitude.
From such data, the atmospheric attenuation at 2.69 GHz could be deduced
and compared with the theoretical predictions. The relative temperature
differences from the surface to approximately eleven kilometers obtained
from the aircraft data are shown in Figure 5. 12. These results are con-
sidered preliminary in nature at this time because the complete tape
recordings are not yet available from the flight program. However, the
observations agree within the experimental errors, with the theoretical
variation as a function of altitude calculated for the Van Vleck model
oxygen line shape, and the 1962 U.S. Standard Atmosphere. It is assumed
in this calculation that the surface temperature was 280°K, and the
reflectivity was 0. 650.
Close to the water surface, below -0. 5 kin, the reflection of energy
from the aircraft was detectable in the 2.69 GHz radiometers, as well as
the other radiometers on board the aircraft. This can be seen readily as
a sharp increase in AT near the sea surface.
The error bands shown in Figure 5. 12 include the inherent instrument
error plus the uncertainty of readings over a weakly roughened sea. The
error bands were estimated directly from the instrument recordings. The
reason why one set of errors is larger than the other is related to the fact
that more radar interference was experienced in Run No. 5.
There is a possible positive deviation in the data of about 0.2°K at
the high altitude, based on the "best fit" indicated in Figure 5. 12. However,
these points at high altitude were taken in the presence of scattered clouds,
so that a small positive correction may be required from this interference.
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5. 6. 3 Observations of Attenuation by Clouds
During the course of the NR atmospheric observation program, it
was hoped that opportunities would arise to detect the attenuation of micro-
wave radiation by clouds under a variety of conditions. Unfortunately neither
the ground based operations nor the aircraft flights provided more than
limited results on this question.
The early flights using the NR Prototype I radiometer in the late fall
of 1969 showed only a weak attenuation associated with thin stratoform
clouds. The maximum effect based on these observations was < l°K for
clouds with rain < l km thick.
During the tests on the NR Science Center roof, very few opportunities
were afforded to detect the effect of clouds because of the nature of the
Southern California weather. However, a few observations of stratoform
cloud layers were obtained with the Z.65 GHz radiometer, and a prototype
19.35 GHz radiometer described byMcLeod (1969). The results of these
data are indicated in Figure 5.2. As expected the higher frequency instru-
ment displayed a stronger influence of thin clouds than the S-Band system.
Although many cloud conditions were overflown during the Convair 990
flights, the data in its present form are difficult to interpret as unique indi-
cations of cloud effects since the nature of the surface under the cloud layers
was generally poorly known, and the average cloud temperature and thickness
are uncertain.
Data from the flights have been examined and an attempt was made to
estimate the maximum attenuation of clouds of varying thickness from
samples of the observations. The cloud thickness is estimated from infra-
red cloud top temperature data and an assumed cloud base of - 1 km. The
mean cloud temperature is taken as the average expected from the U.S.
Standard Atmosphere for the mid-point in cloud thickness. These data are
listed for the various observational conditions in Table 5.3 and are con-
sidered to be the maximum absorption expected. Unfortunately, these
results must remain somewhat ambiguous because no information was
available on the nature of the condensed phase, or the liquid water content
in these clouds.
A very crude preliminary comparison of the cloud data from the
DC-3 and Convair 990 flight programs can be made with the aid of
Equation (5. 18). The data are plotted as
(_Tcl)meas
K
(_Tcl)meas
Testimated- [ (1-r)Ts] meas
VS • L,
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and are shown in Figure 5. 13. Shown with the data is a line with a slope
c
= 10 -3 db km-I
corresponding to the absorption coefficient expected for a cloud of uniform
liquid water content, 1 gm m -3. Roughly speaking, the effect of the clouds
appears to be consistent with this value of ac' except for precipitating
systems. These latter cases give higher values of a c, as expected. The
best cloud observations available to us were those over weathership PAPA
in the C/V 990 flight 12. Here the maximum attenuation associated with
the double cloud layer - 6 km thick is - 2°K, if roughness contributed -3
- I°K. This is approximately equal to the theoretical model for M = 1 gram
and is consistent with other data recorded in Table 5.3.
It is surprising in view of the assumptions made in Figure 5. 13 and
in interpretation of the aircraft observations that any correlation at all
could be derived.
In view of the fact that climatologically at least 50 percent of the globe
is covered with clouds, and many areas over the oceans are frequently
under nearly permanent cloud cover, it is important to assess in detail the
effect of this potential interference to the application of microwave radiom-
eter considered here. This conclusion was made sometime ago and is
reinforced by the exploratory observations derived from the current study.
In future efforts it will be vital to carry out a more extensive quantitative
investigation of the attenuation of 10 cm electromagnetic radiation through
rain clouds. To test the applicability of available theory, clouds of a
variety of thicknesses must be examined, and these clouds will have to be
characterized by direct aircraft sampling of their liquid water content as a
function of space, as well as their thickness in the direction of the radiom-
eter beam.
A study of the influence of clouds on radiometry is a difficult and
expensive area to undertake because of the need for aircraft support and the
requirement of special kinds of weather. It is likely that such a program
should be coordinated with meteorological and cloud physics studies. One
interesting "side" application of the S-Band radiometer, for example,
should be explored further--the remote measurement of liquid water
content in clouds. Such studies have been suggested by Lhermitte (1968}
and have been reported for 10.7 GHz system by Decker and Dutton (1970}.
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5. 7 SUMMARY OF ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS AND THE SATELLITE
INSTRUMENT
Review of the results obtained on the influence of the sky background
and atmospheric attenuation reveal that the state of knowledge in this area
is not entirely satisfactory for achieving the desired absolute accuraci¢s of
sea temperature measurement by a satellite borne microwave radiometer.
The various phenomena and their problem areas are summarized ir_
Table 5.4.
Table 5.4. Summary of Effects on P, adiometric Observation of Sea
Temperature Associated With Sky Backgroun d and
Atmospheric Attenuation at 2.69 GHz
Phenomenon Correction Comment
1. 3.0 ± 0.3°K
.
Cosmic Radiation Background
(average galactic noise +
isotropic residual)
Atmospheric contribution to
Sky Temperature by Oxygen
Atmospheric Contribution to
Sky Temperature by water
vapor
2. 4°K_%0. 3°K
4. Non Precipitating Clouds
5. Precipitation
Z°K
< l°K up to
Z km thickness
Highly Variable
Does not include stt_o_ag
radio soqrces near the
V
galactic center
Taken a8 consistent
with Van-Vleck model
and _he U.S. Standard
Atmosphere
Depends on water vapor
presen t in viewin_ path
but is correctible to
first order.
Varies substantially
with liquid water
content, and is
uncertain at present.
Ice and snow much
smaller effect than
liquid water
For a clear atmosphere, the total sky temperature contribution i$
considered to be known at present. Experimental evidence indicates that
the atmospheric contribution to the sky temperature is predictable to ±0. 5*K
with knowledge of the cosmic background and oxygen absorption in the
atmosphere based on the Van Vleck model.
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From our survey, it is felt that the influnces of the cosmic background
and oxygen absorption are well enough specified and understood to be pre-
dictab.le for the current radiometer application.
In any case, the cosmic background will in time be measured and
accounted for to an accuracy beyond requirements for our oceanographic
applications. The attenuation due to the clear atmosphere will be essentially
a constant because of its dominance by oxygen. It can be calculated to
sufficient accuracy to be satisfactory from current model atmospheres.
Perhaps the most uncertain effect of the atmosphere for the projected
oceanographic application of the microwave radiometer is that of rain clouds.
Currently it is difficult to account quantitatively for this interference. No
simple way appears to be under development to estimate a correction factor
for clouds with accuracies comparable to corrections expected for other
effects. Ultimately it may be necessary to include imaging capability in a
satellite instrument system. At least a multifrequency microwave radiom-
eter may be required. Systems operating at 3 to !9 GHz may offer the
optimum prospects for supplying enough simultaneous data to resolve the
ambiguities associated with clouds and a rough surface (see also the next
section). In any case, considerable emphasis should now be placed on more
quantitative study of cloud attenuation of radiation at S-Band frequencies.
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6.0 EMISSION FROM A ROUGH SEA
A necessary condition for determining the sea surface temperature
from the observed brightness temperature is that the effect of surface waves
on the microwave emissivity be accurately known over the range of conditions
expected in the world ocean. Yetat this writing no experimental work has
been reported which is of sufficient depth to allow direct prediction of this
effect, or even to permit an accurate comparison with current theory. At
the same time, only first-order theoretical calculations of unknown accuracy
have been carried out.
Under the present contract, calculations based on the currently
accepted theoretical models were extended and an approach was developed
which could yield the emissivity to arbitrary accuracy. The results of these
efforts are reported in the followlng sections. In addition, measurements
in the rooftop pool of the effect of standing water waves on the brightness
temperature are included which show increases of Z" to 6"K, an order of
magnitude larger than that predicted in simple model calculations.
6.1 INTRODUCTION
The principle of detailed balance, which follows from the requirement
of thermodynamic equilibrium, relates the emissivity e a of a haLf-space l
at constant temperature to the power reflection coefficient rab for radiation
incident on the half-space in the form
(6.1)
where _ is a unit vector in the direction of emission, rab (_, _) is the fraction
of the power incident along _ with polarization b which would be reflected intoA
q with polarization a, and the integral dfl k is over all directions intersecting
the surface of the half-space (Peaks, 1959). The emissivity e a (_) is the
ratio between the power actually emitted (in the direction of _, with polari-
zation a) to the power a blackbody at the same temperature would emit. A
more general approach, which allows for variation of the temperature from
point to point in the haLf-space, is to calculate the contribution of each
1 A dielectric body infinite in extent along two orthogonal directions and
semi,infinite along the third.
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radiating volume element to the emitted power. This approach, however,
still requires that one properly treat the scattering at the irregular interface.
Possibly for this reason, no such calculation has yet been reported. Rather,
theoretical work has been concentrated on the electromagnetic boundary
value problem which must be solved to obtain the power reflection coefficient
tab. Since the sea temperature is essentially constant over the electro-
magnetic skin depth for microwave radiation, this approach, in principle,
should yield acceptable estimates for the emitted power.
Reflection from a rough surface has been the subject of theoretical
investigations since I_rd Rayleigh (1929) published his perturbation calcu-
lations for the scattering of sound waves by a slightly rough surface at the
turn of the century. S.O. Rice in 1951, using Rayleigh's technique obtained
the analogous results for the scattering of electromagnetic waves, and in the
last few years G.R. Valenzuela (1967, 1968) has applied Rice's results to
obtain radar differential scattering cross-sections. A similar perturbation
method has been used by J.W. Wright (1966) to obtain radar backscattering
cross-sections for the sea surface. Parallel developments in the theory of
rough-surface scattering have taken place in Russia. (Bass, et al, 1968).
While sea surface backscatter appears to be adequately treated by these
perturbation techniques, there is a divergence in the theory, first pointed
out by Rice, which leads to infinite total reflected power for a perfect con-
ductor. Whenthe perturbation theory is carried out to second order in the
surface height to obtain the emissivity, one finds that this divergence shows
up in the form of a "correction" term to smooth surface emissivity which is
proportional to the square root of the dielectric constant c for large c, a form
which cannot be correct in the limit e--*_. Since at microwave frequencies
the relative dielectric constant of the sea is large (I_/_oI =80), this method
ought not to be used for calculating the emissivity of a rough sea surface.
The generally accepted alternative to the Rayleigh perturbation method
is to employ the tangent plane (or Kirchoff) approximation to obtain the
electromagnetic field on the scattering surface, which then determines the
field everywhere through Maxwell's equations. Since this approach has been
pursued to the point of yielding rough surface emissivity, it is worthwhile to
examine its structure in some depth.
Basic to this approach is the exact integral equation for the scattered
electric field -E at any point'_ in terms of its values on the scattering surface
z = h (x,y) (cf., Stratton, 1941).
(6z)
- _ _ qZ-kZ-i6
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/k .
Here n is the unit upward normal to the surface element dS, k is the magni-
tude of the wave vector of the incident field (the wave number) and Q =-q/k.
In the tangent plane approximation one treats each element dS of the
surface as an infinite plane onto which the incident wave _o falls, so that
the Fresnel reflection coefficients may be used to determine the scattered
field E s on dS. This approximation inherently ignores multiple reflections,
which undoubtedly occur on the ocean surface, along with diffraction effects
associated with the curvature of the scattering surface; shadowing may be
incorporated by taking _o to vanish on the unilluminated parts of the surface.
Putting _s = R(_,A --n)E °, where R is the Fresnel reflection matrix, one
can write the a-polarized electric field resulting from an incident b-polarized
wave of unit amplitude (E-'° = Aube i-k.-_) as
-9* -9-
S_ m r e q'r I rK(q qEab(r) = -- dx'dy'u ,k ÷ -n) e ).7'
_-_o+ _ J qZ-kZ-i6 _
(6.3)
where K(4, k_) _x(_x" A A - A ^ A
= )-qx(qx(vx(kx.))), u a and u b are unit vectors in their
espective directions of polarization, and the substitutions dS = dx'dy' .
1+_h)211/2, An= (Az__h) [l+(_h) 2 1-1/2 have been made. The reflection
coefficient rab for a particular surface h(x, y) can be computed directly from
the Fourier transform of (6. 3). However, in general, one knows only the
statistics of the surface height rather than its actual value, so that tab can
only be determined in a statistical sense. Assuming that h(x,y) is a
stationary, ergodic random process, one can write rab in the form
k2 ( ÷ + + ^ ^ , ^ ^
rab(q,k ) - ^ jd2_e-i(k-q)'_< [Ua. KRUb]2[Ua. KRub(h_)2q-z i
^
x ei (_-_)'Z(hl-h2)) (6. 4)
where the subscripts 1 and 2. indicate that the functions of h are to be evalu-
ated at the points -_ = (x, y) and-p_+-k = (X+_l, Y+¢Z), respectively, and the
angular brackets <> denote an ensemble average over the surface height.
The direct numerical evaluation of rab from (6.4) using a reasonable
model for the surface height statistics is not presently feasible, as it would
require carrying out six integrals of an oscillatory integrand over an
infinite range. Rather, asymptotic methods have been used in the small
wavelength limit to derive an approximate expression for rab in terms of
the maximum value of the integrand. Stogryn (1967a) has used the classical
method of steepest descents combined with Gaussian statistics for the
iZl
surface height to evaluate rab solel X in terms of the contribution from those
parts of the surface whose normal n is^so directed that radiation is reflected
A A A
specularly from_ into Q (i.e., n = (q-k)/[q-_[). Other investigators have
introduced a modification to the method of steepest descents in the hope of
generating an expression for rab which would be approximately correct
over a wide range of wavelengths. By displacing the point at which the
integrand is evaluated a small distance from the specular point, they obtain
a formula for rab in which this displacement enters essentially as a free
parameter. The resulting model for the emissivity is sufficiently good that
a large body of experimental data has been fitted qualitatively by appropriate
choice of the free parameter.
The central objective which must be raised to the latter procedure,
is that it is a postulate for the form of the reflection coefficient, rather
than a prediction of its value. Until a rationale is found for calculating the
free parameter from the surface properties of the sea, one cannot estimate
the effect of roughness on the emissivity by this technique.
Using the specular approximation to rab, Stogryn (1967b) has evaluated
the apparent temperature of fresh water for microwave frequencies of
19.4 and 35 GHz, including the effects of atmospheric absorption and
emission. These calculations show increases in brightness temperatures
due to roughness of a few degrees at large nadir angles, largely as a result
of reflections from the hotter parts of the sky (at 19 and 35 GHz the zenith
sky temperature is 25°K). Hollinger (1970)has made radiometric obser-
vations of the sea at Argus island which generally agree with Stogryn's
model. One should note, however, that Stogryn's reported values are
inconsistent at nadir, due probably to numerical difficulties in evaluating
A
the integrals where q x z = 0.
6.2 THE GEOMETRICAL OPTICS MODEL
A reasonable alternative to the procedure adopted by Stogryn, which
ultimately takes into account only the specular contributions to tab, is to
treat the sea surface as a collection of randomly oriented facets whose sizes
are large compared to the electromagnetic wavelength, and to compute the
(specular} scattering from each facet using the Fresnel reflection coefficients.
Facet models for radar reflections from the sea surface were developed in
the late 1950's byKatzin (1959) and by Spetner andKatz (1960), but no
emissivity calculation based on these models has been reported.
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If multiple reflections are ignored, a single facet of area A with unit
normal An will scatter into the direction Q with polarization a that part Pab of
the power per unit area incident along the specular direction k = Q-z(Q.n)n
with polarization b given by
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Pab(q,n) = A(q.n)lua.R(q,n)ubl2" (6.5}
Consequently, a patch of the scattering surface made up of N facets of area A,
bathed in black body radiation at the surface temperature T s from all
directions, will scatter a total power
N
Ia(q) = A[ [ Pab(q,nl)pBB(Ts ) (6.6}
b i=l
into Q with polarization a, where pBBis the blackbody power per unit area,
and the inner sum is over all the facets in the patch. The horizontal area
covered by this patch is given by
N
^ ^
Ah = A [ (ni-z), (6.7)
i=l
so that the power per unit area perpendicular to _ that this patch reflects
into _ with polarization a is
: (q)
P Cq) =
a
^ ^
(q'z)_
(6.8)
As the number of facets N tends to infinity, the sum over facets in the
numerator and denominator of (6.8) tend toward N times an average over
the direction of the facet normal. Thus, dividing numerator and denomina-
tor by N and denoting this average by angular brackets <>, one may
rewrite (6.8) as
p (q) = b ^ ^ ^ BB (6.9)
a (q. z)< n._) P
By the principle of detailed balance, the total power per unit area travelling
in the direction q with polarization a, reflected plus emitted, must equal
the black body power per unit area at the surface temperature Ts:
(6.iO)
pBB(Ts) = P (q) + e (q)pBB(Ts) (6.10)
IZ3
A
so the emissivity ea(Q) of the surface in the direction q with polarization a
is given in this appi'oximation by the formula
ea(q) = i -
^
(q'n)lua'R%l >
b (6.11)
^ ^
(q. z)( n'_
This fbrmula, which must be equivalent to the tangent plane result in the
sho,'t wavelength limit, has the advantage of simplicity in derivation and
in evaluation. Also, it is readily generalized to include the effects of
multiple reflection. Numerical agreement with Stogryn's (1967b) calculation
of the apparent temperature of fresh water has been obtained for nadir angles
from 5 ° to 40 °
There are two ways in which multiple reflections can modify (6. ll):
First, theAPower per unit area incident on a given facet from the specular
direction k need not come directly from the sky; a certain fraction of the
rays parallel to _ arriving at the facet, when, traced backwards, will inter-
cept other facets. Second, a fraction of the rays parallel to Q leaving the
facet will strike other facets and be deviated out of the direction q.
To account for these effects exactly would require a specification of
the location and orientation of every facet on the surface. However, a first
approximation can be obtained by considering a second facet of area identical
to the first, arbitrarily oriented, which may intercept rays leaving the first,
and to ignore the possibility of further reflections. The fraction F(Q,An) of
A
the rays leaving the first facet in the direction q which escape reflection by
the second facet can then be approximated by
^ ^ ^
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
F(q,n) = _) (q.z) (i + _') _) (i + _') (_ (-q.n')
q'n q'n (6.12)
^ ^
+ _ (q.n')) _ (q.n),
where ® (x) is the step function, zero for x<0 and unity for x>0, and the
A
average is over the direction n' of the second facet. The factor 1 + q.nAA/
represents the fraction of the area of the first facet not covered by theA
projection of the second facet parallel to -q.
A
The power per unit area incident along k in this approximation either
comes directly from the. sky, or indirectly after reflection by a singIe facet
A,
with normaln . For those rays which have suffered a single reflection, the
power per unit area reflected into _ with polarization b is
124 SD 71-525
(6.13)
c
This expression must be averaged over the direction fi' of tl_e r_ormal to the
scatte;_ing facet to obtain its expected contribution to the intensity incident
along k with polarization b. Recalling that F(-_,n A) is the fraction of rays
traced backward along _ which escape directly to the sky, While 1-F(-_, An)
is the fraction of rays which encounter another f_cet, one has that the
average total power per unit area incident along k with polarization b is
I ,Ruci2
^ ^
Nb(k,n)pBB = F(-k,n)V BB + [l-F(-k,n)] c ^ ^ VBB (6.14)
<® (k.n'P
A A
The role of the step function ® (k.h) in (6.14) is to restrict the average to
those facets which can scatter radiation into the direction _.
By the same line of argument used in obtaining (6.9), one can now show
that the power per unit area reflected into _ with polarization a can be written
as
^ ^ ^ ^
p (q) = ^ ^ ^ ^ pBB (6.15)
a (q.z)(n.z) '
and the corresponding emissivity now becomes
ea(q) = i - b ^ . (6.16)
(q.z)< n.z}
This expression, together v_ith equation (6.11), has be_n evaluated numeri-
c_illy for Gaussian slope statistics; the results are summarized in Figure 6.1,
which preserits the brightrie§s temperature of the faceted surface, averaged
over the two polarizations, as a function of viewing angle for rms Slopes of
zero (flat surface), 0.09, and 0._5. According to the data of Cox and Mu_k
(1954), an rms slope of 0.09 corresponds roughly to a wind velocity of
8 knots, a frequent 6ccui:rence over the world ocean_ The rms slope of
0.25, by extrapolation on the sarrie data, would correspond to a wind velocity
of over 60 knots; it is included to indicate the rhinimal effect of surface
roughness on the brightness temperature.
There are several p_ints to note with regard to these calculations:
a) At rms slopes of less than 0.1 the brightness temperatures calculated
from (6.11) and from (6.16) are identical to five significant figures; that is,
the effect of multiple reflections is negligible; b) the total effect of roughness
on the polarization-averaged brightness temperature for rms slopes less
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Figure 6.1 Polarization Averaged Brightness Temperature of the Rough
Sea in the Geometrical Optics Model
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than 0.1 is less than 0.2°K for viewing angles up to 35 ° from nadir; c) even
for hurricane winds the total effect of roughness at nadir is about 0.2°K,
with only 0.05°K due to multiple reflections.
On the basis of these results one is tempted to dismiss surface rough-
ness as a source of error for S-band radiometric measurements at nadir.
There are, however, three additional effects of the presence of waves on the
surface which must be accounted for. First, there is reflection from the
hotter parts of the sky. This is the dominant contributor at 19 and 35 GHz,
where the atmospheric contribution to the sky temperature ranges from 25 °
at zenith to 50 ° at an angle of 60 ° from the zenith. Approximately 80% of
the 1.75°K increase in apparent temperature calculated by Stogryn (1967b)
for horizontal polarization at 20 ° from nadir for 35 GHz and a wind speed of
7 meters per second comes from sky reflection. The sky at S-band, how-
ever, is cooler by a factor of ten, the atmospheric contribution at zenith
amounting to about 2°K. The corresponding increase in apparent tempera-
ture is also reduced by a factor of ten, so that sky reflections represent a
negligible source of error at S-band.
Next, there is sun glitter. Due to the high apparent temperature of the
sun in the microwave region (about 50,000°K at S-band, as compared with
6,000°K in the optical and infrared (cf., Kraus, 1966)), it can contribute
appreciably, under rough sea conditions, to the observed brightness temper-
ature at large angular separation from the specular direction. For an rms
slope of 0.09, the sun at 25 ° from zenith contributes I°K to the apparent
temperature at nadir. Certainly, it will be necessary to apply a first-order
correction for this effect, either by measuring the brightness temperature
of the sun's image (which decreases directly as the surface roughness) or by
estimating the surface roughness from other observations.
Finally, there is the diffraction effect associated with surface waves
of amplitude and wavelength comparable to and smaller than the electro-
magnetic wavelength (about 10 cm), which are thought to be prevalent on
the ocean surface. No calculation of the change in emissivity due to this
effect is feasible within currently accepted theoretical models; as was
mentioned earlier, the tangent plane approximation encounters severe
computational difficulties, while the perturbation treatments give results
which diverge with _. It is partially to overcome this difficulty that the
development of a new theoretical approach to the problem of rough surface
scattering was undertaken as part of the present program. While this
development is still incomplete, it is likely that a perturbation treatment of
the equations summarized in the next two sections will yield a numerically
tractable formula for the effect of short waves on the sea surface emissivity.
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6.3 AN INTEGRAL EQUATION SOLUTION FOR THE SCATTERING
PROBLEM
The currently employed calculations of rough surface scattering all
share one common defect: They start from an expression for the scattered
field which is in error by an unknown amount. The tangent plane approxi-
mation, for instance, assumes a value for the field on the scattering surface
based on the Fresnel reflection coefficients and calculates all quantities of
interest from that assumption. Even if the subsequent calculations were
carried out to arbitrary accuracy, there would still remain the error incurred
by the original assumption. Moreover, there is no way to estimate the
magnitude of that error for a surface containing any significant degree of
structure. As a consequence, the small departures from smooth-surface
emissivity that one seeks to calculate for the surface of the sea may well be
magnified or cancelled by the errors inherent in the theory.
To overcome this difficulty, we have derived an exact integral equation
for the scattered field which can be solved by successive approximation. In
principle, one can obtain the scattered field to arbitrary accuracy from this
equation, but of greater significance is the fact that the error committed by
breaking off the sequence of approximations at any stage can be determined
by comparing the scattered field at that stage with its value in the previous
stage. Ultimately, then the magnitude of the error made in calculating
rough surface emissivity from this field can be bounded, and hence, by
extending the sequence, it can be reduced to an acceptable level.
At the present time, only the derivation of the equation itself is com-
plete. Its application to the calculation of rough surface emissivity and its
connections with the perturbation approach of Rice (1951) and with the tangent
plane approximation remain to be established.
El(r ) = J(_) + (Ix' dy'
The exact problem which has been treated is the following: Consider
an electromagnetic wave of time dependence e-i_ t incident from above on a
surface z = h(x,y) which is the static interface between two homogeneous
media with differing dielectric constants E and conductivities a. Define the
effective dielectric constant E by the relation _ = E+i_/_ and denote its
value above z = h by E v, and its value below z = hby E w. Denote the electric
and magnetic fields of the incident wave by 3 o and i:[ o, respectively, both
taken to vanish for z < h, and write the total electric field -_" as the sum
E'o + E'I" Then for z > h, E'I satisfies the following Fredholm integral
equation of the second kind:
'Y' )dZ'Kv(r_-_ ')_dx";dy"_dz" Kw(_'-_")_l (_'')
-_ -_ h (x" ,y" )
(6.17)
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Here the kernels K v and K w are dyadics given by
Kv (_) = m2TJo ( (w- ev ) + __l (cw_ev)_(_¢v(_))
w v w _v (6 18)
V W W
W
where _o is the magnetic permeability of both media and _v is the Green's
function for the scalar Helmholtz equation: w
+ i_ _o_ _ r
Cv(r) = e w /h_r. (6. 19)
W
The source term-_in (6.17) is given by
f[ ^ I..1_ -_!J(_) = dS'{[nxH (_') ]i_Uo¢v_r- r ) +
0
+ [nx (;) %'* +
_r-r ) + [n._ (;')]_'¢v(;-;')} +0 0
- dx' dy' dZ'Kv(r-r ) dS"{[ (_')Jl_o$w(r'-r÷ +'') +
(6Z0)
^ "_ ")'t ! _),. _ E V
[nXEo(r")]xV ¢w(r'-r") + (_--)
W
[n._o (r") ]Y"Cw(r'-r")
where dS is an element of area on the scattering surface and Anis the corre-
sponding upward unit normal to the surface. The primes on the gradients
indicate with respect to which argument the Green's function is to be
differentiated.
The procedure of successive approximations for solving (6.17) consists
of inserting a first guess for E-*I, such as the tangent plane approximation,
into the integral on the right-hand side of (6.17), evaluating the integral,
and adding the source term-_ to obtain the next approximation to E1 • If the
integral operator in (6.17) is denoted T, and if the first guess is denotedA',
then after N successive substitutions the resulting approximate expression
-=_
for E 1 becomes
N-1
"_N+I) = _ + [ Tn_ + TN_ (6.21)
n=l
This sequence will converge to the true field provided only that the remainder
term TNA tends to zero as N-_ m ." The resulting infinite series is known as
the Neumann series solution, and the total squared error made in breaking
off the sequence at N terms is given by
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(6.22)
whenever the norm of the operator T, defined as
(norm T)2 --nTU2 = least upper bound over all SdS;ITgl2
square-integrable g of fd3_igl 2 '
(6.23)
is le s s than unity.
While evaluating the norm of T for an arbitrary surface h(x,y) repre-
sents a task of some difficulty, the special case of a constant h _ 0 can be
readily treated. For horizontal polarization of the incident electric field,
one finds that (6.17) reduces for constant h to the algebraic equation
^
÷ ÷ R2
R uh -21vh i_.r ivz _I
_i =----e e e ---
I_R 2 I_R 2
(6.24)
where R - v-w is the Fresnel reflection coefficient for h = 0, v and w are
+w
the vertical components of the propagation constant k = _%-o _ above and
A
below z=h, respectively, _" is the horizontal component of k, and u h is a
unit vector in the direction of polarization of the incident electric field. In
this case T operating on E 1 simply multiplies it by the constant -RZ/(1-RZ).
Therefore, the condition that ]1T II be less than unity reduces to
IR2/(I-R2)I< i, or Re R2 < %. (6.25)
The important conclusion to be drawn from this result is the following; for
Re R z > 1/2, the successive approximation scheme will not converge to a
solution of the original integral equation. Conversely, one should expect
that a detailed analysis of the operator T for arbitrary h(x,7) will show that
successive approximation will converge rapidly for Re R 2 sufficiently small.
Therefore, the integral equation (6.17) represents a promising approach to
the problem of scattering from a dielectric half-space.
From the point of view of treating the problem of the emissivity at
S-band from a rough sea surface, the successive approximation approach to
the integral equation (6.17) is a failure, for Re R z in this case is greater
than 1/2. _ However, by Fourier transformation of (6.17) it has proved
possible to separate the divergent part which comes from scattering by a
flat surface, and to write a new integral equation in the transform variables
for which the iterative approach can converge for I R2 I < 1.
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The tasks which remain to be performed before the integral equation
approach will yield rough-surface emissivities may be summarized as
follows: First, the rate of convergence of the iterative solution must be
established, and the number of terms to be retained for specified accuracy
in the electric field must be determined. Next, the statistical description
of the rough surface must be introduced through an ensemble average of the
resulting expression for the reflection coefficient, as was done by Stogryn
(1967a) for the tangent plane approximation. Finally, the various terms
contributing to the integral over the reflection coefficient which defines the
emissivity must be evaluated, and a bound on the error in calculating the
emissivity must be derived.
6.4 AN EXPERIMENT ON THE EFFECT OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS
To obtain some measure of the magnitude of the brightness temperature
increase one would expect at S-band for a rough sea surface it was decided
to conduct an exploratory experiment using radiometric observations on the
rooftop pool described in Section 7. A simple mechanical arrangement in
which a variable-speed motor drove a long plank against the water at one
side of the pool was set up in the positions illustrated in Figure 6.2. The
plank, which was about 40 cm shorter than the pool width, was hinged below
the water line so that it rotated about its lower edge. The height of the
resulting water waves was measured with a capacitance bridge that could be
moved about in the pool.
The results of the measurements are summarized in Figures 6.3 and
6.4. Standing waves of wavelengths varying from 15 to 30 cmwere observed
at viewing angles of 15 ° and Z6 ° from the nadir with both circular and
horizontal polarizations, and with the plane containing the horn axis and the
vertical both parallel and perpendicular to the wave crests. The data
collected had a large scatter {about ± 2°K) due largely to the fact that the
amplitude of the waves could not be independently controlled; also, the
coupling of mechanical energy into the pool from the driver was dependent
on the details of the geometry, including water level, and was poorly
reproducible.
The most significant conclusion which emerges from these experiments
is that brightness temperature increases of order Z ° to 6°K are obtainable.
These experiments were all performed after sunset, and several checks were
made to rule out the possibility that reflections of hotter objects, either on
the horizon or on the roof around the pool, were contributing to the observed
increase. Figure 6.3 shows the observed brightness temperature increase for
circular polarization plotted against wave slope, H is the wave height from
the mean water level and k is the wavelength of the standing water waves.
Arrows are used to indicate the direction of motion of the wa_es relative to
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the horn. The predictions of the geometrical optics model, also indicated
in the figure, fall well below the trend of the measured points.
Figure 6.4 shows the effect of direction of the water waves on the
increase in brightness temperature for horizontal polarization plotted against
the surface wavelength. Waves with crests parallel to the plane containing
the horn axis and the vertical appear to have double the effect of waves with
crests perpendicular thereto. The increase in the magnitude of this effect
with decreasing wavelength must be interpreted With caution, since the wave
amplitude also changed with wavelength. The broken vertical line labelled
"Bragg wavelength" is the wavelength for maximum radar backscatter into
the horn; it is possible but not likely on the basis of current theory that
surface disturbances of this wavelength will prove to have a maximum effect
on the emissivity.
The magnitude of the effects observed in this series of experiments
clearly indicates the need for careful experimental investigation of this
phenomenon under conditions allowing all the significant parameters such
as wave amplitude and frequency, to be independently varied.
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7. 0 MICROSCALE SURFACE DISTURBANCES
7. I TYPES OF SURFACE DISTURBANCE
The thermal emission from the sea which reaches an earth orbiting
radiometer is affected not only by the intervening atmosphere and by surface
waves, but also by processes which interpose additionalmaterialbetween
the actual sea surface and the atmosphere. Three general categories of
surface contamination must be considered: (1) oil slicks, whether natural
or man made; (l) ocean spray; and (3)foam. These last two disturbances
are strongly dependent on wind speed on the open ocean. Figure 7.1, taken
from the recent work of Monahan (1968), shows that both the area coverage
of foam and the droplet density of ocean spray rise sharply above wind speeds
of 6 meters per second (lZ knots); foam coverage essentially vanishes below
the threshold and saturates at 6-7 foam patches per 104 square meters
above the threshold, while droplet density appears to rise indefinitely.
Monahan studied the droplet size distribution of ocean spray within Z0 cm
of the sea surface for a wide range of wind speeds, and it can be concluded
from his data that the volume fraction of sea spray in this region does not
exceed 10 -5 .
Natural variations in the total area covered by foam on the ocean
surface are summarized in Figure 7.2 (Blanchard, 1963). In the middle
latitudes, climatologically, one expects about Z% of foam coverage, but as
much as 8% of the visible surface may be foam-covered in the higher latitudes.
Recently, Nordberg e_t al (1971) have reported significant contributions of
foam to the brightness temperature of the sea at cm wavelengths, beyond
1% surface coverage. Thus, this phenomenon represents a potentially
crucial and uncertain factor in degradation of the received signal at S-Band
for application to sea temperature measurement.
7. 2 THEORETICAL MODELS AND THEIR PREDICTIONS
The direct effect of interposing a surface covering between, the
atmosphere and the ocean surface is to increase the thermal emission
entering the atmosphere by providing a medium with index of refraction
intermediate between that of water (about 7) and that of air. Ira portion of
the sea surface is covered by a film of area large compared to the square
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The latitudinal variation of the world ocean whitecap distribution.
The upper set of curves give the percentage coverage during the
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June-August curves near the equator reflects the monsoons in the
Indian Ocean.
Figure 7.2. Latitudinal Variations of the World Ocean Whitecap
Distribution (Blanchard, 1963}
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of the electromagnetic wavelength, one can calculate the emissivity of this
patch directly in terms of the dielectric constant c f and the thickness d of
the film:
^
eh(k) = 1- (v+f)(f_w)eifd + (v_f)(f+w)e-ifd I 2
(v-f)(f-w)e ifd + (v+f)(f+w)e-ifdu
^
ev(k) = 1
(ev.V+cff)(ef£-c w)eifd + (e v_cff)(c £+c w)e "ifd
• w v £ w
(e v- e ff)(c w)e ifdv ff_ c + (e v+Cff)(e I+ e w)e' ifdw v £ w
(7.i)
Here the subscripts h and v on e denote horizontal and vertical polarizations,
and the quantities v, f, and w are the vertical component of the electro-
magnetic wave vectors in vacuum, the surface film, and water, respectively.
When the film is sufficiently thin that the product fd << I, one can write
the emissivity normal to the surface approximately as
o O)im (of _ _v) (7. 2)e(z) = e - 4vd(1-e _w - Cv '
where e° is the emissivity when d = 0, For oil (c£/c v = 2) on sea water
(Cw/ cv --70 + i50 at S-band) this gives an increase in brightness tempera-
tur'e of 0. 5°K per millimeter of oil at a sea surface temperature of 300°K.
Direct calculation on Equations (7. I) shows that the higher order terms
neglected in obtaining (7.2) begin to become important at thicknesses of a
few tenths of a millimeter, so that the actual contribution of a layer of oii
one millimeter thick is l°K in this model. At viewing angles up to 30° from
nadir the magnitude of this effect for circular polarization does not change
by more than I0 percent from its nadir value. Under the same conditions a
one millimeter-thick layer of oil on fresh water (c w/ e _ 77 + i 12)v
increases the brightness temperature by 0. 6°K. Since naturally occurring
slicks are only microns thick, their contribution to the brightness temperature
should be undetectably small.
Foam and spray represent mixtures of air and water in volume frac-
tions Yw ranging from 10 "7 to unity at the ocean surface. Droppleman(1970)
nas reported exter_sive calculations of the effect of a foam layer on the
emissivity, based on Equation (7.1). Figure 7.3 shows how the emissivity
at nadir depends upon the volume faction of water in the layer for a foam
layer I0 cm. (about one wavelength} thick over sea water. For volume
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fractions near 10 -2 , the emitted brightness temperature reaches the physical
temperature of the sea surface; the magnitude of this effect falls off rapidly
as the volume fraction decreases, corresponding to an emissivity change
equivalent to 1.Z°Kat a volume fraction of ]0 -5 . For volume fractions still
smaller, the effect decreases as (_w) 2, due to the fact that the first-order
term in Equation (7. Z) vanishes identically.
The thickness dependence of the brightness temperature at fixed
composition for the covering layer is equally strong. As the phase Re(fd)
of the electromagnetic wave inside the layer passes through odd multiples
of _/2 the emissivity oscillates to a maximum which can reach unity if
_w = _ f, provided both dielectric constants are real, For a dissipative
medium (Ira(c) ¢ 0), the emissivity at thickness large compared to the skin
depth in the layer will approach the emissivity e f of the layer material
alone:
f 1 L2
e - 1 - 1 + e_-f I (7.3)
The significance of these results is that the effect of foam on the brightness
temperature varies from fractions of a degree to 200°K, deper_ding on the
thickness and composition of the foam layer. Even allowing for the fact
that the fraction of a square kilometer of sea surface covered by foam
rarely exceeds 10 percent, this uncertainty in its contribution to the bright-
ness temperature is intolerably large. To adequately correct for the effects
of foam it will be necessary todetermine the variations in thickness and
composition to be found on the world ocean and to determine how these param-
eters depend upon the meteorological variables such as wind speed and fetch.
7, 3 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
7. 3. 1 Set-Up and Operation
The experimental set-up employed to measure surface effects is shown
in Figures 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6. It consisted of a square pool some 4. 5 meters
on a side and 15 cm deep, with the Prototype I radiometer and Potter horn
antenna described in Hidy, et al (1969) looking down at an angle of Z6 ° to
"the vertical from a height of--3.-_ meters. The pool is in the far field and
intercepts more than 97 percent of the power in the antenna pattern; it was
located on the roof of the North American Rockwell Science Center in
Thousand Oaks, where the view of the sky was unobstructed for angles
greater than 5° from the horizon.
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Figure 7.4 Front View of Rooftop Pool, Horn Lowered for Calibration
145
Figu,'e 7. 5 Side View of Rooftop Pool, Horn in Operating Position
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With rare exceptions, measurements were made after sunset, when
the prevailing winds were too weak to noticeably agitate the water surface.
The radiometer, whose reference cold load was cooled to the temperature
of boiling liquid nitrogen, was calibrated at the beginning and end of each
evening's run by measuring the voltage corresponding to the difference in
temperature between another liquid nitrogen load and an ambient tempera-
ture termination replacing the input from the antenna. The cold loads were
refilled during the run when necessary to compensate for evaporation.
The whole radiometer was mounted on a rigid metal platform rein-
forced with I-beams to minimize the relative motion of the reference load,
the radiometer electronics, and the antenna. Despite these precautions,
flexure of this structure caused by the attached guy wires was found to
affect the connection between the reference cold load and the radiometer
electronics to the extent that the effective temperature of the load could be
made to vary by more than l°K. Consequently, great care had to be
exercised to avoid stressing this platform once it was elevated.
Most of the measurements were made in circular polarization with a
bandpass filter 40 MHz wide whose lower edge was at Z. 660 GHz. A few
measurements at 2.80 GHz were made on the effect of surface waves, but
radar interference was encountered frequently in this band. The theoretical
resolution of the radiometer operating with a one second integration time
was better than 0. 3°K, and the reproducibility of the measurements in
general bore this out. Our absolute accuracy was probably no better than
lOK, owing to the connector troubles discussed above.
The water temperature in the pool frequently varied by 0. 5°K from
the SE corner to the NW, presumably due to air conditioning ducts beneath
the roof. The brightness temperature observed by the horn consisted of
three contributions: (1) emission from the water surface, (Z) emission from
the surroundings into the antenna sidelobes; and (3) reflection of the sky
temperature into the horn by the water surface. The magnitude of these last
two effects, calculated from observations on smooth, fresh water, totaled
5.7°K + 0. 2°K, on the average. The sky alone should contribute 3. 5°K,
so ~ 1.0°K came from the antenna side lobes.
A comparison of the brightness temperature observed for salt water
of various salinities with that calculated from the dielectric constants
measured by cavity perturbation is presented in Table 7-1. The calculated
values are the sum of the smooth surface emission at Z6 ° from nadir and
the sky and roof contributions deduced above. The observed brightness
temperatures have been obtained from the measured antenna temperature
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by correction for the horn loss. The calculated brightness temperatures
average 0. 5°K less than the observed values, with a maximum disagreement
of 1.6°K. Time variations in salt concentration of order 0.2 weight percent
were observed during these runs, which are probably sufficient to explain
the scatter in these data.
Sea Spray Simulation. Halfway along each edge of the pool a vertical
section of pipe was extended 10 cm above the water surface and terminated
in a spray head whose droplet fan was roughly horizontal and directed
toward the pool center. The angular span covered by the fan was about
160 °. These sections of pipe were connected along the bottom of the pool
to a pump capable of forcing up to 19 liters of water per minute through
the spray heads. In normal operation the pump drew from the pool itself,
to avoid dilution problems when the pool was filled with salt water. The
volume fraction of water averaged over the first ten centimeters above the
pool was of order I0-5 at the highest flow rate; the exact value is uncertain
because the average vertical velocity of the water droplets at the spray head
is unknown. The most dense spray visibly obscured the surface of the pool,
which is a condition rarely encountered on the open ocean.
Surface Films. Slicks of thickness 0.88 mm and 1.76mm were
obtained on the pool surface by pouring 5 gallons and 10 gallons of oil,
respectively, onto the pool. Three different grades of oil were used:
Velocite, a light machine oii; Lubrite, an SAE 10-weight motor oil; and
crude oii from the Wilmington oil field in Long Beach. All three grades
are expected to have dielectric constant _f about twice that of vacuum.
Cavity perturbation measurements on Velocite and Lubrite gave values for
Ef/_v of 2. 1 to 2.2.
Foarn Simulation. Plastic tubing was laid along the bottom of the pool
in parallel strands separated by about 20 cm, as illustrated in Figure 7.6.
Air was forced through this network of hose and was a11owed to escape
through tiny holes in the hose as bubbles to the surface. The holes were
spaced roughly 15 cm apart along the hose. The type of surface disturbance
produced in this fashion is illustrated in Figure 7,.7, which shows the pool
surface at near maximum airflow rate where it takes on the appearance of
a seething cauldron, and in Figure 7.8, which shows a side view of the
bubbles rising from the hose toward the surface. Thisbubbling of the
surface is a poor model for sea foam, since the size and spacing of the
bubbles is much too large. However, this surface disturbance has the
advantage that the size and distribution of the bubbles is directly measur-
able from photographs such as Figures 7.9 - 7.12 and therefore permits an
accurate comparison with theory.
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Figure 7.6 Back View of Rooftop Pool Showing Air Hose Used in Foam
Simulation
150
Figure 7.7 Surface of Pool at Maximum Air Flow Rate (Foam Simulation)
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Figure 7. 8 View of Bubbles Rising From Air Hose to Water Surface
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Figure 7.9 Surface of Pool at Air Flow Rate of 0. 94 Liters Per Second
or 390 Coverage
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!Figure 7. I0 Surface of Pool at Air Flow Rate of I. 88 Liters per Second
or 6% Coverage
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Figure 7. 11 Surface of Pool at Air Flow Rate of 2.83 Liters Per
Second or 1Z.3% Coverage
155
Figure 7. 12 Surface of Poolat Air Flow Rate of 3.77 Liters Per Second
or 20% Coverage
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7. 3. Z Results or Experiments
Spray. No effect on the brightness temperature was observed except
at the highest flow rate of 19 liters per minute, which gave an increase of
roughly 0.4°K for both fresh and saltwater. The dielectric-layer model
gives an effect of this magnitude for a volume fraction of 0. 5x10-5 water in
the first 10 cm above the pool surface, which is consistent with the estimated
droplet density.
Oil Slicks. The most striking feature of the observations on oil films
was a large, transient rise in the brightness temperature which occurred
immediately upon addition of the oil, or when the oil was stirred sufficiently
to expose the water surface. This rise decayed from an initial value near
10OK to the vicinity of the value expected on the dielectric-layer model with
a time constant of 1-2 minutes as shown in Figure 7. 13. A plausible explana-
tion of this large effect is that water droplets become temporarily trapped
in the oil during mixing, raising the average dielectric constant and there-.
fore the brightness temperature. A peak volume fraction of 15 percent water
in the oil is sufficient to give the observed effect. In support of this inter-
pretation, it was found that patches apparently containing numerous small
water bubbles appeared on the surface of the oil during mixing and were
observed to disappear with about the same time constant as the brightness
temperature effect. Any direct thermal contribution from hot oil could be
ruled out, since the oil temperature before addition averaged Z ° cooler
than the water. Possibly this mixing effect can account for the anomalously
large microwave radiometric temperatures which have been reported over
the Santa Barbara oil seepage of 1969 and over recent controlled oil spills.
(Microwaves, 1970, and Chandler, 1970)
Considerable difficulty was experienced in determining the steady-state
value of the brightness increase caused by the oil film, as is evident from
the large scatter in the data presented in Tables 7.Z and 7.3. The primary
contributor to this scatter was oscillation about the steady-state value of
the sort illustrated in Figures 7. 14 and 7.15. Apparently, the tendency of
the oil to puddle on the pool surface, which was most pronounced for the
crude oil, was combined with a slow drift of the puddles in and out of the
center of the horn pattern to produce this oscillation. Despite these prob-
lems, the results agree qualitatively with the l°K per mm predicted by the
dielectric-layer model. Naturally occurring slicks, which are seldom more
than microns thick, are therefore expected to have a negligible effect on
the brightness temperature.
Bubbling. The brightness temperature increase caused by bubbles on
the water surface is plotted versus the fractional area covered by the bubbles
in Figure 7.16, for both fresh and salt water. The measured effect is roughly
linear, with a slope of 0. 3°K per percent of area covered. Analysis of this
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Figure 7. 16 Effect of Bubble Formation on Antenna Temperature
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effect in terms of the dielectric-layer model is complicated by the following
factors: a) bubble wallthickness is uncertain to within a factor of ten;
b) contributions from bubbles just beneath the water surface are difficult to
estimate; and c) the effect of wave disturbances caused by bursting bubbles
is unknown. However, one can match the observed increase Within the model
by assuming that the thickness of the bubble walls was on the order of
i00 microns, and that the effective layer thickness Was the average bubble
height. Further experimental and theoretical work are needed to determine
the exact nature of the observed effect.
7.4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
From these exploratory experiments on microscale disturbances on
water surfaces, it is concluded that:
(1) Sea spray and naturally occurring surface films will not
constitute a significant spurious factor in the brightness tempera-
ture measured by an S-Band radiometer in an aircraft or in a
satellite.
(z) Sea foam is expected to be a potentially large factor in the
apparent brightness temperature of the sea surface. The extent
of increase in brightness temperature associated with foam will
depend on the thickness and composition of the foam layer.
Further, experiments and field observations are necessary to
seek simple correlations between brightness temperature and
such measurable pa_rameters as foam coverage.
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Table 7.Z. Oil Film Effect on Brightness
Temperature of Salt Water
Oil Type Thickness (mm) &T (Temp. Increase OK)
Time Delay
V eloc it e
Lubrite
Crude Oil
0.88
1.77
O. 88
1.77
0.88
1.77
5 min. 10 rain.
0.8 0.53
0.96 O. 84
2.0
3.25 2.38
2.43 1.7
4.25 2. 31
Table 7.3. Oil Film Effect on Brightness
Temperature of Fresh Water
Oil Type
V eloc ire
Lubrite
C rude Oil
Thickness (mm)
0.88
1.76
0.88
1.76
0.88
1.76
&T (Increase OK)
Time Delay
5 min. I0 rain.
i.I 0.37
2.7 2.1
1.25 1.25
2.8 2. I
1.26
3.2 3.0
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8. 0 INTERPRETATION OF 1969EXPERIMENTAL FLIGHTS
8. 1 INTRODUCTION
Even before undertaking this study program for NASA, NR conducted
a preliminary development effort to demonstrate the feasibility of making
precision radiometer observations at S-Band in aircraft. This project was
described by Hidy, e__t al (1969) and is reviewed here as a prelude to consider-
ing the data obtained during the early DC-3 flight program.
8.2 TEST PROGRAMS
The initial program for field testing the performance of the NR
Prototype I S-Band radiometer was carried out in 1969 and consisted of two
phases. The first phase comprised ground-based observations with the
radiometer mounted on a scaffolding to look at fresh water in Morris Dam
Lake, Azusa, California. In the second phase, limited flight tests were
conducted with the radiometer mounted in the University of California,
San Diego, Scripps Institute of Oceanography DC-3 aircraft.
8.2.1 Morris Dam Experiments
The first performance tests of the NR instrument were conducted
during the summer of 1969 at Morris Dam. At this time the radiometer was
used within a frequency range of 2. 800±0. 042 GHz, corresponding to the
originally chosen design configuration. The Morris Dam site was selected
because it was quiet with respect to radar interference. Unfortunately, it
suffered from two disadvantages in that surface roughness conditions were
severely limited and the lake is surrounded by very steep hills, rising
several hundred feet above the water. The topographical situation which
shielded the area from radar interference, also may have contributed to an
error in measurement of apparent water temperature because of the
reflection of thermal radiation off the water from the "hot" mountains and
the surface of the dam into the antenna beam.
Generally, sequences of preliminary tests were made at Morris Dam
to examine the stability of the termination loads and electronics, as well as
the reproducibility of the coaxial line connectors, In addition, observations
of the water surface were made to compare the measured apparent tempera-
ture with that calculated from the molecular temperature.
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The instrument was located on a scaffolding on which was a cart that
c'ould be rolled out over the water but still provide access to the device
during calibration. The antenna was fixed at an angle of incidence of
app roximate ly 20 °.
During the tests, the radiometer was repeatedly calibrated using
termination loads containing liquid nitrogen, liquid argon, and liquid natural
gas. Using these three points and numerous microwave measurements taken
in the laboratory, a calibration curve could be deduced to estimate the
antenna temperature within a precision (reproducibility) of ± I°K or less.
The resolution of the measurements approached 0. 3°K with a 1 sec.
integration time.
The water temperature was measured directly either in bulk with a
mercury-in-glass thermometer, or by a thermocouple array designed to
measure the vertical temperature distribution near the water surface. The
"bucket T'temperature varied during the summer program from 17°C to Z7°C.
It was found that the temperature difference between the cooler surface
water and the water 0. 5 cm below the surface did not exceed 0.4°C. There-
fore, for most cases, the water temperature was taken as the bucket
temperature.
The surface roughness was estimated either qualitatively by eye or by a
semi-quantitative method evaluating glitter photographs. In general, the
wind-generated ripples on the lake were very weak, corresponding to small
waves of length 3-Z0 cm and amplitudes of 0. I-Z cm. During one series of
tests, however, an effort was made to generate more severe disturbances of
the surface by running a motorboat near the area observed by the radiom-
eter. The boat produced large gravity waves in its wake with wavelengths
up to about Z-3 meters, with amplitudes of Z0-30 cm. The waves appeared
to be symmetrical in shape.
Despite the problems encountered in this initial usage of the radiometer,
it was possible to obtain some limited results on the apparent temperature
of fresh water. Typical data for the antenna temperature taken during the
Morris Dam program agreed to within ± l°K of the expected value. The
corrections applied to the measured antenna temperature involved the
calculated antenna and connector losses and the reflected sky temperature.
Based on the estimated antenna loss, the transmission coefficient was
0.98Z for the Potter horn antenna and its transmission line.
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The effect of roughness equivalent to small wind waves amounted to
approximately I°K in apparent temperature. If the surface temperature of
the water is taken to be ~I°K cooler than the bucket temperature, due to
evaporation, the radiometer may be recording a temperature too warm by
~I°K. There should have been a tendency for the radiometer to give an
antenna temperature systematically too warm as a result of (1) the influence
of the reflected emission from _he mountains surrounding the lake, (2) the
fact that the antenna does not receive quite a circularly polarized signal,
and (3} oil films on the surface, which were observed under calm water
conditions.
It was felt that the performance of the prototype radiometer was satis-
factory enough to warrant the extension of the field tests to aircraft observa-
tions over the ocean, where more severe surface roughness conditions could
be expected.
8. 3 AIRCRAFT FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM
After further improvements, the Prototype I instrument, including
the addition of an automatic gain control, was flown on the University of
California Scripps Institute of Oceanography (UCSD-SIO) DC-3 over the
Pacific Ocean in late October and early November, 1969. This aircraft was
chosen so that the instrument could be flown with the infrared radiometers
described by McAlister (1964). In this way, the microwave device could be
compared with an instrument known to measure sea surface temperatures
to an accuracy of ± 0. I°K under favorable observational conditions.
The set up of the radiometer in the aircraft is sketched in Figure 8.1.
The instrument was arranged in such a way that the Potter horn antenna
pointed aft at an angle of Z6 ° to the floor of the aircraft. Since the DC-3
cruises tail down at 4 ° below the horizontal plane, the actual horn angle to
the zenith is 22 ° during "level" flight. The horn is rigged so that it protrudes
30 cm at the forward edge and 8 cm at the rear edge from the bottom of the
aircraft. A streamlining section was added in front of the antenna to provide
a more aerodynamically compatible unit and to help minimize vibrations
associated with the aircraft slipstream.
Inside the DC-3, the radiometer was mounted so that calibrations
could be made with two cryogenic loads, or the antenna could be connected
to one side of the Dicke Switch. The two removable sections of the antenna,
one with a circular polarizer and one .linear, could be interchanged in flight..
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Installation and operational tests of the radiometer on board the
aircraft indicated that the instrument exhibited minimal susceptibility to
noise in the aircraft electrical system. Inside the aircraft, the peak to
peak noise level with both cryogen loads on the radiometer was ± 0. Z°K,
with a one second time constant.
Two flights were made in directions south and west of San Diego, the
first on October Z9, 1969, and the second on November 5, 1969. The
weather conditions and sea state for these two days are listed in Table 8.1.
The courses for the two flights are drawn in Figure 8.2. On both days a
relatively light sea was overflown, but the cloud conditions were quite
different. On the first day, clouds were stratocumulus in nature and
scattered and broken. The second day was completely overcast with thicker
stratus containing some light rain. In the latter case, the cloudiness was a
forerunner of a weak frontal system passing through the region.
The main purpose of the two flights was to check the performance of
the radiometer under aircraft conditions. Of primary importance were
measurements of relative temperature changes and absolute molecular
temperatures as compared with the two frequency infrared radiometer
systems of Scripps Institution of Oceanography (See also McAlister, 1964).
In addition a number of exploratory experiments were conducted including:
(I) variation of antenna temperature with altitude from 45m to iZ00m,
(Z) variation of antenna temperature looking through clouds, (3) change in
antenna temperature with angle of incidence, and (4) variation in antenna
temperature with rotation of the antenna into the sun.
It should be noted at this point that the microwave radiometer operated
continuously throughout both flights except for radar interference. Relative
temperature changes and nearly constant antenna temperatures were
observed through a variety of (fair, mildly stormy) weather conditions, as
will be seen below. However, the infrared radiometer system of SIO, in
contrast, was unable to operate effectively near mid-day in sunny conditions
because of interference from sea glitter and was not operable in or above
clouds. 1
I
Ithas been found that the SIO system can achieve itsvery high accuracy and precisiononly under special
conditionswhere the sun isnear the horizon and at altitudesonly up to a few thousand feetbecause of sun
glitterand atmospheric attenuation.
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8.3.1 Measurements of the Apparent Sea Temperature
Some typical results for measured antenna temperatures during the
DC-3 flights are listed in Table 8.2. The aircraft parameters such as
heading and altitude are included with estimated sea temperature either from
the infrared radiometer or from independent surface observations. The
data indicated that the observations from the microwave instrument were
consistent from flight to flight. Furthermore, the microwave radiometer
detected relative molecular temperature variations which were consistent
with the infrared detector. The antenna temperatures were corrected to
give values of brightness temperature by taking into account sky reflection
and the estimated antenna loss (0.081 db). Using an unpolarized emis-
sivity (1) for sea water of_ = 0.341(24.5°C), the brightness temperature of
the sea measured by the radiometer was found to be 6-7°K greater than that
calculated from the molecular temperature (Hidy et al., 1969}. The value
of e used in this calculation was based on the only experimental measure-
ments of dielectric properties of sea water available at that time. It was
later thought to be too small (Hidy et al., 1970), and new calculations were
made based on-6 of 0.351. The increased smooth water emissivity reduced
the deviation between the corrected measurements and the calculated
brightness temperature to 3-4°K. The remaining difference was assigned
to uncertainties in salt water emissivity, instrument losses, and inadequate
accounting of surface roughness. The smooth water dielectric properties
of sea water had to be measured accurately.
The Potter horn was designed for operation at a narrow frequency
band centered at z.80 GHz. Because it was found during the first DC-3
flight that radar interference prevented the use of the radiometer at this
frequency, a change was made to a more "quiet" region at 2.66-2.67 GHz.
It was possible that the sun also contributed to the deviation in
observed temperature in the DC-3 flights. During the second flight, the
aircraft flow over a region of a single break in the clouds about 2-3 mi.
in radius where the sun was shining through. The microwave radiometer
recorded a 0.3°K increase in antenna temperature over the sunny area as
compared with the surrounding overcast covered regions. This increase is
likely to be a measure of the reflected solar radiation at microwave
frequencies (see also Section 6).
Though no dependence on zenith zngle of the horn could be isolated,
an asymmetry in antenna temperature was detected when the aircraft was
flown slowly in a circle. The aircraft was set at a bank of 5 ° or less
during the circular flight path, and a pattern of antenna temperature was
observed as indicated in Figure 8.3 with angles shown as aircraft headings.
1
e : (ei+ell)/Z
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Table 8.2 Typical Data From DC-3 Flights
Measurec
Time 5 Distance From Altitude Antenna
PST San Diego (kin) Temp (OK)
1408 150nm/210"mag 0.6 111.9
1421 140nm/50° mag 0.6 111.5
1534 30nm/245°mag 0.3 112.7
1548 58nm/245°mag 0.6 1L3.2
1554 73nm/245°mag 1.2 114.5
1559 78nm/245°mag 0.21 113.9
1635 150nm/245°mag 0.3 113.1
1638 45nm/245°mag 0.9 113.8
1641 145nm/245"mag 0.3 113.3
1700 30nm/065°mag 0.13 113.4
1703 0.3 112.4
1706 0.21 112.9
1750 15nm/065°mag 0.3 111.8
1753 5nm/065°mag 0.3 112.6
Molecular
Sea Temp.
(°K)
291.41
2923
2923
2923
Estimated 2
Brightness
Temp (*K)
100.8
101
_easurec
Brightness
Temp (*K)
104± !
t03 ± 1
105 ± 1
105 * 1
106 ± I
Remarks
(Circular polarizer}
(scattered clouds)
Under clouds
At cloud base
Above clouds diff
2923
2923
2923
2923
106 ± 1
105 ± 1
105 ± 1
105 ± 1
between 2- 3
identified at
ocean temp
Below clouds
Under clouds
Above clouds
Under clouds,
light rain
291.404
290.07
290.17
100.8
100.4
100.4
105 ± 1
104 ± 1
105±1
104± I
104 ± 1
SIO IR Rad.
operating over
1 mile avg.
SIO IR Rad.
operating over
1 mile avg.
SIO IR Rad.
ope rating over
1 mile avg.
Crossed over a
thermal front
equivalent to
3.5°K
(13-14) molecular
temp. Return and
reproduced thermal
gradient
IOnly one measurement was made on October 29 because of IN interference from sun glitter. Series
of SIO flights on October 30th indicated essentially the same temperature over the same area.
2Based on a smooth sea water emissivity (19"C}, salinity 32.2%, e = 0.346.
3Average sea temperature from San Clemente Station also confirmed by the U.S. Navy Fleet Numerical
Weather Facility estimates.
4Infrared radiometer observations.
5The first two results are for Oct. 29, 1969. The remainder of the results were taken on
Nov. 5, 1969.
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There is a definite distortion in signal on this day with the elongation oriented
in direction of the sun. The distortion amounted to ~I°K in antenna tempera-
ture. Similar circular flight patterns were carried out on under completely
overcast conditions during the second flight. No asymmetry in antenna
temperature was observed in this case. This flight was made later in the
day, and the sun was nearer the horizon than the first run.
The experience of the DC-3 flight program pointed to several areas of
uncertainty in interpreting the radiometer observations uniquely in terms of
sea temperature. Indeed, one of the principal aims of the current study
program was to study the "interfering" factor further to evaluate the flight
data better.
8. 3. Z Instrument Tests
To improve our interpretation of the DC-3 flight observations, further
studies of the performance of the NR Prototype I radiometer, described by
Hidy, et al (1969) first had to be conducted. Several studies of the VSWR and
ohmic losses of the Potter horn antenna and General Radio (GR) coaxial
coupling lines were made. It was found that the VSWR of the antenna varied
considerably from nearly unity to more than 1. 10 over the frequency range
used during the DC-3 flights. Attempts to adjust the VSWR of the antenna
to be less than 1.05 over a ±Z0 MH z range about g. 67 GH z were not too
fruitful. The effect of the uncertainty in VSWR at the center frequency of
2. 67 GH z used during the flights, combined with the possible changes in
antenna performance associated with surface corrosion are difficult to
assess, and are expected to reduce the accuracy of the observation to
~:el°K from the anticipated earlier estimates of < ±0. 5°K.
Recently, during the NASA Convair 990 flight program, conducted
under NR IR&D funds, a new external calibration load was developed. This
device makes it possible to calibrate directly the ohmic and mismatch loss
of the antenna-connector hardware up to the Dicke switch in an aircraft
mounted radiometer. The new load has been used to determine the ohmic
loss of the Potter horn antenna-GR connector combination used on the NR
Prototype I radiometer. The procedure is described below.
8.3. 3 External Load Design and Application
The external load was constructed with a porous, high loss microwave
absorber, covered by a layer of non-porous styrofoam and contained in an
insulated metal box, (see Figure 8.4). The lossy absorber has many
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Frequency 2.67 GHz
J180
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Figure 8.3 Antenna Temperature During a Circular Flight Path
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PROTOTYPE J_ TERMINATION I
i 14MM COAXIAL TRANSMISSION LINES
VENT HOLES
A
POTTER HORN ANTENNA
NON-POROUS
,,_ POLYURETHANE FOAM
ALUMINUM SHIELD
J _i_ VENT HOLES
I
ALUMI NUM CO NTAI NER
INSULATION
POROUS MICROWAVE ABSORBER
Figure 8.4. Schematic Diagram of Cryogenic Load for Aircraft Calibration
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pyramidally shaped cones to reduce reflections. Its porosity allows
penetration of the cryogen and therefore insures the maintenance of the
absorber at the boiling point of the cryogen. The cryogen used was liquid
nitrogen and to force the liquid to take the shape of the absorber, thereby
avoiding additional reflections, a layer of low loss non-porous styrofoam
was used to fill the spaces between the cones of the absorber. Small holes
were drilled through the styrofoam at the point of each cone to permit the
venting of the vaporized nitrogen. This combination of absorber and foam
was then placed in an aluminum box. The aluminum serves two purposes.
First, it electrically insulates the inside from external microwave interfer-
ences. Second, it serves as a physical structure upon which is bonded a
two inch thick layer of insulating styrofoam. Physical strength is needed to
support the styrofoam because styrofoam contracts drastically and cracks
at liquid nitrogen temperatures. Finally, the antenna is placed close to the
absorber with a sheet of aluminum foil enclosing the load and the antenna
aperture to further reduce interference from fluorescent lamps in the
laboratory. The measurements of ohmic antenna loss may be calculated by
the following considerations. A measurement of the apparent temperature
(Tz) of boiling liquid nitrogen in the external load as viewed by the Potter
horn antenna is made. The antenna is replaced by a Maury Microwave
Corporation calibration load containing boiling liquid nitrogen, and a new
apparent temperature observation (TI) is made. But
T z = tTNz + (I- t)T h
T 1 = TN Z
where t is the transmission coefficient for the antenna and its transmission
line, TN z is the corrected liquid nitrogen temperature in the Maury load
(77. I°K), and T h is the antenna skin temperature (23.7°C). Thus
T z - T 1
(l-t) = horn loss = (8. I)
T h - TNz
For the Potter horn antenna, the observed value of (T Z - T1) was 5. 3°K,
from which (l-t) = 0.0Z4. This value is somewhat larger than the estimated
value of 0. 0178 (Hidy, et a_/1, 1969). Of course, it is difficult to know if this
value of the horn loss is representative of the antenna as it was flown in
1969 because of uncertainty due to corrosion of the skin. However, this
number has to be used as the best value for the losses in any new inter-
pretation of the aircraft observations.
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An important implication must be noted in connection with the interpre-
tation of the influence of surface roughness on the apparent temperature of
the sea. It is difficult to assess how the sea conditions varied between the
two days of the flights. During both days, there were light seas; however,
on November 5th, a few whitecaps were sighted, and the ocean surface
appeared slightly rougher at times than on October Zgth. Despite this, the
effect of surface roughness appears to be essentially constant to the + I°K
accuracy of the observations. If verified in further studies, this finding will
be highly significant in developing a practical method of correcting for the
influence of roughness.
The "constant" nature of the surface roughness effects may be asso-
ciated with the known tendency for the short wavelength components of the
ocean wave spectrum to achieve an equilibrium state of energy. This
equilibrium condition is well illustrated in ocean wave amplitude spectra
as compared with laboratory results. The correlation of Hess et al. (1970)
shown in Figure 8.5 shows the relationship of the equilibrium amplitude
spectrum for the high frequency (short water wavelength) components. Here
the water wave frequency is given by n. If the spectral density $ of the
amplitude spectrum achieves such an equilibrium configuration, then the
slope spectrum will achieve a similar equilibrium level. With the emissivity
roughly proportional to the r.m.s, slope of the small wavelength components,
one would expect to see a nearly constant "correction '_ factor for the influence
of surface roughness. Confirmation of such a speculation must await further
aircraft flight programs. Hopefully, the NR Science Center data recently
taken on the NASA Convair 990 experimental program can be used as a
further test of the equilibriumsurface roughness hypothesis.
8.4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Re-evaluation of the 1969 flights with the NR Prototype I S-Band
radiometer on the SIO DC-3 indicates that there is a positive deviation of
- 4°K from the expected brightness temperature of the sea. This deviation
is now attributed mainly to the effect of surface roughness on the emissivity
of the surface, with a possible influence of sun glitter. This effect is sub-
stantially greater than calculated from geometrical optics theory, but is
supported by other tests on the roof of the NR Science Center. The fact that
the 4°K deviation appears to be essentially constant for light seas with
< 1% foam coverage suggests that a calibration factor may be established
for roughness. The constancy of the factor may depend on the ability of the
small wavelength components of the sea surface to quickly achieve an
equilibrium condition of energy content. In any case, surface roughness and
sun glitter on a rough surface are significant uncertainties in interpretation
of the radiometer observations of sea temperature. Their effects have to be
assessed to a better accuracy, comparable to that achieved for the influence
of salinity.
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the Sea and in the Laboratory (From Hess et al., 1970)
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9. 0 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN FOR SATELLITE
PROTOTYPE INSTRUMENT
9. 1 INTRODUCTION
Two crucial design parameters for the satellite radiometer are the
temperature resolution and the absolute accuracy of the measured antenna
temperature. The design goal that has been chosen for both the resolution
and the absolute accuracy of the proposed radiometer antenna temperature
is ±0. l°K. Antenna temperature resolutions of O. [OK are routinely achieved
in microwave radiometers provided adequate predetection bandwidth is used.
On the other hand, the requirement of long term absolute accuracy of ±0. l°K
is not easily satisfied and necessitates extreme care in the system design.
Care in the design of the electronic circuitry, in the choice of microwave
components, etc. , is taken for granted. In addition, the high precision
brings in practical difficulties of a more fundamental nature, such as the
stability of reflective and dissipative transmission losses in the antenna and
the input to the radiometer, and the absolute accuracy of the reference
terminations.
It is important to keep in mind that, although in the following discussion
0. l°K is used as the nominal tolerable uncertainty from each effect, clearly
an overall accuracy of 0. l°K requires even less uncertainty from separate
uncorrelated sources.
Consider first the ohmic transmission losses. {In a Dicke radiometer
these would include antenna losses, and all transmission losses up to the
radiometer switch, and including at least the asymetric part of the switch
losses.) Such losses will modify the apparent source temperature in
accordance with the usual relation
T a = (I -_ ) TA+ _T (9.1)o
where T a is the apparent temperature of the source whose brightness
temperature is TA, T o is the physical temperature at which the losses are
sustained, and _ represents the fractional power loss. For a source
temperature of 100°K, a transmission loss of 0.001 db ( _ = 0.00023)
sustained at 300°K, increases the source temperature by 0.046°K .. Therefore,
in order to achieve the target accuracy, losses in the microwave transmission
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path that directly affect the measured antenna temperature must either
remain constant to~0. 001 db over the lifetime of the satellite ( ~1 yr.) or
be monitored in a calibration cycle.
In the absence of reliable experimental data on the long term constancy
of microwave component losses to the level of 0.001 db, the design approach
has been to insist that all critical components have the lowest practical loss
in order that a reasonable fractional change in loss can be tolerated.
Typically, the undesired attenuation is due to conductor losses and therefore
depends on the surface condition of a very thin layer of the metal (the skin
depth for copper at g. 7 GHz is _I0 -4 cm) which, for example, is susceptible
to chemical change in many types of environments. The attenuation in copper
waveguide is about 0.023 db/meter at S-Band, whereas the best silver-
layered 14 mm coaxial line has a loss of 0. 13 db/meter and microstrip a
loss of approximately I to 2 db/meter. Waveguide is bulky and heavy at
S-Band and the severe restriction on the amount that may be used due to the
constraints of satellite use has a profound effect on the suitability of the
various possible radiometer configurations. It seems impractical to consider
designing a satellite instrument using only waveguide RF components. If
intrinsic loss were the only consideration, coaxial transmission line RF
circuitry could be tolerated. However, the necessity for using connectors
between the various components introduces additional losses of an unstable
nature, so that use of purely coaxial RF circuitry is ruled out. In spite of
the high loss per unit length of microstrip, the fact that connectors are
eliminated and path lengths become extremely short makes microstrip the
preferred choice for the less critical parts of the microwave circuitry.
Next let us consider the effect of a reflective discontinuity in the
input section of the radiometer. In this case the apparent source temperature
is given by
T = (l-p)T A + pT (9. Z)a r
where p is the fractional power reflected and T r is the effective microwave
temperature seen looking into the radiometer. Again it is the stability of
such disturbances that is of greatest concern since in principle a correction
can be applied for a constant effect.
As a matter of experience the stability and repeatability of even the
very best coaxial connectors is not down to the level of 0. 001 db except
under carefully controlled laboratory conditions where near perfect alignment
of the connectors can be made, no further stresses have to be applied and
where the ambient temperature is nearly constant. The best coaxial line
from the point of view of loss, the General Radio, GR-900 type, uses butt
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joints in the connectors that require very close tolerances, are very
sensitive to misalignrnent, and under many practical conditions did not
repeat to within 0. 005 db. This is not to dispute the specifications given by
General Radio which at 3 GHz are 0. 051 db loss with 0.00Z db reproduceability
and VSWR 1.004, but it is considered that the connectors are impractical
for this application. Furthermore, 0.00Z db stability is insufficient even if
achieved. It should also be noted that the inner conductor of high quality
coaxial line is supported by materials such as teflon or polystyrene which
have thermal expansion coefficients much larger than metals and it is
suspected that thermal cycling could significantly change the alignment in
the connectors.
Finally, let us consider in a preliminary way the problem of achieving
0. l°K accuracy for the reference terminations, keeping in mind that at this
level of precision there is no way to calibrate them. They are primary
standards and must be designed and fabricated with enough care that the
output temperature can be calculated to the required precision from the
physical and electrical parameters. The problems fall under 3 categories:
(I) Determination of the temperature of the load material (or its
effective temperature if gradients exist).
(Z) The loss and temperature distribution of the nominally lossless
components such as the transmission line,
(3) The loss, reflections, and stability of the connectors.
By applying equations 9. 1 and 9.2 to the load proper as a source, it is
seen that the importance of conductor losses depends on the temperature of
the load with respect to ambient, whereas the effect of reflections depends
on the effective temperature seen by the load. Explicitly, for small _ and p ,
Tapparent = (i -_ - p) T s + _To + PT r (9. 3)
where T s is now the physical temperature of the load material and the term
T O represents the integral/_ (x) T (x) dx where _ (x) and T(x) are the
loss per unit length and temperature at position x on the transmission line
respectively. As an example, consider a liquid N 2 cooled coaxial load with
a I0 crn length of GR-900 coaxial line (loss = 0. 013 db or _ = 0. 003), and
a VSWR of 1.05 ( P = 0.0006). Taking T r = 300OK, T s = 77°K, and approxi-
mating _ T O by t(T s + Tr)/2 , one gets
£_ T = T a Ts = t (To - Ts) + P (Tr Ts) (9.4)
= 0. 33°K + 0. 13°K
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The value of _ used is rather lower and the value P higher than what would
normally be encountered, so that it is usually the transmission losses that
are of primary concern. An accurate correction requires the knowledge of
the loss and temperature at each point of the transmission line. Only the
total loss of a coaxial or waveguide component can be measured by normal
methods, and uniform loss must then be assumed. Furthermore the
uncertainty of such measurements contributes a significant error to the
correction factor. The temperature distribution of a section of waveguide
is easily measured with a series of temperature sensors on the outside wall.
On the other hand, the lack of firm thermal anchoring of the center conductor
of coaxial line makes its temperature profile difficult to control. Its
measurement, although possible in principle, is extremely awkward and
complicated. Coaxial loads have the further disadvantage of heat flux down
the center conductor which tends to produce temperature gradients in the load
resistor. This has proved to be a very serious difficulty even in the most
carefully designed cold loads.
Table 9. 1 shows the correction factors and the errors therein for four
cooled terminations, taken to be representative of the best available for use
near 3 GHz. The large error in the correction factor for the coaxialloads
is due to heating of the load resistor. It was determined apriori by compar-
ing two loads of similar construction, one using stainless steel for the center
conductor of the isolation section, and the other using gold plated pyrex
having lower thermal conductivity. The corrections were estimated a priori
to be reliable to within 0. Z°K.
Table 9. I. Correction Factors and Errors for
Cooled Terminations
Type of Load
Cryogen
Tempera- Error
Ref ture Correction (peak)
Waveguide, 4. Z GHz
Waveguide,
Z. Z95 GHz
GR-900 Coax,
_-.8 GHz
Stainless Steel
isolation section
GR-900 Coax,
Z.8 GHz
Gold plated pyrex
isolation section
Penzias
(1965)
Stelzreid
(1968)
Maury
Mic r owave /
No. Am.
Rockwell
do.
4. Z°K 0.98°K 0. Zl°K
77.4°K 0.73°K 0. IZ°K
77.4°K I. 1I°K _ 0.6°K
77.4°K 0.77°K _0. Z°K
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The remarks made concerning cold loads are equally valid for hot
loads. Clearly, the highest accuracy is achieved when To and T r are close
to Ts. In the limit when all are equal, the correction is zero and one need
only measure the temperature sufficiently accurately.
9. Z CANDIDATE RADIOMETERS
Over the past 25 years a wide variety of microwave radiometer
configurations have been proposed of varying complexity and sensitivity. 1
Although it is common practice in the literature to state the theoretical and
experimental temperature resolution of a radiometer, there is almost a
complete lack of information on the absolute accuracy achieved. For the
present application, where it is important to have as high an absolute
accuracy as possible, the resolution is of secondary importance and can be
compromised somewhat for an advantage in accuracy. In this section the
basic radiometer types will be reviewed with emphasis on their potential for
absolute accuracy.
The output voltage of the unmodulated radiometer shown in Figure 9. 1A
(assuming a square law detector) is given by
V = G (T A + T n) - (9.5)
where T A is the source temperature to be measured, T n the system noise
temperature referred to the antenna aperture, and G is the gain factor of
the system (also referred to the antenna aperture). Even for modest radio-
metric requirements, it is usually quite impractical to maintain adequate
stability for G and T n. There are two basic approaches to eliminating the
effects of changes in Tn; (1) the cross-correlation technique (Fujimoto, 1964),
and (Z) the signal modulation technique (Dicke, 1946).
Cross correlation radiometers without signal modulation can be
eliminated from our list of candidate radiometers because of their poor gain
stability. For the present application, stabilization of their gain by signal
modulation destroys their advantage over simple signal modulated radiome-
ters, and the considerable added complexity of two receivers with stringent
phase tracking and stability requirements is more than enough to rule them
out.
The output of the simple signal modulated or Dicke radiometer shown
in Figure 9. IB is given by
V= G[TA(I -_s)- TRef(l - _r) +(_s - _r) To] (9.6)
IDicke, 1946; Drake and Ewen, 1958; Graham, 1958; Orhaug and Waltman,
196Z; McGillem and Seling, 1964; Fujimoto, 1964; Tiuri, 1964; Haroules and
Brown, 1967; Coggins, 1967; Hach, 1968.
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where _ s and _ r are the fractional ohmic losses in the signal and reference
arms respectively and T o is the physical temperature of the radiometer
components. (For simplicity reflective losses are being ignored). Clearly
the effect of the rf amplifier contributions to T n has been eliminated but not
the contributions to T n from front end losses.
The next step in the evolution of the signal modulated radiometer is to
eliminate the effects of changes in G. Again there are two basic approaches.
One is to add noise to either the signal or reference arm until the output ac
signal reaches a null; such arrangements are shown schematically in Fig-
ure 9. 1C and 9. ID. For rapidly varying values of T A some sort of automatic
adjustment of the attenuator in series with the noise source must be devised.
The other approach of Hach (1968), and shown in Figure 9. IE, is to use two
reference terminations at different temperatures from which the gain can be
inferred and appropriate compensation can be applied. A second circulator
switch is used to switch between the two loads at 1/2 the primary modulation
frequency. A hybrid of the two approaches is obtained if the switching
frequency of the second circulator is made equal to twice the primary
modulation frequency in the arrangement shown in Figure 9.1E. The dwell
time on the load at temperature T 1 is adjusted until an ac null is achieved
at the output for the primary modulation frequency.
There are, of course, other variations on these two basic types and
the details of the execution of a particular design can vary considerably. At
this point, however, further analysis is restricted to four radiometers of
Figure 9.1 C, D, E and the variant of E just described.
In Table 9.2 a comparison of the characteristics of the selected
radiometer types is given. First several explanatory comments are made,
then some general conclusions are drawn about the suitability of each for
satellite use. For the purpose of calculating resolution it is assumed that
radiometers I, II, and IV are manually adjusted to be operating at or near
null; later it will be seen that for a properly designed feedback system the
result is still valid when the loop is closed. Radiometer III, however, does
not operate at null in general. The gain is derived from the difference
T 2 - T 1 and details of the feedback system must be considered from the
outset.
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List of Symbols Used in Table 9.2
T
rms
B
ragc
T n
T o
T A
AG
a
==
rms fluctuation of the radiometer output expressed in
degrees Kelvin, or equivalently the rms error made in
ameasurement of T A, the source temperature. The
modulation and demodulation is assumed to be square
wave.
Predetection bandwidth in Hz
Interval over which output is averaged.
Time constant of gain control feedback loop.
Noise temperature of rf amplification system
(including the effects of losses from the horn aperture
to the rf amplifier, and also second stage noise)
(F-l) X Z90°K where F is the system noise figure
(IEEE definition)
Ambient temperature, assumed to be temperature of
circulators.
Microwave temperature seen by antenna
rms value of the predetection fluctuations in the power
gain G at the modulation frequency f.
Asymmetric part of transmission loss in the ferrite
circulator switch (expressed as fractional power loss)
Total transmission loss of second circulator switch in
the two load type radiometers.
Switching frequency of primary circulator.
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9. Z. 1 Resolution
The theoretical resolution (excluding gain fluctuations) of the
unmodulated radiometer (Figure 9.1A) is given by (Tiuri, 1964);
/XT
rms
= (T A + T n) Bhf
i/z
(9.7)
where Bhf is the predetection bandwidth and Blf is the output bandwidth.
If the output is averaged over intervals r then
1
Blf = Z V (9.8)
and Equation (9.7) becomes (putting B = Bhf)
AT TA + Tn
rms -
(BT) I/z
• (9.9)
if, instead, a single stage lowpass RC filter is used then _" should be
replaced by Z RC. In the presence of gain fluctuations, Equation (9.9) is
modified to
E i l'lA T rm s = (T A + Tn) _ + -- i/z (9.io)
where AG is the rms value of the predetection power gain fluctuations and
the average gain. The detector and following circuitry may add noise and
gain fluctuations of their own, but these are ignored here and treated
separately later.
G
The formulae given in Table 9. Z are then simply derived from
Equation (9. 10) by taking account of the effects of modulation and demodulation,
and where AG/G is now the rms fractional gain fluctuation at the modulation
frequency f; for radiometer HI the expression for ATrm s was taken from
Hach (1968). Since the spectral density of the gain fluctuations will not vary
greatly over a small interval near f, AG/G will be proportional to 1/_/-T .
and hence the relative importance of gain fluctuations increases with (B) 1/2.
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Strictly speaking, for square wave demodulation, fluctuations at the odd
harmonics also enter (with decreasing importance at the higher harmonics),
but the result still holds.
The resolutions of II and IV are seen to be the same and superior to
that of I by the factor (T O + Tn)/(T A + Tn). A typical value for the emissive
temperature of the ocean is ll0°K, T o is of order 300°K and therefore the
maximum value of this factor is about 3. For T n = 70°K, a value that can
be achieved with good parametric amplifiers, the factor is Z.0.
The resolution of III is intermediate between I and II provided
T A < T1,T 2 < T o and provided the second factor in the formula for the
resolution is close to 1. This factor is a result of the fluctuations in gain
due to the uncertainty in measuring T Z - T 1. In order to avoid a substantial
degradation in the resolution both T Z - T 1 and Tagc/r must be kept fairly
large. The second requirement imposes restrictions on the low frequency
gain fluctuations.
9. Z.2 Sensitivity to Non-Ideality of the Circulator Switches
Ohmic loss encountered by the signal in reaching the rf amplifier
increases the noise temperature of the system according to the equation
T T
n _ o
T ' - + _ (9. lla)
n 1 -_ 1 -_
or
AT
n = 1-'---_ (Tn + To) (9. llb)
where _ is the fractional power loss, T n is the noise temperature of the
amplifier alone and T O the physical temperature at which the loss is
sustained. The transmission losses of the best available circulators at
S-band are of order 0. 3db (___0.07) so that for T O = 300°K and T n = 70°K,
AT n__ Z8°K. This change in T n has the greatest effect on racliometers with
the highest resolution but clearly does not cause a serious loss in sensitivity
when the source temperature is 100°K or greater.
A potentially much more serious effect is the change in radiometer
calibration with a change in circulator loss, and in Table 9. Z an estimate
is given of the sensitivity of each radiometer type to this form of instability.
The result is expressed as a degree Kelvin contribution to the radiometer
output. For the primary circulator, only the difference between the losses
in the signal and reference paths is effective (designated by _a)' whereas
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for the secondary circulator of radiometers III and IV both asymmetric and
symmetric parts of the losses enter. The exact result is complicated and
the average loss c_ is used as an approximation.
9. Z. 3 Suitability for Satellite Use
The usefulness of a satellite radiometer for measuring the ocean
surface temperature depends so critically on the accuracy achieved that it
is not meaningful to impose tight constraints on its size, weight and power
consumption at the outset. Rather, the accuracy requirement is first imposed
and then an optimum design developed. The general limitations of satellite
use must be respected however, and the following guide has been used.
Power Consumption - Less than 5 watts would be ideal, I0 watts still
feasible but I00 watts prohibitive.
Size and Weight - At S-Band the antenna would require an aperture
diameter of .3 to .6 mand a length greater than .6 m. Therefore a
volume of - .03 cu. rn for the radiometer proper would not be unreason-
able. The weight should not exceed ~ 50 Ibs. and preferably would be
much less.
Unattended Lifetime - The radiometer should maintain its accuracy
for a period of one year.
The most important consequence of the restriction on power is that
the use of cryogenic fluids for cooled reference loads is ruled out; a
cryogenic refrigerator of useful capacity would certainly require much
more than I00 watts. It is possible that a thermoelectric element working
in tandem with a radiative cooler might achieve a temperature comparable
to TA, but whether or not a useful reference load using reasonable amounts
of power could be realized with T < T A is an unanswered question, and in
this report their use will not be considered. This immediately implies that
radiometers II and IV must use sky horns as their cold reference loads.
A fixed sky horn has the disadvantage that part of the time hot celestial
objects (the galactic center, sun, etc.) would be in view. A moveable horn
is probably out of the question for a satellite not specifically designed around
this particular instrument and 'therefore radiometers II and IV are tentatively
eliminated. However, much of the following analysis also applies to II and IV
so their elimination at this stage is not irreversible.
In order to make a choice between I and Ill a more detailed look at
the possible ways of executing the design must be made. Specifically, the
question of waveguide vs coaxial line has to be decided for the circulators
and the reference loads, and the performance of available noise sources
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must be considered. Since radiometer I could be eliminated immediately if
sufficiently stable noise sources were not available, this aspect is discussed
first.
Stability of Noise Sources. Although plasma noise sources have long
been established as microwave noise sources, their absolute accuracy and
long term stability have left much to be desired. However, in a recent
article, Denson and Halford (1968) showthat most of the problems can be
eliminated with good mount design and properly chosen operating current.
The results of interest are given in Table 9. 3. It is seen that in spite of the
significant improvement over previous plasma sources, they cannot be used
in the present application as reference loads without calibration. On the
other hand, the ±0.00Z db stability achieved is close to the 0. 001 db stability
that would be required for the noise source of radiometer I. However, the
power requirements seem excessive for spacecraft use, the mounts at
S-Band are very large, and the problem of heating of other components
would be very serious. It is concluded that their use in spacecraft is very
undesirable.
The recently developed solid state avalanche noise diodes have shown
promise as an alternative to the plasma noise source (see for example
Haitz and Voltmer, 1968), although data on their long term performance is
scarce. Some preliminary tests on certain commercial units showed only
fair long term stability (-0. 005 db in 100 hrs. ) and very poor reproduceability
(0.3 db) on turning off and retiring the diode (See Table 9.3). These results
were at odds with the claims of another manufacturer and this prompted an
investigation of such units at the NAR Science Center. The results were
much more encouraging, yielding an upper limit on the variation in noise
power of 0.002 db in 7Z hrs. Furthermore, with a resolution of 0.001 db,
there was no discernible change in output on turning off and refiring the diode.
The experimental arrangement used in the measurements is shown in
Figure 9.2. By adjusting the variable attenuator for a null at the output the
requirements on the gain stability of the radiometer are minimized. The
gain stability achieved by regulating the total noise power during the reference
half of the switching cycle was more than adequate. All critical components
were kept within an enclosure made of insulating foam and temperature
stabilized to better than 1/20°C by clamping them to copper heat exchangers
through which flowed water from a Haake temperature controlled bath.
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9. Z. 4 Wave_uide Versus Coaxial or Microstrip Transmission Line
In a comparison of waveguide and transmission line, the areas of
concern are:
(1) the circulator switches,
(Z) the reference terminations,
(3) the connectors
(4) the waveguide to coaxial line transition, if it occurs in a sensitive
part of the input.
Table 9.4 lists partial performance specifications of waveguide,
stripline and microstrip latching circulators that are representative of the
best available. (Latching types use high coercivity ferrite material and
require no holding power). Waveguide types are superior in all electrical
specifications and, surprisingly, the advantage is most marked in switching
times and switching energies. This is a result of the switching coil being
essentially embedded in the ferrite in the case of the waveguide circulator,
whereas the strip-line circulator requires an inefficient external magnetic
circuit. The mechanical integrity of waveguide and microstrip circulators
is very good, whereas the general awkwardness of stripline definitely puts
it at a disadvantage especially with respect to interconnection with other
components. The only disadvantage of waveguide is of course its size and
weight; an S-band circulator would weigh 5 - 10 lbs even after excess metal
was removed, and have dimensions of order 8" x 7" x 4".
Reference terminations have already been discussed (Section 9. I) and
it is concluded that because of the center conductor coaxial loads of the
required precision are extremely difficult to produce when the reference
temperature is well away from ambient. Stripline would be even more
problematic. A good thermal design in microstrip seems feasible, but the
electrical specifications would be poor, necessitating a large correction to
the output temperature. Waveguide loads are bulky and would require
considerably more power for cooling than transmission line types.
The connector problem has already been discussed, with the result
that anything but a waveguide joint is considered undesirable. Ifmicrostrip
is used, connectors can be avoided, but the waveguide to microstrip transis-
tion then becomes a critical component. With great care such a transition
of the required stability can be achieved; part of the problem has already
been touched on in reference to coaxial connectors, namely the thermal
incompatibility of the dielectrics and the conductors.
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To summarize, from the electrical point of view, waveguide is heavily
favored for all critical components and seems to present the only course that
promises to achieve the 0. l°K absolute accuracy. It has considerable dis-
advantage in size and weight, and also in power consumption if thermoelectric
cooling is employed for the reference terminations. Radiometer III, which
would require Z waveguide circulators and 2 waveguide loads, is thereby
eliminated. However, taking a clue from the last column of Table 9. Z which
shows that radiometer I is insensitive to circulator losses when T r - T O ,
a radiometer design was conceived that used a tolerable amount of waveguide
components and could still achieve the desired accuracy. It is described in
detail in the next section.
9. 3 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF SATELLITE RADIOMETER
9.3. 1 Introduction
The proposed radiometer is of Type I (See Table 9. Z and Figure 9. I)
and is designed around three basic concepts:
I. The use of a constant temperature enclosure at the same
temperature as the main reference termination which, in
conjunction with a nulling mode of operation, avoids the
effects of time dependent losses in the high loss components
such as the circulator switch.
The use of low loss waveguide components in critical
sections outside of the calibration loop.
. The use of a pulsed noise source to provide variable noise
injection. A constant pulse width is easy to achieve so that
antenna temperature changes are accurately proportional
to changes in pulse repetition rate.
The advantages of maintaining the input components at a common
temperature can be most easily understood by reference to Figure 9.3.
This shows the usual Dicke type radiometer to which is added a noise
injection arm and a constant temperature enclosure which includes the
reference termination. If the output is amplified, detected and then
demodulated at the switching frequency, then the condition for zero ac
signal is exactly that T - T o, the temperature of the enclosure. This
result is completely independent of losses or reflections in the circulator
switch, imperfections in the reference termination, finite switching
times, etc., provided only that the isolator 'tisolates" well enough and
that a single electromagnetic mode propagates in the input and output
transmission lines. To see this, one need only imagine the input arm
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terminated with a load at the same temperature as the enclosure. Then
since all of the components including the circulator are passive and at a
common temperature To, by Nyquist's theorem (Van der Ziel, 1954) the
power emitted at the output into a single electromagnetic mode is given by
(assuming for the moment that the isolator gives zero reflection)
Po = kToB (9.12)
which is strictly independent of time and which of course is totally independent
of details of the components within the constant temperature enclosure. This
obviously satisfies the condition for ac null. Provided the amount of input
signal reaching the output varies in some way with the switching state, the
condition T _ T O results in an ac signal. The purpose of the isolator is to
ensure that should there be a reflection looking into the output arm that it
remain constant. (The reflection coefficient of the circulator switch for
example is different in general for its two states.) How well the isolator
need isolate depends on the effective temperature Tef f seen looking towards
the rf amplifier. If A p is the change in power reflection coefficient of the
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circulator, for example, and t the transmission coefficient of the isolator
in the reverse direction, then the error in the radiometer output is given by
AT = (Tel f -T O) t A p
(9.13)
For parametric or tunnel diode amplifiers which have circulator inputs,
Tef f never deviates by more than a few degrees from ambient temperature.
In an extreme case A p might be as large as 0.01 and therefore taking
Teff_To = 10OK, AT = 0.1t°K = 0.001°K, a completely negligible quantity,
for a modest isolation of 20db (t = 0.01).
The radiometer operates in a feedback mode whereby the injected noise
power level is adjusted to achieve a null at the output. At the point of noise
injection one must have
T = T o - (T A) eff (9. 14)
where T represents the injected noise. (TA)ef f is the antenna temperature
as modified by loss in the antenna and components up to the point of noise
inj e ction,
(TA)ef f = t T A + (l-t) Tp (9. 15)
where t is the transmission coefficient and T_ the effective physical
P.
temperature of the antenna and lossy transmisslon line. In order to
extract TA, t must be known and stable, and T has to be known accurately.
Concepts Z) and 3) constitute our solution to these requirements. A
simplified block diagram of the complete radiometer is given in Figure 9.4.
The use of a waveguide directional coupler satisfies Z) and by gating the
noise with constant width pulses an extremely linear relationship between
the pulse frequency f_ and the average injected noise is established. How-
F
ever the null condition for the radiometer has to be re-examined when the
noise is injected intermittently in the form of pulses. Deferring this
question to the next section, it is assumed that the null condition holds for
the average input noise.
The operation of the radiometer is then easily followed by reference
to Figure 9.4. The output of the noise diode is injected into the "comparator"
input in the form of, for example, Z0_ sec. pulses. An error signal at the
output of the demodulator causes the frequency of the pulses to vary in such
a way as to reduce the error signal. For feedback response times much
longer than the characteristic time lag of the demodulator, the response is
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a simple exponential. If the noise is gated with constant width pulses,
then at null the antenna temperature T A is related to the pulse frequency fp
by
fp = KT= K [To - (t TA + (I-t) Tp) I
(9. 16)
There is
where K is a calibration constant for the noise injection system.
an approximation made in Equation (9. 16) that amounts to assuming that the
VSWR in the auxilliary arm of the coupler does not change when the diode is
pulsed and hence that t (which includes losses to the coupler) does not change.
The radiometer can be calibrated either by replacing the antenna with
a cooled reference termination and correcting for antenna losses separately,
or by pointing the antenna at a cold source whose temperature is accurately
known. In the first case it is a very good approximation to take Tp = T o so
that fpcal = Kt' (To-Tre f) and the constant Kt' is obtained immediately (t'
is the transmission coefficient from the input flange to the point of noise
injection). Two simple algebraical operations that can be done to high
precision by analog circuits then suffice to give the effective antenna
temperature at the flange:
Tk = TO - fp/Kt'. (9.17)
TA then has to be corrected for losses between the antenna aperture and
the flange.
For the second case, rewriting equation (9. 16),
IT l-t (T 1 (9. 18)fpCal = Kt o - Tcal - ---{- p To)
To the degree that T_-T o is small, only a rough value of 1-t is needed in
order to extract Kt. VPerforming the same operations electronically, one
obtains
= T I-t To )TA o ---_ (T - - f /KtP P
= T' - fp/Kt (9. 19)
O
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9.3. Z Need for Sc_uare Law Detection for Pulsed Mode
Consider the situation in Figure 9.5 where half of the time the effective
input temperature to the precision cornparator, Tin , is rTo, and the other
half of the time (2-r)To, so that < Tin > = To. Since the system is linear
and passive and since uncorrelated noise voltages add quadratically, one has
Tou t = k I T + k2 T. (9.20a)
o In
= k I T + (l-kl) T. (9. g0b)O in
where k I and k Z are constants depending on the components in the
enclosure. It is important to note that (9. Z0a) includes all losses, both
reflective and dissipative, and that k 1 and k 2 will change as the state of the
circulator changes. That k 2 = 1-k 1 follows from the requirement that
Tout = T o when Tin = To. (For simplicity it is assumed that a reflec-
tionless isolator is in series with the output, but the results are valid within
the errors given by Equation 9. 13). The average value of Tou t is therefore
given by
(T t_ = I/Z [kl T + (l-kl) r TOU 0 • 0
+ k I T + (I (Z-r) T ]o "kl) o
= T (9.21)
o
This result holds for all values of k 1 and for noise pulses of arbitrary
spacing provided < Tin > = To . It follows that if a square law detector
precedes the demodulator (Vou t = K Tout) , the demodulator output is
zero on the average provided there are no fixed phase relationships between
the noise gating pulses and the demodulation waveform. However, when the
number of pulses within 1/Z of a modulation cycle is low, the output can
have fluctuations well above the level determined by the ultimate resolution
of the radiometer. A detailed theory of this type of fluctuation has not yet
been constructed but a rough estimate of the rms deviation AT yields
m I (9.22)
"_ = "_----(l-p) 1- ( )1/2P 2Tifm
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where fm and ._ are the modulation and pulse frequency respectively, p is
the duty facto_ _f the pulses and T i the output integration time. This
expression is approximately valid if the pulse phase is randomized between
modulation cycles. However {n practicer the phase is maintained for at
least a few cycles and the factor (ZTifm)'/Z should be replaced by (2Ti/T C)
where r c is the correlation time for phase coherence.
9.3. 3 Radiometer Sensitivity
The sensitivity of the nulling variable pulse rate radiometer is given
by (ignoring for now the fluctuations due to the finite pulse frequency)
rms I - _ +_ G/ (9. Z3)
where T n is now the noise temperature of the rf amplifier alone. This can
be derived from the expression given in Table 9. Z by using Equation (9. 11),
or by simply noting that a temperature change at the horn aperture is reduced
by the factor 1 - _ at the amplifier input.
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9.3.4 Radiometer Calibration
It is proposed that the radiometer be calibrated using one of the
schemes shown in Figure 9.6. For highest reliability and accuracy the
system I is preferred as the effect of waveguide losses up to the point of
noise injection are minimal. However it necessitates that periodically the
whole satellite or perhaps just the antenna be physically rotated so as to
point nearly parallel to the galactic pole. It is realized that this arrange-
ment may be impractical. The alternative to rotation is to have a fixed
antenna pointing away from the earth that can be switched in using a low loss
waveguide switch. Aside from the extra weight, the main disadvantage of
this scheme is that the loss of the switch, although low, still adds substan-
tially to the total input attenuation. Should these two configurations be
unsuitable for the satellite in which the instrument is to be flown, then a
radiatively and/or thermoelectrically cooled waveguide termination would
have to be seriously considered.
9.4 PRACTICAL DESIGN
A practical design embodying the general principles just outlined is
shown in Figure 9.7. The constant temperature enclosure now includes the
noise injection system, the directional coupler and the RF amplifier, "for
obvious reasons of stability.
9.4. 1 RF and IF Amplifiers
A degenerate parametric amplifier is a natural choice for the first
stage of amplification of a high sensitivity radiometer. At 2.7 GHz double
sideband noise temperatures of less than 50°K can be achieved, a factor of
Z better than non-degenerate types and a factor of I0 better than tunnel
diode or transistor amplifiers. Gain stability is always of concern in a
parametric amplifier, but the combined use of a quiet pump source,
temperature stabilization of the amplifier and finally pump leveling via
the varactor bias current results in quite acceptable performance.
A mixer with local oscillator at Z. 7 GHz was chosen to follow the
paramp mainly because of the simplicity of varying the output bandwidth;
this may be especially useful during aircraft flights if radar interference
is to be investigated. It is convenient then to use a crystal controlled
fundamental oscillator at Z. 7 GHz as both the local oscillator and the drive
for a doubler which serves as the pump source. Crystal control is necessary
both to avoid gain fluctuations due to frequency modulation, and to achieve
the long term stability required by prospective satellite operation. Since
the IF is effectively at zero frequency, it is important to discard the lower
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100 kHZ or so of the IF passband in order to avoid the carrier and its
amplitude modulation sidebands. Gain fluctuations due to amplitude
variations of the local oscillator are minimized by the balanced configuration.
The purpose of the bandpass filter following the circulator switch
is to avoid overloading of the parametric amplifier bY very strong out-of-band
radar. The isolator on the output of the paramp serves to keep Z.7 GHz
local oscillator power from reaching the input, and the other isolators are
primarily to keep the VSWR down at the output of the pump. The mixer is
double balanced to minimize noise from local oscillator fluctuations; this
is especially important when a low modulation frequency is used.
9.4. Z Electronics Subsystem
The low frequency electronics are straightforward and except perhaps
for the augmenting integrator, the functions of each of the blocks shown
in Figure 9.7 are self-explanatory. The augmenting integrator provides
both proportional and reset control for the pulse frequency; that is, an
error signal at its input causes a proportional change in the output voltage
at the same time that the integrating part of the circuit adjusts the average
output voltage for zero error signal.
As a result of the feedback mode of the radiometer, most of the
electronic units need not be designed for high stability or linearity. The
exceptions are the demodulator which must have a very low offset, and the
pulse generator that actuates the diode switch. Gain fluctuations at the
modulation frequency must also be minimized in all units. If the radiometer
output is obtained by measuring the pulse frequency then the requirements
on the stability of the pulse width are very stringent, i.e. ~ 0.01%. An
alternative method that has been considered (and is in fact outlined in
Figure 9.4) is to integrate the area under the pulses. In this case apulse
generator of very high amplitude stability is required.
9.4. 3 Noise Injection Subsystem
The simplest way to achieve pulsed noise injection is to pulse the diode
itself. However, available standard commercial units have large bypass
capacitors across the current input and take several microseconds to switch.
Furthermore, the relatively large temperature coefficient of the excess
noise (0.01 db/°C) makes it likely that the peak noise output will vary with
duty cycle. For these reasons a diode switch in series with the noise diode
was chosen. A simple reflective type is adequate, but for highest stability
it should only be used in the full on {diodes backbiased) and full off (diodes
forward biased} positions. The attenuation in the off position can be expected
to be quite temperature sensitive, but as long as the attenuation is high
ZlO
enough this will not be important. The diodes themselves can add excess
noise in the forward biased condition, but it is small for the type of switch
envisioned (~0. Zdb excess noise above its physical temperature) and the
combined attenuation of the resistive pad following the switch and the (20db)
directional coupler reduce its contribution to a negligible level.
The coupling coefficient of the directional compler is chosen to be low
enough that the sensitivity of the radiometer is not appreciably degraded by
the thermal noise contribution of the noise injection arm, but large enough
that resistive pads can be used on either side of the diode switch. Although
not shown in Figure 9.7, it is important to include an attenuator between the
noise diode and the diode switch, otherwise the large reflection coefficient
of the noise diode (see Table 9. 3) could seriously reduce the isolation of the
switch which is reflective.
Alternatively one could either arrange the electrical path length
between the two components to be an odd multiple of a quarter wavelength
and possibly enhance the isolation, or use an isolator.
9.4.4 Quantitative Analysis of Square Law Detector
Any rectifying device will behave as a square law detector at low
enough RF voltages. However, there is a limit to how far the RF signal
can be lowered because of the noise, thermalor otherwise, generated by
the device and the following amplifier. As a consequence, for any device
there is a one-to-one correspondence between the signal/noise ratio of the
detected signal and the deviation from square law response. This relation-
ship may of course depend on the bias current and the frequency at which
the noise is measured. In the present application, the combination of low
demodulation frequency and the desired accuracy of square law response
puts unusually stringent requirements on the square law detector. Due to
its very low I/f noise the Hot Carrier (Schottky barrier) diode has greater
square law range than the point contact diode (even when optimum loading
is used) and has been chosen for the present design. A quantitative analysis
of its performance is given so that the errors sustained are known, and the
operating conditions can be optimized. Much of the information to be
presented concerning Hot Carrier diodes has been extracted from "Solid
State Devices", Hewlett Packard, 1967.
Consider the diode to be connected as in Figure 9.8. For the purposes
of this discussion one can assume the source impedance p to be zero. The
capacitor is chosen to be effectively a short at the rf frequency hut to have
an impedance much greater than the diode impedance at the demodulating
frequency. The low level characteristic of a Schottky barrier diode is given
quite accurately by (Sorenson, 1965).
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where
i = I (e uv - I)
s
u = q/nkT
I is the saturation current
s
q is the electronic charge
(9. Z4)
T is the temperature in oK
k is Boltzman's constant
n is the diode ideality factor ( i. 05 for Hewlett Packard
silicon hot carrier diodes)
Putting v = v o + A cos _Jt and expanding the exponential, i can be
expressed as:
i = i + I
o s
u4A 4
+_
4!
[
eUVOluAcos_t + _,
t
cos _ot +--
3A3u ZA z Z u 3
Z' cos wt + 3----[-.cos _t
(9.25)
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where A is the peak rf voltage, v ° the voltage across the diode due to the
bias current i o. Taking averages (the rf current cannot generate a voltage
across the capacitor) and retaining terms up to the fourth power in A one
obtains
uZA2 [ 2A2]
uv O u
<i> = i + I e I +_ (9.26)
o s 4 16
The video impedance R. is given byJ
R. - dv - (uI e UVo) -1j di s (9. Z7)
so that the output voltage change Av resulting from the rf voltage A is given
by
Av = R.A(i> - uA2 [ u zAz ]3 4 1 + 16 (9.28)
It is important to notice that the voltage sensitivity and the deviation from
square law response (given by the factor uZA2/16) are both independent of
bias current.
Supposing for the moment that a deviation from square law response
of 1 in 10 4 can be tolerated, the maximum rf voltage is obtained from
uZAZ 0-46- = I
16
or A = 4xl0-Z/u = 1.04mv since I/u = nkT/q = 26mv for T
corresponding output voltage is
A v -
4 uZA z 4xlO -4
u l_ u - 10Mvolts.
m
The mean square noise voltage eZ n across the diode is given by
= 300OK. The
e = 4 kT Rj tdn Blf (9.29)
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where t d is the noise temperature ratio of the diode.
diode t d is closely approximated by
For a Hot Carrier
Knl d
t d = t +._ (9.30)w f
where I d is the diode current, f the frequency at which the noise is
m_asured, and typical values of tw and K n are 0.8 and 1.8 Hz/_A respec-
The video impedance Rj is approximated by 1/uI d for I4 >> Isely.
10 -8 amps).
Therefore
e_ =4kT I [ Knld]n. Blf -_d 1 +
(9.31)
which reaches a limiting value as I d is increased of
e
n
rain
= 4 kT BII K /uf (9. 3Z)n
m
or (e_n)i/z 4nV in a I Hz bandwidth for K n = 1.8 Hz/_A and f = 50 Hz.
The amplifier following the square law detector should therefore have an
equivalent input noise of 4nV/%/-Hz or less. Without the use of a transformer
this is achieved only With the very best low frequency, low noise junction
field effect transistors. A transformer could be used, but would be quite
bulky since the square wave demodulation demands very good low frequency
response.
Combining Equation 9.3Z with the result Av = 4 uZAZ/u 16 = 46 /u
where 6 is the fractional deviation from square law response, one obtains
the relationship between signal/noise ratio and square law deviation:
SN-
4f 1 I/2
Av - 6 kTBlfKnu (9. 33)
(eZn) I/Z
= Z6xI06 5 for (e_ I/Z
n) = 4nV.
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To summarize, for a Hot Carrier diode
(1) The deviation from square law response of a diode fed by a
constant RF voltage is independent of the dc bias current and
is given by 6 = ugA2/16.
(2) The voltage sensitivity at constant rf voltage is also independent
of bias current I d.
(3) The noise decreases as Id increases until the I/f noise dominates
and a constant value is observed.
(4)
In the bias region of constant noise the signal/noise ratio S/N and
fractional deviation from square law response 6 are related by
S/N/ 6 =constant.
Apractical procedure is, therefore, to increase the bias current until
there is no further change in noise (if I. is further increased the only effect
is to lower the RF impedance). The R_ and/or IF gain must then be care-
fully set to achieve the desired balance between S/N ratio and square law
response. The very uniform characteristics of Hot Carrier diodes allows
one to set 6 simply by measuring the detected signal level and using
6 = uA v/4 where u = 1/26mv.
The actual error in the radiometer reading caused by the non square
law response of the diode depends on the relative closeness of the tempera-
ture to be measured and the temperature at which the radiometer was
calibrated. Figure 9.9 shows the signal (referred to the input of the RF
amplifier) presented to the square law detector during a portion of both
parts of the modulation cycle. The voltage sensitivity of the diode can be
rewritten as
eou t = C T k (I + Tl Tk) (9. 34)
where C is a constant, T k the power input to the diode expressed in °K and
referred to the input of the RF amplifier, and rl T k = 5 the deviation param-
eter. Putting T = eout/C, the quantities T1, T2, T 3 are defined as eout/C
for T k = T n + T A, Tn+TA+T D and T n + T o respectively. T n and T A have
been defined previously, and T D represents the injected noise.
At null, one must have
T 3 [(I-p)TI+PTz] = 0 (9.35)
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Figure 9.9 Effective Power Input to Square Law Detector
where p is the fraction of time the noise diode is turned on and is
proportional to the pulse frequency fp for constant width noise pulses.
If q were zero, this would translate to
To - F(I-p)TA + p (TA+TD)] = 0 (9. 36a)
or T A = To - PTD " (9.36b)
The calibration procedure is to replace T A with a known temperature Tc:
T = T - PcTD . (9.36c)
C O
Therefore, combining Equation 9. 36b with 9. 36c one has the radiometer
equation {for q =0)
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= _ P
T A T O _ (To-Tc) •
(9.37)
In practice qis always finite and it is desired to know the consequent
error if Equation 9. 37 is used, p and Pc now being determined by the exact
null condition given by Equation 9.35:
Now
T3-T 1
p =
T 2 -T 1
T 1 = (Tn+TA)[I+_](Tn+TA) I
T 2 : {Tn+TA+TD)I 1 + q {Tn+TA+TD) I
T 3 = (Tn+To)I 1 + q(Tn+To) I
so that with rearrangement
T3-T I
Tz-T I
= (To-TA)[l+q(2T +T+Tn o A )]
= TDII+q(2Tn+2TA+TD)I'
and therefore to first order in q
To-T A
P - 7rD II+q(To-TD-TA) J '
and again to first order in q ,
Pc
To-T A
T -T
o c
1-q(TA-T c) 1- (9.38)
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In the NASA Convair 990 flights, operation of the radiometer at full
band width (2. 69GHz ± 50MHz) was found to be too noisy. However, it
was determined that radar interference could be minimized over the Northern
Pacific Ocean by narrowing the bandwidth to 2. 69 i 20 MHz. Radar inter-
ference even at a il0 MHz bandwidth at a center frequency of 2. 69 GHz
began to be a serious problem within 100 n. rn. of the Pacific Coast and
Alaska.
After discussions with Dr. Blume regarding the operational and
physical factors, the decision was made to use the frequency range 2. 55 to
2.70 GHz for the NASA Airborne Radiometel.
9. 6 RADIOMETER ANTENNA CONFIGURATION
In the following discussion the basic requirements for the radiometer
antenna are developed and various antenna types are examined and compared.
As a result of these studies, the horn antenna has been selected as the only
candidate which best meets all the requirements. Two basically different
kinds of horn radiators are discussed and the study concludes with an
analysis of the multimode horn.
9. 6. 1 Fundamental Requirements
Field of View. The interrelationship between temperature resolution
and spatial resolution for a satellite radiometric sensor has been definitively
studied by Sherman (1969). His treatment is quite general and assumes that
the sea surface is scanned in the flight path direction by the motion of the
spacecraft, and transversely thereto by step-scanning the antenna. One
general conclusion is that best temperature resolution is achieved with a
small diameter antenna and a large surface resolution element.
Although antenna scanning is not contemplated at present, Sherman' s
conclusions are still generally valid. Ewing (1967), however, estimates
that maximum acceptable resolution element size is about 200 miles on the
sea surface. Footprint size (defined by the antenna's 3 db contour) is
approximately given by H/Dx where H is satellite altitude and D k is the
aperture dimension in wavelengths. Thus, for a satellite at 500 miles
altitude an aperture of at least 2-1/2 wavelengths is needed.
If the footprint is to move no more than one-half its diameter during
the course of a temperature determination, then VT _<H/2DI where V is
the satellite's orbital speed (-5 miles per second) and T is the radiometer's
integration time (-4 seconds). This condition leads to an aperture not
exceeding 12-i/2 wavelengths. Applying the same reasoning to the case of
an aircraft flying at 40, 000 feet altitude and a speed of 800 feet per second
(550 mph) leads to an antenna size of about 6 wavelengths or smaller.
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Thus, it appears that an aperture size in the region of 2. 5k to 6k is
satisfactory for both satellite and aircraft flight test use. The surface
resolution is approximately equal to the footprint size and will be from 80 to
200 miles for the satellite case. Assuming an aperture efficiency of 55per-
cent this requires an antenna having between 16 and 24 db gain.
Beam Efficiency. In light of the above, aperture efficiency is of
considerably less importance than beam efficiency, the latter being a
measure of how well the antenna concentrates its radiated power into its
main lobe. From the radio astronomical viewpoint, high beam efficiency
goes along with Iow"zenith noise temperature"; minor lobes which point
earthward or to warm regions of the sky are very small and contribute
little compared to the main beam.
Beam efficiency is formally defined by
f[ P(O,O0) d_2
M JJmain lobe
n = - (9.41)
_2A ]J p(0,,) dO
where P(0, O) is the antenna power pattern and f_M is the solid angle of the
main beam. The effective antenna solid angle f2A is related to the directive
gain G by
4_r (9.42)
aA -_---
Thus high beam efficiency will result only when the total integrated side iobe
level is small. It is particularly important to ensure that all side lobes
remote from the main beam be suppressed to very low levels.
Ohmic Efficiency.. Ohmic loss in the antenna will modify the apparent
temperature in accordance with the usual relation
T = tT B + (l-t) T h
a
where T a is the apparent temperature of the source whose brightness tem-
perature is TB, T h is the ambient temperature of the antenna, and t repre-
sents its transmission coefficient. When the loss is .01 db the value of l-t
is numerically .0023. At T h = 300°K, the second term above is then almost
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0.7°K. Thus a very small amount of loss makes a significant contribution
to the apparent temperature.
It is a practical impossibility to make the ohmic loss term negligible.
Hence the only recourse is to make ohmic loss as small as possible, and
then to apply a correction. To do this successfully it is imperative that
the losses be stable with respect to time and environmental conditions and
that they be measurable or otherwise calculable to within an uncertainty of
less than .0015 db (i.e. 0. l°K in temperature).
Circular Polarization. A convenient way of measuring the average of
the parallel and perpendicularly polarized components of thermal emission
is to use an antenna responsive to circular polarization. The necessary
averaging is then performed automatically, independently of the orientation
of the antenna around its own axis.
In satellite use the antenna will point directly downward toward the
sea surface; the angle of incidence, therefore, is zero for the beam axis.
There is thus no unique plane of incidence and it is n_eaningless to distinguish
between parallel and perpendicular polarizations. For other directions within
the main beam, however, the two polarizations do exist independently.
Consequently the antenna should be circularly polarized everywhere through-
out its main beam. It is not sufficient simply to specify zero db ellipticity
ratio on axis, though this is acceptable in many other applications.
Other Requirements. The antenna must operate over a bandwidth at
least equal to that of the radiometer receiver. Although the latter should be
narrow, to reduce interference, it may have to be as much as i00 MHz in
order to meet temperature resolution requirements.
One final but important consideration concerns the size and shape of
the antenna, for it clearly must be compatible with spacecraft mounting and
deployment.
9. 6. 2 Comparison of Antenna Types
The desiderata discussed above will now be used to evaluate the
potential applicability of various generic antenna types to satellite radiometer
use.
Reflectors. This type of antenna can easily meet the gain requirement
and, with care, will have very low ohmic loss. It will have reasonably good
circular polarization characteristics over the main beam, but some off-axis
ellipticity is inevitable, partly due to curvature of the reflector which
creates cross-polarized radiation, and partly to ellipticity in the feed
pattern. It is well adapted to packaging and deployment in a spacecraft.
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The weakness of the reflector is in respect to beam efficiency, which
is poor largely because of spillover. Spillover into the rear hemisphere
can be reduced by use of a deep reflector (i. e. small F/D ratio) but
spurious forward radiation scattered by the feed and its supports still
_egrades bean_ efficiency.
Cassegrain systems merely substitute forward spillover for rearward
and are quite unattractive for small apertures; shadowing would be enormous
in the case of an aperture size of 2-1/2 kto 6K.
Arrays. One of the main advantages of the array, namely its ability
to scan electronically, is irrelevant in this application where antenna pointing
direction is fixed.
The non-resonant array, using an element spacing which differs from
one-half wavelength, does not generate a broadside beam, and the pointing
angle scans with changing frequency. These are n_inor disadvantages com-
pared to the fact that there must always be some power left over at the end
of the feed ii_e. If the line is short-circuited, reflection gives rise to a
conjugate beam at angle - @ to the normal when the principal beam is at
angle _ 0. The conjugate beam is just an unwanted sidelobe that degrades
beam efficiency. It is usually suppressed by terminating the feed line in a
matched load instead of a short circuit. The fractional power so absorbed
then represents ohmic loss. In a short array it is not possible to ensure that
less than 4 to 5 percent of the power is left over. This would represent
intolerably high loss of about 0. 2 db.
The above difficulties are overcome in the resonant array where
element spacing is one-half wavelength measured in the feed lines, the
latter being terminated in a short circuit at a quarter wave beyond the last
element. A phase shift of rr radians muse be introduced between adjacent
elements in order to obtain a broadside beam. The conjugate beam then
coincides with the main beam. One way of obtaining the phase shift is by
staggering longitudinal slots alternately on each side of the center line of
the broad face of a waveguide. The orthogonal linear polarization can be
produced by an array of inclined edge slots in the narrow wall, providing
slot inclinations are alternated to yield the necessary Tr radians phase shift.
In both arrangements the radiation pattern is degraded in the intercardinal
planes; high side lobes occur for the staggered broadwall slots, and high
cross polarization for the inclined edge slots.
The degradation in beam efficiency due to these effects can partially
be overcome by fitting fins to the side of the guide to form a long narrow
continuous aperture. Several such line sources must then be placed side
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by side to form a two dimensional array, and a corporate power divider
perforce is used to feed the several line sources, thereby introducing match
ing difficulties and increased loss.
The production of circular polarizatiotl appears to require the inter-
leaving of both kinds of array discussed above, i.e., the staggered broad
wall slots together with the inclined edge slots. The need to excite the two
in quadrature further complicates the power divider and the whole geo-
metrical configuration becomes extremely complex. It is not at all certain
that a satisfactory circularly polarized array could be designed in this
manner.
Horn Antennas. Ohmic loss in waveguide decreases inversely with
the transverse dimensions of the guide. The loss in a horn thus comes
mainly from the throat area, not from the mouth. A horn which flares from
typical waveguide dimensions to an aperture size between 2-I/2k and 6k
will have very low loss if well constructed of high conductivity metal.
The conventional horn cannot yield high beam efficiency nor good
circular polarization over the whole of the main beam when excited in the
dominant mode alone. This is a result of the fact that it has an aperture
distribution which is tapered in the H plane, but uniform in the E plane.
Two principal techniques have been developed by which the E plane distri-
bution can be tapered to n_atch that in the H plane: it is a fortunate fact that
such techniques lead simultaneously to high bearn efficiency and excellent
polarization characteristics.
In one technique, transverse corrugations are cut into the horn walls,
creating a capacitive surface when the depth is between A-/4 and k/2. This
has the effect of forcing the same boundary conditions upon bothEand H.
Rumsey (1966) has shown that this condition is sufficient to produce a
radiation pattern (from a square or circular aperture) which is the same in
all planes through the axis. Experimental results obtained with such horns
are described in the literature (Minnett, et al, 1966 and Kay, 1962}. The
technique has also been successfully developed at Ohio State University
(Lawrie, et al, 1966 and Bahret, et al, 1968), although from a different
viewpoint, namely that of diffraction theory applied to the E plane edges of
a pyramidal horn.
Another technique in wide use is exemplified by the multimode conical
horn of Potter (1963), in which the E plane aperture distribution of the
dominant TE II mode is suitably modified by the introduction of the higher
order TMII mode. A modification of this approach has been emphasized in
the present study in the belief that diagonal horn performance could be
improved by using higher order mode excitation to suppress unwanted
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cross-polarized radiation. For this reason attention was focused on square
aperture horns fed by square waveguide. The don_inant mode is thus the
TEl0 , and investigations have shown that excellent results can be obtained
by exciting the proper amounts of the TI_I2 and TEll ;r_odes. It turns out,
however, that when this is correctly done there is no advantage to be gained
by using a diagonal mode square horn. Diagonal[zation is worthwhile only
for the dominant mode, in which case it suppresses principal plane side-
lobes and equalizes beam widths at the expense of introducing cross
polarized lobes in the inter-cardinal p[a'_es.
9. 6. 3 Antenna Selection
In the light of the above discussion, Table 9.5 has been prepared to
summarize the merits and den_erits of the various tv;_e-_ of antennas which
can be considered as serious candidates for _atel]ite radiometer use.
Until means are found to improve sig;liqcantly the beam efficiency
factor it appears necessary to rule out the L'eflector aa_,_pna, although it
is attractive on other cougars.
The non-resonant array falls far short of mer-ting the high ohmic
efficiency requirement and is therefore sun_n_ari_y discarded. The
resonant array has potential, but uncertainties exist in regard to the areas
of beam efficiency and cizcu_ar polarization. /_ large an'_ount of develop-
ment effort would be requirt_d to determine whether __his potential is realizable
in practice.
Fromthe electrical point of view, the horr_ is m_q,Avocally the right
choice. Although there is little to choose between the mu]ti-n_ode horn and
the corrugated horn so far as electrical performance is concerned, the
former appears to be somewhat simpler mechanical!->, s!p.ce it does not
require thick walls to accolnrnodate deep corrugati,_ns.
Horn Compensation. The one shortcon_it_g of the horn is that it has a
poor form factor for satellite packaging conlpatihility. U,,_less some of its
electrical characteristics are con_promised the fJare angle must be small and
the overall length long, or else compensation is requ[r_d to correct phase
error.
An uncompensated horn is shown in Yigure 9. 10A The spherical wave
front across the aperture, implie,'._ the existence of quadratic phase error of
magnitude 2 TrA/k radians, in which
g
zh a a
= ........ tan_ (9 43)
k S kL 4k
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Figure 9. I0 Horn Compensation
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where ¥ is the half-flare angle, a the aperture dimension and L the overall
length from apex to aperture. Actual length is normally somewhat less
than L. Using a = 4. 5k as an average diameter, and taking k = 11. 2 cm
(f : 2690 MHz), Table 9.6 lists phase error and length for various flare
angles.
In the first two cases phase error compensation might possibly not be
needed, but the horn is objectionably long. The last two cases lead to a
compact horn, but phase error correction is certainly required. This can
be accomplished in several ways, of which two are discussed below.
First, a horn reflector may be used, as in Figure 9.10C. Clearly,
the reflector will remove all of the phase error and beam efficiency will
remain high. Polarization characteristics will be somewhat degraded,
however, due to loss of symmetry in the aperture, which is no longer
square but trapezoidal.
Second, a lens may be fitted in the aperture, as in Figure 9. 10B
although it need not be piano-convex. This appears to be the preferred
technique, even though a small amount of ohmic loss is thereby introduced.
The loss is easily calculable, and a rough estimate will now be given. The
lens thickness d depends on dielectric constant e and is given by
d - A/(_-I.)
If the loss tangent of the dielectric is tan 5 then its attenuation constant
is
a = 1/2 kx_ • tan6 nepers/unit length.
Table 9.6. Phase Error in Horns of Various Flare Angles
degrees
8
12
16
2O
Z_
k
0.16
O. 24
0.32
0.41
Error in
degrees
57
86
116
147
L
cm
178
119
88
69
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Providing a is small the loss in a thickness d
ad - Trd x/-e • tan 6 nepers
k
is approximately
or
ad = 8.68 vA _fe tan6db (9.44)
x C _l
Assuming the lens is of teflon, then E = 2.05 and tan 6= 3X10 -4,
so that loss in the lens is given by
A
ctd = .027 _ db. (9.45)
Table 9.7 lists the lens loss for the previous cases and also indicates
the temperature contributed by this loss, based on the assumption that the
lens is at 300o1<; 0.01 db then corresponds to 0. 69°K in temperature.
Though the ohmic loss is extremely small, nevertheless the tempera-
ture contribution is significant and must be corrected for. The correction,
fortunately, is small and it is a simple matter to calculate it to a precision
of better than 0. l°K. The above estimate is clearly somewhat pessimistic,
for it assumes that all paths have length d through the lens, whereas d is
in reality the maximum path.
Recommended Configuration. These studies unequivocally point to some
form of horn antenna as the preferred choice for radiometric use in remote
sensing of ocean surface temperature. In this study emphasis has been placed
on the multimode pyramidal horn, partly because it is somewhat simpler in
construction and partly because corrugated horns are the subject of detailed
study elsewhere (Lawrie, et al, 1966}.
The recommended form of multimode horn employs a teflon lens for
aperture phase compensation. It should be noted that lens compensation also
should be used for a corrugated horn if optimum performance is to be realized.
Table 9.7. Lens Loss for Horns of Various Flare Angles
degrees
8
12
16
20
k
0.16
0.24
0.32
0.41
lens
loss, db
0.0043
0.0065
0.0087
0.010
temperature
added, OK
0. 30
0.45
0. 6O
0. 69
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9. 6.4 Multimode Horn Analysis
Radiation Pattern. The dominant mode radiation field of a pyramidal
horn is free of cross-polarization except in directions far from the beam
axis. If higher mode radiation is to be introduced for purposes of pattern
control then this radiation must likewise be free of cross-polarization.
This is not the case for any higher order TM or TE mode alone, but the
following analysis shows that certain combinations of TM and TE modes do
effect suppression of cross-polarized radiation.
A square horn aperture of side a is assumed, lying in the xy plane
with the z axis along the axis of the square waveguide which feeds the horn.
It will be assumed that the aperture fields are just those of the exciting wave
guide mode. Taking spherical coordinates R, 8 ,¢ with origin at the center
of the aperture, the radiated field has components (Silver, 1947),
2sin2 Z 2
m qb- n cos 4}
E0=w "qJ
_/ z z
m +n
V/m 2E¢ = w + n sin¢cos_b"
mn
mn
t (9.46)
for TEmn mode excitation, while for the TMmn mode the components are
mn tE0 = w • ¢m2 + n 2 qJmn (9.47)
E¢=0
where
mn = _mn
sin u + sin v +
e
i(m+n+ 1)
2
(9.48}
U = W COS ¢_
1Ta
v = w sinq_ w :--_-sin0 (9.49)
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and •
but
6
mn
6
mn
= 1 for m _ 0 , n g 0
= I/x/2 if m = 0 or n = 0
(9.50)
The field expressions have been normalized in such a way that all
modes carry the same power to the aperture. This is done by requiring
that the integral of the Poynting vector over the aperture be constant.
In directions not too far from the beam axis (i.e., small O) the
rectangular components of field are
so that for TE modes
E = E e
X
Ey = E 0
COS _ - E_ sin
sine + E¢ cos¢
2
-n
E = U_mn
x /m 2 2+ n
2
m
E : v_
Y V/m 2 2+ n
mn
(9.51)
while for TM modes
mn
E = Ud?mn
x /m 2 + n2-
mn
E = v _bmn
Y V/m 2 + n 2
(9.52)
It now becomes clear that, by taking a linear combination of TEmn
and TMmn modes, either E x or Ey can be made to vanish. Thus, if the
radiation field is to be entirely polarized in the y direction, then E x is
required to vanish and the proper combination is the hybrid
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which gives
m • TE + n" TM (9.53)
mn mn
_/ m 2 + n 2
Ex = 0 Ey : mV_mn (9.54)
Because of the normalization the powers carried by the TE and TM modes
are respectively proportional to m 2 and nZ, while the total power is unity.
The dominant mode field, given by Equations {9.51) with m = 1 n = 0,
is
1 cos u sin v
E = 0, E - (9.55)
Zx Y v
_2 2 v
4
The E plane is the yz plane, for which # = 90 ° and u : 0. The E plane
field pattern is thus
4 sin w
E = ---- (9.56)
Y "rr2 '4-2 w
With ¢ = 0, v = 0, the H plane pattern becomes
4 cos w
E - (9.57)
2Y v ",/-2 4w 2
1
v2
These are the familiar results for dominant mode horn radiation, in
which the H plane pattern is about 35 percent wider and has side lobe levels
about I0 db lower than the E plane, these facts being responsible for degraded
beam efficiency and inability to radiate circular polarization over the whole
af the main beam. introduction of the hybrid mode discussed above effects
not only E plane side lobe suppression but almost equalizes the pattern shape
in all planes.
The proper hybrid mode for this purpose is that for which m = 1 n = 2
and is henceforth referred to as the TE/TMlZ hybrid. If the fractional
power in this mode is _Z relative to the do_ninant mode then the radiated
field is, by combining (9.54) and (9.55) and dropping a numerical multiplier,
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cos u sin v
E = O, E =
x y 4u 2 v
1
_2
[ 2]v1 -  Vz- 2 zV -/7
The H plane pattern, for which 4p : 0 and u = w, v = O, remains
unchanged,
(9.58)
H plane: E = cos w (9.59)
Y 4w 2
1
Tr2
The E plane pattern, for which _ = 90 °, u : 0, v : w, becomes
E plane E : sinw [1- _q_ - w2 ]y T 2 2 (9.60)
W _Tr
Computer calculations of these patterns show that the interesting range
for the parameter [3 is between 0.4 and 0.6. The former value leads to
near equalization of the main beam shapes in all planes, whereas the latter
results in almost total suppression of all side lobes in the E plane.
Figure 9. II shows the principal and intercardinal plane patterns for _ = 0.465
and Table 9.8 lists the main features.
Table 9.8. Multimode Horn Pattern Characteristics; _: 0.465
Characteristic Feature
Full 3db beamwidth in radians
Full 10db beamwidth in radians
First sidelobe level in db
Second sidelobe Level in db
E
Plane
-45
-31
H
Plane
2.04 k
a
-23
-32
45 °
P lanes
-64
-68
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Figure 9. 11 Multimode Horn Pattern
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Mode Generation. One n_ethod of get_eratin_; the required hybrid
TE/TM12 mode becomes apparent when the internal waveguide field for
this mode is exanlined, along with that of the doP,_Lnant mode. A qualitative
picture of the transverse electric field in the aperture is shown in Figure 9. 12.
The donninant rhode has no conlponent E x and it turns out that this component
is vanishingly small for the hybrid mocte _tlso, when t'_e guide cross-section
becomes large, as it is in the aperture.
The sketches in Figure 9+ 12 show that the electric field can be made
small, or even zero, at the E plane edges y = 0 and y = a. Thus a tapered
field distribution is obtained ia the E plane as wet[ as in the H plane.
Furthermore, conducting surfaces may be placed in the guide as indicated by
the hatci_ed areas without doing violence to the boundary condition that tan-
gential E must vanish on a conductor. Conversely, therefore, it follows
that when the dominant +-E_ode encounters such a pair of obstacles the
boundary eo_ditions will ensur_ • generation of the desired hybrid TE/TMI2
mode. When circular polarized modes are required a similar, but orthog-
onal, pair of baffles will be needed. Of course such baffles will give rise
to both forward and backward hybrid waves. If, instead of baffles, the
guide cross-section is discontinuously increased then the backward wave
can be suppressed by sizing the guide to be cut off for the hybrid mode (but
not for the dominant) on the incident side of the step.
Flare angle changes in the horn can also be used to generate the
TE/TMI2 hybrid as dc_cribed b 7 Cohn (J970). This method appears to be
capable of yielding greater bandwicith and tower mismatch than that indicated
above, but is _msuited for use in short horns having relatively large flare
angles.
Beanq efficiency, tt is instructive to regard beam efficiency as a
function of the polar angle O , measured from the beam axis. This requires
a slight modification of the definition given earlier, such that Equation (9.41)
becomes
.@ ,+2a
,i Jo P(O,* ) sined0d+
'i(f_) = "' (9.61)
/ P(0,6 )dr/
4rr
By this new r_efinition, beam efficiency is simply the fractional power
radiated within a cone whose axis coincides with the beam axis, and whose
half-angle is @ .
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To determine beam efficiency in this way for a multimode square horn
the power pattern is obtained from
2 2P(0,¢) =1 Exl +[ Ey
where E x arld Ey are given by Equations (9.58}. When this P(O,¢ ) is
substituted in (9.61) a numerical integration may then be performed to
obtain r_ (0).
This has been done for a nlultimode square horn having a full half-
power beamwidth of 12 °and the radiation patterns shown in Figure 9. 11.
The computed beam efficiency, as a function of O , is shown in Figure 9. 13.
At the angle of the first H plane null (0 -- 15 °) the beam efficiency has
reached almost 98 percent.
9. 6. 5 Effect of Change in Frequency
The optimum frequency for radiometric sensing of ocean surface
temperature lies in the rather broad range Z to 5 GHz. For reasons given
in Section 9. 5 the narrower range Z. 55 to 2. 70 C,Hz was selected for devel-
opment effort in the irmnediate future. Should it later appear desirable to
revise the operating frequency upward (perhaps as high as 5 GHz) then it is
important to assess the effect this might have on the radiometer.
The radiation pattern characteristics of the antenna are entirely
specified by the reduced angle variable w : wa/>,sin0, given in Equation
(9.49). Hence antenna dimensions scale inversely with frequency so that,
for a given beamwidth, the antenna aperture becomes smaller as frequency
increases. There is no frequency dependence elsewhere in the radiometer:
the analyses and conclusions developed in Sections 9. I to 9.4 are essentially
frequency independent. It is true, however, that microwave component and
transmission line losses will increase slightly, approximately as fl/2.
This is because the losses are mainly due to skin effect in conductors,
rather than to dielectric loss.
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10.0 SEA TRUTH PROGRAM
One of the most important and still unsettled problems in establishing
the quantitative limitations and applicability of remote sensing to oceanography
is an adequate sea truth program. In virtually all of the development pro-
grams under consideration the usefulness of the instrument system has not
been tested satisfactorily by comparison with direct observations of relevant
ocean surface and atmospheric properties. The work in microwave radio-
metry of the sea suffers from this fundamental inadequacy. In view of this
critical problem, it is vital that future development of the S-Band Microwave
Radiometer system give full consideration to a. suitable sea truth facility to
be incorporated in the early development and performance testing of this
program.
This section of the report discusses the requirements for a sea truth
facility required for establishing a quantitative relationship between antenna
temperature as sensed by the radiometer and molecular sea temperature.
It will be noted in the discussion that the requirements for this radiometer
project closely parallel the needs of other remote sensor systems. Thus a
flexible, multi-application facility should be considered for most economical
usage.
10.1 Requirements for Radiometry Tests
Based on experience gained during this current study program, it
would be desirable to measure several atmospheric parameters as well as
surface properties with a supporting sea truth facility. In Table 10.1, a
comprehensive list of observational parameters is presented. Certain
parameters have emerged as being particularly important to evaluate
because of the sensitivity of the radiometer to them. These are indicated
by an asterisk, and should be measured as accurately as possible.
To permit evaluation of radiometer performance to ±O. 5°K accuracy
under a variety atmospheric and sea conditions, the measurements of sea
parameters by the sea truth facility should be made ideally to the accuracies
indicated in Table 10.1. In practice, however, it probably will not be
possible under ordinary conditions at sea to achieve such accuracies,
particularly under moderate to heavy conditions of sea state. Therefore,
the last column in Table 10-1 has been added to suggest minimum accuracy
requirements for the sea truth data. Under realistic conditions at sea, it
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may not be feasible to achieve even these minimum requirements. In any
case, every effort should be made in the design of the sea truth facility
to approach the minimum measurement requirements so that a meaningful
evaluation of the microwave radiometer system performance can be
determined.
I0.2 Development of a Sea Truth Program
Like most programs aimed at accurate and useful observations of sea
surface conditions, the sea truth facility can best be developed in stages with
each stage providing experience of value to successive programs. In this
way excessive costs of a highly sophisticated but inadequate facility can be
avoided.
Three phases for a development and test program have been recom-
mended by Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution; these are:
Phase 1. Radiometer operation combined with direct sea truth
observations of water properties from a fixed location
such as a dock, a tower or a bridge.
Phase 2. Airborne radiometer operation combined with a fixed sea
truth facility for observing atmospheric and sea properties.
Phase 3. Airborne and satellite radiometer operation combined with
ship-buoy sea truth network available during a major
scientific exploration or routine oceanographic exploration.
Phase 1 - Sea Truth Facility. The first phase of the sea truth test
program provides the first milestone in an orderly development of the radiom-
eter system test procedure. This phase, in effect, has already been
initiated. The current multi-frequency radiometer study by Ewen-Knight
Corp. and Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution on the Buzzards Bay Bridge
is aimed at providing a useful set of radiometric observations documented
with direct measurements of water properties (Ewen, 1971). The results
obtained from the Buzzards Bay project will be a valuable supplement to the
information derived from this study. However, the Buzzards Bay project
suffers from some limitations that will require a more elaborate study pro-
gram in time. The limitations include the fact that the water conditions are
not representative of the open sea. And there are potential difficulties in
data interpretation because of the need to account for the interference Of
neighboring solid objects in the field of view of the radiometer antennas.
Phase 2 - Sea Truth Facility. The second phase of testing in the
S-Band radiometer should be planned around the combination of airborne
flights with a suitable sea truth program in a region of reasonably
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open sea. An ideal combination for the sea truth facility in this phase would
use a fixed instrumented ship or tower surrounded by a network of buoys
placed several kilometers apart. A possible scheme is illustrated in
Figure 10. ].
The ship or tower in the sea truth net should be well instrumented with
high accuracy instrumentation to cover all aspects of the requirements in
Table ]O. 1. In addition, it will be essential for meaningful comparisons to
provide a radiometer system on the fixed station platforrn to compare with
directly measured sea properties with the airborne radiometer being flown
ove rhe ad.
Surrounding the main station, a network consisting of eight buoys would
be moored in a pattern covering roughly 50 km on a side. These buoys would
require a minimum of instruments to measure sea temmerature, winds
{magnitude and direction}, salinity, and some measure of wave height or
slope sensitive to water wavelengths as small as five centimeters. The
choice of area coverage of fifty kilometers square is somewhat arbitrary,
The coverage should be large enough to minimize the interference from the
sea truth hardware in the received signal pattern of the airborne instrument,
The coverage also should be large enough to obtain meaningful statistics of
heterogeneities in sea surface properties over the observational pattern of
the satellite-borne system. Yet the area should be small enough to be
practical in maintenance by a single oceanographic vessel or station. Of
course, it is recognized that a 50 kilometer square might not be very
meaningful if located in the center of a strong current like the Gulf Stream,
but would be expected to give representative data on spatial heterogeneities
in a more homogeneous part of the ocean.
The proposed ideal sea truth facility for operation of an airborne radio-
meter system is very elaborate and would be very expensive to construct
and maintain. A rough estimate of the cost to develop and operate a facility
shown in Figure 10. 1 could easily exceed a million dollars. Furthermore,
the operation of an airborne system over a fixed sea truth facility negates the
flexibility of the aircraft instrumentation by linking it to only a small fixed
area of the ocean.
There is another serious practical limitation to any sophisticated network
like that conceptualized in Figure 10. 1. Under conditions of heavy seas where
the testing of the radiometer performance is important it is extremely difficult
to operate and maintain reasonably high precision equipment. Therefore, it
seems that a less ambitious program using throwaway devices would prove
more cost effective in practice than the more sophisticated project.
Investigators at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution have suggested
that an alternate sea truth program utilizing air-expendable instruments
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similar to the presently available sonobuoys and air-expendable bathythermo-
graphs. These throwaway devices could be released from aircraft over the
area identified for testing. By retaining the flexibility of throwaway devices,
the aircraft would be free to make scientific surveys at the same time the
potentialand usefulness of the remote system is being tested. Though the
application of throwaway devices offers flexibility and more economic testing,
limitations are imposed by the reduced accuracy of direct measurements
of parameters like temperature and by the inherently smaller number of
sea surface properties that can be observed in a spatial-array. It is likely,
for example, that only temperature and conductivity could be measured by the
throwaway devices. Wave properties would be difficult to instrument with
any reasonable precision on throwaway devices. However, the use of
photographic methods in combination with aerial observations over a test
area where throw'away buoys have been deployed should provide a practical
solution to the wave measurement problem in clear weather. Methods of
deducing wave spectra from glitter photographs have been described in the
literature. One example has been reported by Uberoi (1964) who derived
the directional wave spectrum from stereophotographs of the ocean surface.
Another innovative way of measuring wave spectra from low flying aircraft
using a laser geodolite has been reported recently by Schule et al. (1971).
These investigators showed that considerable information about the wave
number-amplitude spectrum of wind waves can be derived from laser
observations.
Phase3-Sea Truth Facility. The projection of an adequate sea truth
program for the ultimate use with operational orbiting space vehicles and
aircraft is difficult to define at this time. This is basically due to the
uncertainty of the degree to which an adequate calibration system or test
procedure can be designed into the radiometer system.
A practical operational calibration procedure may be to use a drifting
buoy-ship network projected for general oceanographic-meteorological
observations in current programs such as the World Weather Watch.
Furthermore, internal consistency of retrieved data from a microwave
system will undoubtedly be cross-checked with infrared radiometry as
operationally used in Nimbus satellites currently in orbit.
Both the buoy system and the ship network suffer from the limitations
that observation of ocean properties are made at fixed points, giving an
indirect correlation with an orbiting satellite radiometer. Here the question
or reliability of the remote sensor particularly as it averages properties over
zones of stray surface gradients, remains ambiguous without an adequate
model for statistically relating spatial averaged signals to point observations.
However, the comparison could be checked routinely over certain identified
ocean surface areas by instrumented aircraft over flights. Supplemental
surveilIance of this type would be a valuable operational check on satellite
instrument performance.
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The usefuln_:ss ,,!" nn n!)er,,io:_al saiellite ins_r_nqent system will be linked
closely wilt_ inputs tc_ and ou_pL_ts frc, r:_ suct_ forecasting systems as presently
available durii_g clin_ai_i,_ical and ;_vaita. bl,...sh[i_ data. The forecasts from
the U.S. Navy iEnvir._,nfF-,,:_lta) l)&ia Ix,re[\x,or! (bIET3T_'), curre_tly supplying
daily weather and oceano_rap}lic f_c_ps in the Northern ttemisphere, will
serve as an interactive <_i_r_,enl in lhe daia n_ossa_in< from a satellite
instrun_ent. In lh_. :_;tr_e wa}-, _h{p d-_t:_ ar,: che(ked fcJr reliability against
climatological varia!i_._:_: an,t ,h_. salelli._e, r_'sulls c_n I)e evaluated for
reliability as t}:c re_ ore sens_'.r _vst(-'.'__ is developed to an operational stale.
10.3 Test I:_rogra,-ms
Experience to date has indicated that a considerable amount of
information can be oht_i::ed by _cdest tes, progran_s. For example, a
great deal can be learned from experi,nents with t:he instrument fixed over
a body of water under different c<mditions of surface agitation. Programs
like the Buzzards Bay B:'id_{e study continue to provide valuable and useful
information on instrument perforrnan..e. Flight programs over oceanographic
vessels have been extreme:ely dse_ul., and _t ts anticipated that such flights
will continue to provide useful data without great investment in a unique sea
truth facility.
There has been sterne con:_iderati.m given to the testing of a remote
sensor fixed over a sea area {n a teth_.ered balloon platform. In the case of
microwave n-_easuremen_s of thermal emission from the sea to accuracies
of +0. 1° K, it does not appear that tl_c unatte_;ded operation of high precision
S-band instrumentation during tBe development phase can be done at this
time without considerab!e difficulty. Our experience to date has emphasized
the need to carefully watch over airborne instruments to insure their proper
performance durh_g _ests. it may be possible to use a blimp to fly over a
fixed region of wal:,.-*r with i_struz_ent:a{io:: on board. This approach would
probably be more fruitf_:l to cc.,n._ider a_ .,r iniHal flight prograrn than an
unattended baiio,m borne syst_er-,-i until n_ore confidence in instrument
reliability and data retrievability <an be obtained.
To make full use of the testing r:eeds and !:he scientific opportunities
afforded, it is recommended that every opportunity be taken to integrate the
testing of the airborne microwave radiometer system with other planned
oceanographic and meteorological experiments using shipboard instrumentation
and other remote sensor systems. Cne -ff the most effective ways of deter-
mining the li_'_tations _f tt_c applications of microwave radiometry to
oceanography is to inclu/e the system in instt',_n_ented aircrafl: fligh'_s over
areas projected ;'or such e-:periments aa GATE (GARP Atlantic Tropical
Experiments) in 1974. In any case, an essential parl of a successful sea
truth program wil! require the comparisc.n of data from a fixed near-surface
downward-tookh_g radicm_eter with data from _n airborne instrument, as well
as with direct obsecv,_t, on_ of sea surface conditions.
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10.4 Availability of Sea Truth Instrumentation
The practical constraints on any sea truth prog_a:=_ considered for
remote sensors are (1) the availability and reliabil_ty of oceanographic
instrumentation to meet requirements outlined in Table I0-i, and (2) the
costs of constructing and operating the (acility at sea. _ihe instrumentation
is considered here only in the context of the needs for testing the S-band
radiometer system to observe remotely sea surface temperature. There
are several surveys of appropriate instru_uentation available, the most
current of which is the U.S. Coast Guard Buoy Program study (Texas
,Instruments, Inc., 1970), fronl which n-luch of the data presented in
Table 10.2 were extracted. This table presenls a ,_umr_ary of instrumen-
tation and techniques particularly suitable for i_eeting the needs of the
proposed sea truth programs. Included are briei considerations of the
present limitations of such _astruments, as well as an e,_;tk;T_ated cost. An
examination of the material Ln this table indicates that the cost of mounting
a reasonably well instr,_e_'led fixed shLp of tower cornL_ned with a buoy
net such as that shown in Fiuure [0. I _'ouid be _._:ceedi_._ly expensive.
Expendable bathytherr._.ographs are _:urren_ly awd_,able for use in the
Phase II program, but some develop._n_-nt will be requir_d to include a con-
ductivity sensor in such a buoy package. Whiit lh,._,reis no known expendable
device that can measure wat:er conductivity in unatte_ide,.] operation to the
precision required for this program, the proLh:._ of de_.igning and con-
structing such a throwaway device is r_ot out_ide the t'a_ge of available
technology (Ramsay, 1971). Therefore, a timely effert could be devoted to the
development of inexpensive, expendable drifting t)ue?-_,f,,r measuring both
sea temperature and electrical conductivity.
i0.5 Summary and Conclt_sions
Based on this exploratory study, the devei_,pI_ei_ of a practical sea
truth program involving ai,,'_:raftor satellite _!.-,servati,_ of areas of the
oceans being monitored is a critical requi.'e_:eT_t i_ the development testing
for usefulness of the S-Band radiometer experi_r_.ent. _ihe current programs
of fixing a radiometer or multi-frequency-ra,Jio_-_ete_ '_ froH_ a platform over
water should provide valuable results for i_,preta_.D_n of sensor data in
terms of temperature, salLt_ity and roughness. ½_w'evcr, implementation of
a second phase test progra_n of aircraft ,__.er_,,t_onsis _ r_ngly recommended
at this time.
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It will be impractical to build a sea truth facility consisting of a broad
network of elaborately instrumented, fixed buoys over an area roughly the
size of a footprint expected to be viewed from a satellite. Instead, it is
recommended, that a more moderate program consisting of instrumented
aircraft flights over an instrumented fixed station mounted with a radiometer
of the same type as flown in the aircraft. In addition, the detection of spatial
heterogenities over a 50 kilometer square is recommended by use of
inexpensive throwaway buoys released from the aircraft. As a minimum.
these buoys should be designed to observe sea temperature to 4-0. 5°K, and
conductivity to a precision equivalent to +0.2% in salinity.
Because of the large costs involved in implementing aircraft test
programs, every effort should be made at this time to integrate the sea truth
requirements for a variety of remote sensors into a multipurpose sea truth
facility.
It is also recommended that future planning consider the simultaneous
testing of remote sensors like the airborne S-Band radiometer in meteoro-
logical and oceanographic applications during major geophysical experiment
projected for the next few years. For example, every effort should be made
in early planning to meaningfully integrate these sensors into the initial
Global Atmospheric Research Program (GARP) experiment, the GARP
Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE). An active search for users in such
experiments is initial to successful testing of the airborne sensors, while,
at the same time, using their unique capabilities in spatial coverage of the
ocean.
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11. 0 F'UTURE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
The results of the investigations described in this report indicate that
significant progress has been made towards the development of a satellite
S-Band radiometer system for oceanographic applications. "Progress has
been made in two major classes of development, data interpretation and
utilization, and instrument system configuration. ]he extensive theoretical
analysis, laboratory testing, and preliminary aircraft flight experiments
have revealed no limitations that ultimately will prevent achievement of our
design and performance goals. However, there remain some important
unresolved problems in both categories of development that require further
study to complete plans for a useful operational instrument system. This
last section is devoted to a brief discussion of the remaining development
work vital to this program.
11, 1 DATA INTERPRETATION AND UTILIZATION
To effectively use the S-Band radiometer for measurement of ocean-
ographic properties such as surface temperature, the following areas should
be studied further: (a) the roughness and foam influence on emissivity, (b)
the relationship between instrument performance and design and viewing
geometry (a master data and information retrieval program) and (c) the
relation between the S-Band system and other sensors that might be carried
on the same spacecraft, These problem areas require rather careful
consideration at this stage of program development to insure maximum
benefit to the user.
11. 1. 1 Roughness and Foaming
The level of understanding of these sea surface phenomena in relation
to the projected radiometer application has been discussed in Sections 6, 7,
and 8. Our conclusion is that the impact of surface roughness and foaming
is the principal remaining critical problem in data interpretation and must be
known empirically or theoretically to an accuracy compatible with the specifi-
cation of all other effects on the signal received by the instrument. There-
fore, it is essential to resolve the question of roughness and foam at the
earliest possible stages of further program development.
11. 1.2 Data Analysis and Interpretation
Our experience so far has indicated that the observations from an
airborne S-Band radiometer can be interpreted only by using a rather
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complicated analytical program. This program will require incorporation of
the antenna geometry (e.g. beam angle and antenna pattern), the viewing
angle, the location of the radiometer relative to the sun and other "hot"
celestial objects, as well as information about the nature of the underlying
atmosphere and the sea surface. To insure that such a program can be
developed for satellite applications, a study should be initiated at this time.
The initial computer program should be written for the prototype radiometer
described in Section Ii. 2 so that it can be tested in airborne instrument
experiments before continuing to a more elaborate generalized program for
a satellite instrument.
II. I. 3 Integration With Other Remote Sensors
For optimizing the usefulness of a particular sensor system such as
the S-Band radiometer, independent data about the underlying atmosphere and
the sea surface are needed. It is appropriate at this time to expend some
effort to evaluate an optimum sensor package for oceanographic applications.
Consideration should be given to the integration of microwave radiometers
operating in the visible regime.
II. 1.4 Oceanographic and Meteorological U_:ilization
The S-Band radiometer and related instrumentation should be evaluated
for broader applications than measurement of sea temperature. For example,
it may now be possible to obtain more information about sea state from the
S-Band radiometer because of its apparent sensitivity to roughness. One
way to achieve more information from the instrument would be to construct a
system to measure both components of linear polarization simultaneously
instead of using the circular polarization technique currently planned. The
latter, of course, loses information by reducing the sensor sensitivity to
roughness.
It is timely to consider in much more detail how one can relate directly
the thermal emission to dynamical processes in the sea. Both meteorology
and oceanography are "classical" sciences in that they continue to rely on
interpretation of thermodynamic variables such as temperature and pressure
to understand dynamical processes. Efforts should be made now to encourge
oceanographers and meteorologists to try to initiate data analyses and
studies relating geophysical fluid dynamical processes directly to the
radiative properties of these fluids. Such research is recognized to be long
range in nature but will undoubtedly produce important new considerations
in the applications of remote sensing.
11.2 SATELLITE INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT
The following plan for ii_strument developn_ent is based on the results
_f the studies described in detail in Section 9 of this report, wherein a
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conceptual design for a radiometer and its associaled antenna has been
formulated. Th_ desi_u if fully consistent with _he goals of high absolute
accuracy over long periods of tim_ and, v/lib practical development, can be
made compatible with salellite op_:_l'ation.
An instrl:ment should be construct_d which is based on the system
block diagram shc_wn in Figure c_. 7 and which uses one of the horn antennas
described in Section 9. (_. 3. TI should be designed for installation in a specific
aircraft, so that operational testing may be carried out over wide areas of
the ocean. At the same time component selection, packaging, reliability
considerations and operatic, hal f,_a{ures must reflect the eventual need for
compatibility with unatter_d_d sp_ ecraf_ operation. Careful attention should
be given to th,_ design of the RFi_ !_ortion of the radiome;er in order to arrive
at a configuration ,_,hic!t will r_.:i_in;ize size and weighi without seriously
increasing the RF' losses and without compromising absolute measurement
accuracy.
The planned design which appears best able to meet these require-
ments is ba_ed on the following considerations. The antenna wii1
undoubtedly be the largest physical cor_n_ponent in the system, and of
necessity wilI utilize waveguide transmission line. This being so, the
whole of the remainder of the RF portion shoMd be made small and
physically mounted in such a way as to be an integral part of the antenna -
waveguide transn_ission line. It will be ciearly impractical to attempt to
include the antenna in the stabilized temperature enclosure. Therefore,
the small RF package, which must be inside the stabilized enclosure, will
require to be thermally insulated from the antenna.
A key element in this plan is the small RF package which will be
maintained at the constant temperature T o, Thermal stabilization require-
merits will be eased if microstrip or stripline techniques are used to
miniaturize the RF circuit and the further advantage of freedom from
connector instabilities "arill be obtained.
Finally, packaging, construction and n_ounting should be such that the
instrument may easily be removed from its aircraft location and re-mounted
elsewhere, for example, on a tower overlooking a pool, or on a bridge
above a river or estuary, to facilitate static testing under controlled
conditions.
Although this plan is tailored to aircraft installation and testing of a
radiometer system it will not be amiss to list the important development
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requirements whichwill be needed when die i:_stru_e:-z is ,_obe tailored
for use in a specific spacecraft. These are:
1. Size, weight and power reducti:,ns
Miniaturizatio_ of the systen_ des'gn by inc<_rporating micro-
strip circuits for the active and pa_siw v_<:r_wa,:c radiometer
circuits.
.
Utilize n_iniaturized solid state co,,npone]qt,_for the electronic
subsystems.
.
Integrate the output of the radiometer with the onboard space-
craft data transmission and recordi*'_g sys_.e_s.
5. Space qualification of the operatim_a] hardware.
6, Coordination and integration of the ground data processing for
interpretation by Principal Investigators and other users.
7. Antenna system, designed to be con_p _tibl_",vilh the orbital and
satellite operational mission plans, snacccraft design and radiom-
eter system requirements
In the last item, our studies have il_dicated ihal rh,_ antenna design
represents a crucial factor in the instrument svste::;. I_ minimize lhe
error associated with receiving emission from lhe rouah sea over a varying
viewing angle and through a varying path in the atn'_o_-::._} ere the narrowest
possible beam width is required. }{owever. higi_ ]_,._am e_:tic:iency wilh very
low side lobes also is necessary. To achieve such re,i<.irements }Jorn
antennas with large apera_ures appear to be needed for satellite applications.
Thus, it would be desirable, at this drne, to heir. in mq_{'b.g*ni_ a] development
efforts to provide foldabh:' horn ante_mas al S-B;'._.a,.i f.,r u'_' in spacecraft.
11. 3 FLIGHT APt_LICAFIONS SURV_;Y
11.3.1 Aircraft
In the immediate future and possibly f,.,_" i_ng r=tn_e applications, the
microwave radiometer wi_] probably be utilized r_os! v'ic:_,ly aboard aircraft
in conjunction with other specialized remote sensors It: is fe]_ _hat these
applications will suppor_ tl,e range of rex<'.arck, and scie>ilfic pr_grams.
Little in-depth investigation has bern _,u'. _ t_ ide_i._>: _hese specific programs.
This is primarily due to t}_e present early s*a'e of d(,v_.!opment of the radiom-
eter system and the short )i)e. rational I-'eri':,d _f aPiAic:'ble >rograms. To
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date, the NR S-Band Microwave Radiometer has been flown aboard two air-
craft to collect sea surface temperature and related data:
1. Scripps Institution of Oceanography DC-3, Pacific Ocean
Flights, October and November 1969
NASA-GODDARD, Arctic International Decade Joint Experiment
(AIDJEX), utilizing the NASA-Ames Convair 990, February-
March 1971.
There are many possible future aircraft programs where the radiometer
system may have application. It should be planned to use the system aboard
as many aircraft for various programs as possible in the next five years to
demonstrate its capabilities.
There are several possible aircraft experiment programs where the
S-Band radiometer may be integrated into a more elaborate instrument array.
Some examples include:
1. NASA Convair 990 flight programs
(Dr. Nordberg - Goddard)
2. Global Atmospheric Research Program (GARP)
(particularly the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment)
3. National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Aircraft Surveys
4. U.S. Bureau of Fisheries, Project Little Window
(Gulf of California Survey)
5. International ttydrological Decade, Great Lakes Study
It is expected that a limited demonstration flight program will be
implemented for the NR prototype III radiometer currently being built for
the AAFE program. Present plans call for a series of demonstration flights
on the NASA, Wallops Island C-54 aircraft. The NR S-Band radiometer will
be operated in parallel with several other remote sensing systems.
11. 3.2 Satellite Applications
The development plan as currently projected cannot provide hardware
for specific spacecraft application before the 1974-1975 period at the earliest.
Under such circumstances, satellite launches for this period and later should
be considered. There are a variety of unmanned satellite systems projected
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for the late 1970's that might be large enough to accommodate the S-Band
radiometer. Based on current NASA planning, the following vehicles should
be considered:
I. NIMBUS G and later models
Z. TIROS-N
3. ITOS- 7
4. ERTS-E and later models
There may be application for the S-Band radiorz_eter in the OARP-
World Weather Watch (WWW) satellite series, Although some planning refers
to such vehicles as separate entities, it is possible that the late NIMBUS-
TIROS-ERTS satellite programs will be tailormad_ to support the GARP-WWVV
requirements.
Under the current planning it does not appear that the Small App]ications
Technology Satellites (SATS) will have large enough vehicles to support the
S-Band radiometer. However, feasibility studies may indicate that such an
application will be desirable.
For planning of manned space vehicles, there are at least three
possible spacecraft that could carry the S-Band radior_ueter system, These
include :
I. Post Skylab Series
2. Space Station
3. Space Shuttle
Since most of the planning for both unmanned and manned spacecraft
for the late '70's is in early stages, it is too early to project definite
engineering development programs to design and build a space rated S-Band
radiometer. Therefore, no further considerations are given in this study.
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APPENDIX
Major Users of Sea Surface Temperature Data
;:'Indicates Survey Contacts
U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office
Oceanographic Surveys Dept.
Mauri Center for Oceanographic
Research
Fleet Numerical Weather Central
Naval Undersea Center
Naval Facilities Engineering Command
Naval Weapons Research Facility
U.S. Coast Guard Hq.
Washington, D.C.
National Weather Service
Los Angeles
La Jolla
Office of Naval Research
La Jolla
National Marine Fisheries Service
La Iolla
Stanford University
Robert H. Randall, Jr.
':"Clifford H. Cline
_","Dr. J. B. Hersey
Capt. (Dr.) P.M. Wolff
;'."Dr. T. Laevastu
;:'Dr. E. C. LaFond
_'."Mr. Owen Lee
;'."Mr. Dale Good
*Mr. Michael Yachnis
Cmdr. Glenn Hamilton
;'._Capt. R. P. Dinsmore
'_Mr. Gordon C. Shields
Dr. Jerome Namais
Dr. Robert E. Stevenson
_:-'Dr. Merritt Stevenson
':-'Dr. /ames A. Renner
Dr. R. Michael Laurs
SDr. Paul E. Smith
Dr. I. F. T. Sauer
Dr. O. M. Sette
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NASA - Pacific Marine Laboratories
National Environmental Satellite
Service
Capt. W. D, Barbee
Mr. E. Paul McClain
Mr. L. F. Hubert
Mr. V. Q. Wark
kir. H. L. Smith
Scripps Institute of Oceanography *Dr. Joseph M. Reid
*Dr. Margaret K. Robinson
*Dr. Richard Born
Dr. Warren S. Wooster
Dr. Theodore
Dr. E. C. MacAllister
Dr. Walter H. Munk
eMr. James M. Snodgrass
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution ",_Dr. Gifford C. Ewing
Dr. Nicholas P. Fofonoff
Dr. Bruce A. Warren
Dr. Paul M. Fye
Oregon State University
*Dr. June G. Pattullo
Dr. William G. Pearcy
Dr. George C. Anderson
Dr. Wayne V. Butt
University of Washington
Nova University
Univ. of California, Los Angeles
Dr. Gunnar I. Roden
Dr. Joseph E. Henderson
Dr. Maurice Raffray
Dr. George C. Anderson
*Dr. William S. Richardson
*Dr. Yale Mintz
",:Dr. Miohio Yanas
New York University
Bureau of Marine Sciences
San Diego, California
Texas A & M University
Dr. Gerhard Neumann
,','Dr. Glenn A. Flittner
Dr. Robert O. Reid
Dr. John D. Cochrane
NAVOCEANO - Spacecraft Oceanography *Mr. John W. She_-nan, III
*Mr. Lawrence Grubham
* I!. S. (;£IVFHNMF:NI PHINTING OFFI(_2 : 1_72 '2:,-:_ :-lb
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